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Three years after the Dodd-Frank Act was approved, its practical implications are coming into focus. At the same time, we can see the unmet challenges of the transformation of the financial system into one that is safer, more accountable, and truly designed to serve the economy and society as a whole.

In this report, we outline the key developments so far — both the steps taken, and some not taken, down the bumpy road of the Dodd-Frank Act implementation. As well, we take a hard, deep look at the crucial problems and big decisions that remain.

The first several chapters examine important parts of the Dodd-Frank Act. What have the relevant regulators done to carry out the reforms mandated by the law? What impact are those reforms having or likely to have? What more will need to be done to address the problems the reforms were meant to solve?

The first chapter, by the MIT financial economist John Parsons, deals with the world of derivatives. It lays out the three major goals of Dodd-Frank derivatives reform—universal supervision, transparency and clearing with capital—and assesses the progress made in each case.

The next chapter, by Seton Hall law professor Stephen Lubben, discusses the new legal process of “resolution authority” that was designed to allow for the safe dismantling of “too big to fail” financial firms. Professor Lubben examines the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s proposal for a resolution process with a “single point of entry,” and analyzes what it will take for such a system to work as intended.

Mike Konczal of the Roosevelt Institute follows with a chapter on capital requirements as a lynchpin of a safer financial system, an idea that has gained support recently at the Federal Reserve and among other influential policymakers and opinion leaders. The right kind of capital requirements, Konczal argues, can support a number of the important goals of financial reform.

Mike Calhoun of the Center for Responsible Lending follows with a chapter on changes to mortgage origination rules sanctioned by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. He takes stock of the significant changes now in regulation, those about to go into effect in January, and the unresolved risks in the mortgage market.

The remaining chapters concentrate on the more elusive problems revealed by the 2008 financial crisis, which lack comprehensive legislative remedies. Some of these could be addressed through the Dodd-Frank Act, while others will require further measures.
Jennifer Taub of Vermont Law School writes about the issue of so-called “sophisticated investors.” Legislators and regulators, she argues, have relied too heavily on the supposed ability of sophisticated investors to police the market. After explaining some of the practical weaknesses of this approach, Professor Taub outlines several more promising avenues of reform.

Alfred State College professor Ron Rhoades takes up the important topic of fiduciary requirements. Debate over fiduciary duties has heated up in recent months in the context of rulemaking by both the Department of Labor and the Securities and Exchange Commission. Professor Rhoades retraces the history and evolution of this standard, and underscores its importance.

University of Denver law professor Jay Brown explores the issue of runaway executive pay. Focusing on both the financial sector and the corporate world in general, he identifies a set of additional reforms needed to ensure that compensation is based on sustainable performance and does not drive excessive risk-taking.

Brad Miller of the Center for American Progress writes about regulatory enforcement. A former Congressman, Miller has been on the front lines of the effort to make our financial watchdogs accountable. He explains why it is important that rules and laws are actually enforced, and lays out a number of strategies for ensuring that they are.

The final chapters turn to issues of reform that, although central to the crisis and to the Dodd-Frank Act, will not be settled even in the lengthy time frame of this law’s implementation. These are the questions that will dominate the financial reform conversation for the rest of the decade.

Marcus Stanley of Americans for Financial Reform writes about the policy paradox of shadow banking. What is shadow banking, and what kind of regulatory regime and safety net is necessary for it? How does it compare and contrast with the older banking sector? Crucially, Stanley outlines the way in which the Dodd-Frank Act tries to regulate this new sector, and explains the conflicts and debates regulators will continue to have as they negotiate how banking works in the early 21st century.

Wallace Turbeville of Demos explains the systemic overuse and abuse of derivatives in the financial and commodity markets. He argues that the use of derivatives has far exceeded their economically useful potential and their often-invisible costs undermine the efficient intermediation of capital.

Saule Omarova of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Cornell concludes the report with a discussion of the proper scope of banking activities. Over the past 30 years, regulators have greatly expanded the scope of activities in which banks are allowed to engage, weakening the walls that once existed between finance and
the real economy. Omarova recounts the history and reasons for those barriers, and explains how they might be reengineered in the future.

These chapters do not tell the whole story of needed financial reforms. We hope, however, that they provide useful insight into important problems. This report calls our attention to a crucial question: how do we have a financial sector that is first and foremost a tool for the benefit of the real economy, promoting broad-based prosperity, useful innovation, and productive private and public investments? We hope that the ideas sketched out here will move that conversation forward.
Unregulated derivatives played a major role in the 2008 financial crisis, making clear the need for reform. Indeed, consensus was reached quickly on the necessary features of derivative market reform. The quick consensus is especially striking in light of the many debates that continue to this day on the right direction for the reform of other components of the financial system.

That consensus has its roots in the peculiar history of the derivatives industry in the U.S., which stretches back 150 years to the trading of wheat futures on the Chicago Board of Trade. Heading into 2008, the U.S. derivatives industry operated along two parallel regulatory frameworks and market structures. The older of the two, the futures and options markets, was firmly regulated according to principles fashioned over the course of more than a century. The “new kid on the block” was the unregulated swaps market, also known as the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market. Originally carved out as a provisional exception to the long established rules governing futures markets, its unregulated status and different market structure were given firm sanction in the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000. The OTC derivatives market quickly grew to become the dominant segment of the derivatives market. It was this unregulated OTC derivatives market that played such a destabilizing role in the 2008 financial crisis. Its older cousin, the futures markets, did not play a similar role, and, instead, provided a working example of a derivatives market operated under sound principles, which could be adapted to the OTC derivatives market.

Despite the consensus on direction, implementation of the derivatives reform has dragged along very slowly. At times, it seems as if it might stall out entirely. Why? Three things undermine the momentum provided by the quick consensus.

First, there are the economic interests tied to the specific market structure of the OTC derivatives industry. Operating outside of any regulatory framework, the OTC derivatives industry evolved a ramified set of crisscrossing business entities, extending from the derivative dealers housed in the largest banks to the associated brokers, technology vendors and customers of all types. Many of them can probably win a profitable place in a reformed market, but the transition creates important competitive dangers. For others, the transition defines away a good portion of their business, and they will not go without a fight. All of them have worked to slow the reform.

Second, the uncontested status of the reform vision for the derivatives markets masks a remarkable diversity of attitudes among supporters of reform. For some, derivatives are esoteric financial instruments relevant to Wall Street traders but incidental to real business. For others, derivatives are inherently evil, rocket fuel for a casino economy.
rigged to benefit the few at the expense of the many. Only a small subset of supporters of reform affirmatively embrace a vibrant, well-managed derivatives market as an essential feature of a successful growing economy that benefits the whole population. While this subset designed the vision of derivatives reform currently being implemented, they have not yet sold it as part of a broader vision of shared prosperity. This divergence in attitude weakens the public case for reform.

Third, despite the clear consensus at a strategic level, some important details are yet to be worked out. The crisis exposed the error in leaving the OTC derivatives market unregulated. It undercut the foolish claim that swaps were essentially different from other derivatives, and reminded us of what we already knew about how to structure healthy derivatives markets. But while swaps are not essentially different, some swaps—being customized or otherwise suited to a small base of customers—are ill suited to exchange trading and clearing. We would be in a better position now if, during the several decades when the market was evolving, we had moved in tandem to gradually tailor rules appropriate to these circumstances. This would have provided room to test and fine tune the rules. Having failed to take the time when we had it, the crisis forces us to act hurriedly now. Still, there is a practical limit to how quickly we can successfully devise some rules. The process must be informed by experience. This limit tests our patience, and the debates on these details endanger the consensus, providing opportunity for opponents of the entire reform project.

The reform of the derivatives market lies along a clear track, but without much power or speed. The tracks laid out in the consensus architecture define a clear course forward, so that at this slow speed there is no danger of veering off course to the right or the left. But it is always possible that the train could start moving in reverse.

In the following, I will highlight the role that derivatives played in the crisis and how that informed the shape of the reform. Then I will provide an update on how far the reform has proceeded. Finally, I will discuss what lies ahead and some features of the debates to come.

**Derivatives in the Crisis**

All the devils at play elsewhere in the financial system were also at play in the derivatives markets, but two points deserve highlighting. Derivatives served as a trigger for key events in the 2008 financial crisis and as a vector for contagion, helping to spread the crisis throughout the financial system. Both points were manifested in the collapse of insurance giant American International Group (AIG), among the most notorious episodes of the crisis.

The company’s London subsidiary, AIG Financial Products, had long profited by selling credit default swaps. The deregulation of the OTC derivatives market allowed these to be sold without any up-front capital or margin. The state insurance commissioners
who supervised AIG’s other insurance businesses had no authority vis-à-vis these derivatives, despite the fact that these swaps were marketed to serve a role comparable to insurance. AIG’s financial regulator, the Office of Thrift Supervision, was ill equipped and completely ineffective at supervising the company’s derivative operation. As losses on these credit default swaps accumulated and AIG’s financial position deteriorated, the firm suffered the effects of a classic bank run, losing access to short-term financing such as commercial paper and repo. The U.S. government stepped in and committed more than $180 billion to AIG’s rescue, including a loan from the Federal Reserve as well as Treasury funding under the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP).

More than any other single event, it is the case of AIG that provides the political clarity behind the need to regulate the derivatives market. In Senate testimony in 2009, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said, “If there is a single episode in this entire 18 months that has made me more angry, I can’t think of one, other than AIG. … AIG exploited a huge gap in the regulatory system. There was no oversight of the Financial Products division. This was a hedge fund, basically, that was attached to a large and stable insurance company, made huge numbers of irresponsible bets—took huge losses.” For the public and for President Obama, the case of AIG is especially notorious because even after the company had taken taxpayer bailout funds, its Financial Products division proceeded to pay top managers enormous bonuses.

The case also provides intellectual clarity on the necessary shape of reform. In the midst of the crisis, regulators found themselves ill equipped to respond. U.S. law had exempted AIG’s derivative transactions from oversight, and so no government authority had knowledge about the company’s trades, nor did any authority have substantive knowledge about the larger market in which those trades took place. Lacking this information, no government authority could have acted in advance of the crisis. Any reform must provide regulators with information about any and all corners of the derivatives market and the authority to act on it.

A second lesson was that risk management deficiencies involving derivatives at one institution like AIG could threaten other central parts of the financial system. As the news of AIG’s financial woes became known, concern immediately arose about major banks, both American and European, with large exposure to AIG through the web of derivative contracts between the banks and AIG. Any reform of the derivatives market should help reduce the transmission of problems between institutions, and should be integrated with the larger reform of the financial system.

The other crisis events in which derivatives played a role are less widely known, but equally important in guiding the design of reform. In particular, derivatives played a supporting role in the troubles at several other financial institutions in 2008, increasing the fragility of the system. For example, both Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers were large investment banks with major businesses dealing derivatives. In both cases, losses on mortgage-related investments began to cast doubts on the solvency of the
banks. These suspicions led various sources of short-term financing to dry up, creating liquidity crises. Both banks’ positions as derivatives dealers played vital roles in their liquidity crises, when derivative counterparties began to reassign contracts away from them and refused new transactions, which drained cash from the firms.

Before 2008, economists discussed bank runs using the archetypal example of the traditional commercial bank that takes deposits. The 2008 crisis forced economists to incorporate into their discussion other components of the financial system that are also susceptible to runs—notably money market funds, but extending as well to investment bank lines of business such as prime brokerage and derivative dealerships. Any reform of the derivatives market should here, too, be integrated with the larger reform of the financial system designed to protect against bank runs.

The Shape of Reform

In light of these experiences, one can appreciate the architecture for reform that arose in the wake of the crisis. At the September 2009 Summit of the G20 Leaders in Pittsburgh, it was agreed that OTC derivatives should come under regulation and oversight, and that:

All standardized OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties by end-2012 at the latest. OTC derivative contracts should be reported to trade repositories. Non-centrally cleared contracts should be subject to higher capital requirements.

This statement points to three major conditions of reform:

• The first is the key principle of universal supervision. There can no longer be a carve out for OTC derivatives that makes them exempt from supervision. Universal supervision represents a reversal of the explicitly deregulatory mandate of the United States’ Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000.

• The second is transparency. Moving transactions onto exchanges and mandated reporting are actions designed to help shine light onto the markets, for the benefit of the regulator as well as for competition and the wider public advantages that stem from transparency. Meanwhile, price transparency makes the market work better for all participates, while also giving regulators a crucial tool in examining systemic risk.

• The third is clearing. The mandate to clearing through central counterparties is designed to reduce the amount of credit risk accumulating in the system overall—the well-established purpose of central counterparty clearing—and also to locate credit risk where it is best supervised by regulatory authorities. Requiring
capital for non-centrally cleared contracts is both a tool to encourage central clearing and a component of sound banking practice.

The three principles defining the G20 Pittsburgh consensus on derivatives reform already governed the regulation of the U.S. futures markets. All trade in the futures and options markets had long been subject to regulatory oversight. Indeed, the existence of the unregulated OTC derivatives market is due to an exemption from the pre-established principle of universal supervision of all futures and options trading. The futures and options markets are mostly transparent, dominated by exchange trading, with data feeds easily accessed by the regulatory authorities and important data available to the public. As well, all contracts are cleared by a central counterparty. As a specific example, look at the oil futures market, which is the largest among the commodity derivative markets. It is registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), largely exchange traded, with rigorous reporting and publicly accessible data feeds, and entirely cleared.

The industry customs and regulatory framework for the U.S. futures and options industry evolved over more than a century, so there is deep experience with them. For example, the recent debate over whether or not to mandate the clearing of most derivative trades actually reprises a debate over the evolution of U.S. futures markets that took place at the end of the 1800s and the first three decades of the 1900s. Central counterparty clearing was introduced to the U.S. in 1896 by the Minneapolis Grain Exchange, home to futures trading in grains. This innovation helped to reduce the aggregate amount of risk in the system and therefore lowered the amount of capital required to manage futures markets. This in turn lowered the cost charged to non-financial companies hedging with futures. Central counterparty clearing also improved access to the futures market, keeping the market competitive and growing. Established futures exchanges in other cities gradually recognized these advantages of central counterparty clearing and copied the innovation. As new futures exchanges were established, central counterparty clearing was often the chosen structure right from the start. This was the case at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, established in 1919 for trade in butter, eggs, and other products. In 1925, the Chicago Board of Trade, which was the largest futures exchange at the time, switched to central counterparty clearing. From that date forward, central counterparty clearing reigned as the standard practice for futures trading in the U.S., and remained so for the next 50 years. Looking back, it is clear that the innovation of central counterparty clearing was a boon to the growth of U.S. futures markets throughout the 20th century.

None of the problems arising in the 2008 financial crisis involved these regulated derivatives markets, although even with these regulations in place, important stability issues sometimes arise, as we have seen in the past. In contemplating how to reform the previously unregulated OTC derivatives markets, economists and policy makers had experience with futures and options markets to inform their choices.
How Far Have We Come?

In the United States, this basic architecture for derivatives reform was quickly codified as Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and signed into law in July 2010, less than a year after the Pittsburgh G20 summit. The relatively fast legislative action in the U.S. has been followed by slow-moving regulatory implementation. Although the law directed the CFTC and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to draft the appropriate implementing regulations within a year, it is now three years later and the job is not complete. Nevertheless, the CFTC in particular has been insistently moving the ball forward.

By count, a little more than one-half of the rulemaking has been completed. That leaves another one-half yet to be finished. This kind of crude accounting, however, can be misleading. On the one hand, where rules are not yet complete, they are nevertheless substantially underway. On the other hand, where rules are complete, some of the deadlines for changes to market practice lie in the future, so that a completed rule does not yet mean the market is functioning any differently.

Looking at some crude measures, we find that changes are beginning to take place in the U.S. Already most derivatives trades must be reported to approved data repositories. The requirement that derivative trades be cleared is one step behind data reporting. The first deadline mandating clearing for one class of swaps by certain traders arrived this past March. Further stages in the mandate have since arrived, and more are to come. In the U.S., approximately 65 percent of new trades in interest rate swaps are now being cleared, according to a report released last month by the Financial Stability Board (FSB), an international body made up of finance ministries, central banks and international financial institutions. For credit derivatives, the figure is approximately 40 percent. These are very preliminary data that cannot be readily checked by outsiders, and a more reliable accounting will not be possible for a while. The requirement that derivative trades move onto exchanges—swap execution facilities (SEFs) in the U.S. legislation—is two steps behind. The first of these new exchanges just opened for business earlier this month, and the initial trading is light. However, the requirements to use the exchanges only come into force in a staged process over the coming months and into the next calendar year.

Globally, the process is moving forward at a varied pace. In Europe, the basic reform architecture was codified in the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR), which in its final shape passed the European Parliament and the European Council in July 2012. Some other countries still have not completed the legislative work. Implementation in Europe trails the U.S., perhaps because the ongoing European banking crisis has distracted authorities. Trades are ostensibly being reported to data repositories, although data are not yet available in a practical form. Major clearing facilities are either just opened or still being readied. Globally, the FSB reports that approximately 42 percent of the outstanding positions in interest rate derivatives and 14 percent of
Roughly speaking, in the U.S. we stand now at a transition point between writing the rules and overseeing their translation into practice. That task will be a difficult one as we try to move beyond the letter of the rule toward fulfilling the spirit. Take as an example the simple requirement that all transactions be reported to data repositories. Data can be reported and still not be meaningfully organized or usable. CFTC Commissioner Scott O’Malia captured many people’s attention earlier this year when he recounted the difficulty regulators had in making use of the data feeds coming from the U.S. trade repository, the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTTC). He said, “The problem is so bad that staff have indicated that they currently cannot find [JP Morgan’s now famous] London Whale in the current data files.” Obviously, much work must be done to standardize data formats, contract features and various other practices so that the data on trades is usable and informative.

Even more extensive work lies ahead in regard to the clearing mandate and the move to exchange trading. Authorities must assure that all contracts that can be cleared are cleared. This will require both evaluating the contracts that are traded as well as encouraging standardization where feasible. Evaluating the transparency of trade on exchanges is a similarly demanding task. The successful implementation of both mandates will involve complicated questions of industry structure and competition. These will be difficult and contentious to resolve.

**The Path Ahead**

The next stage of implementation is complicated by three important problems. The first is the necessity and difficulty of global cooperation. This was highlighted recently when European authorities, together with authorities from a number of other G20 countries, criticized the U.S. CFTC for moving too quickly and aggressively in implementing its rules. The Europeans objected to the CFTC enforcing its regulations on U.S.-parented entities trading derivatives outside the U.S. The vigor with which the Europeans made their complaint stood in odd contrast to the slow speed with which they have been implementing their own reform. On the U.S. side, there is a concern that U.S. companies will move their derivative trades to jurisdictions where the reform is as yet incomplete, with the ultimate risk returning to the U.S. government and economy when the next crisis hits. Successfully resolving this dispute is one of the most vital tasks facing the reform in the months ahead. Obviously the principle of universal supervision would lose any substance if a U.S. company could escape supervision by moving its derivative operations to a nation without real supervision. The dispute has temporarily been resolved with a commitment by all sides to implement comparable regulations and, where comparable regulations exist, to recognize them. Whether this agreement will be realized in practice is yet to be seen.
Coordination is equally essential in other areas as well. Already, different national regulations regarding data privacy constrain sharing data with authorities in other states, not to mention public reporting. This could make a farce of transparency unless it is addressed. Clearing, too, will require international cooperation in order to produce the anticipated benefit of cancelling offsetting exposures and liabilities in significant quantities. So far, there has been a lot of talk about this, and going forward it will be important to turn that talk into action.

The second problem involves defining the details respecting how different types of derivatives trade. For example, the unregulated swaps regime did provide a space for customization and for trade in relatively illiquid instruments ill suited to exchange-trading and clearing. Accordingly, the G20’s Pittsburgh consensus requires only that the majority of derivatives be exchange-traded and cleared. So an important unfinished task is defining the boundary between those products that must be moved onto exchanges and cleared, and those products that will not. What rules will govern trade in these customized and less liquid products? This is new territory.

The Dodd-Frank Act’s Title VII is especially problematic in this regard. It preserves the parallel structure of the U.S. derivatives industry, with one regime for futures and options and a new regime for swaps. It then requires that this new regime obey mandates for reporting, exchange-trading and clearing, like those that govern the futures market—albeit with exceptions for some swaps. This burdens the agencies with deciding not only how to handle the exceptions, but also what criteria should differentiate the larger quantity of swaps traded in a market parallel to the futures market and obeying the same principles.

The problems that are likely to arise were previewed this past year in the debate over “futurization” that ensued when certain segments of the U.S. OTC derivative trade started to migrate over to the futures markets. One noted case came to public attention in August 2012, when the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) announced that it would repackage all of its cleared OTC energy swap products as futures, subjecting them to the old, established futures regulatory rules. A second case involved products being developed by the CME Group, a large futures exchange company, and Eris Exchange, a futures exchange, designed to mimic interest rate swaps previously traded under the old unregulated OTC marketplace, but in this case structured as futures contracts, subject to the old, established futures regulatory rules. Before the reform, swaps had the advantage of regulatory arbitrage—where futures markets were supervised, swaps were not, where futures markets were transparent, swaps were not, and where futures markets were cleared, swaps were not. The Dodd-Frank Act erased these distinctions between futures and most swaps. Now, after the reform, other criteria will determine the relative place of the two markets. What will those criteria be? The legislation has essentially devolved to the CFTC the task of developing an economic rationale for the parallel markets.
Finally, implementation will be complicated by the fact that the process of reform is concurrent with other, unrelated forces that are changing the nature of trading on financial markets. Changing technologies have upended the old order in equity markets, and the same thing is happening in foreign exchange markets and in futures markets. Established regulations need to be revised in light of these new technologies, but this also reopens previously settled questions about the purpose of the regulations and how trading should be structured. We have already seen in the U.S. equity markets the type of chaos that can ensue. The incumbent swaps industry would like to use confusion here as cover to reverse the derivatives reform and preserve their franchise in its old structure. Negotiating this process will be a difficult task.

Conclusion

For more than 150 years, the U.S. pioneered the establishment of vigorous derivative markets that served as an important source of stability to business and contributed to economic growth. Our recent experiment with unregulated derivatives produced instability and set our economy back. The key elements of reform—universal supervision, transparency through exchange-trading and price reporting, and central clearing—are tools for reclaiming the powerful good these financial instruments can provide. There remains much to be done to realize that goal.

Endnotes

1. These figures on the global market are not comparable to those quoted earlier for the U.S. since they reflect, in part, legacy un-cleared contracts that have not been moved to clearinghouses; new contracts may be clearing centrally at a greater rate. Of course, this lack of comparability in reported data is precisely part of the problem that the new reforms are ultimately intended to eliminate.
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Title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act created the new Orderly Liquidation Authority (OLA) that can potentially replace chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code as the resolution tool for bank holding companies and their non-regulated subsidiaries.\(^1\) It only potentially displaces chapter 11 because chapter 11 remains in place unless financial regulators decide to invoke OLA,\(^2\) through a comically intricate process that culminates with the D.C. District court having 24 hours to say “no” under very limited circumstances.\(^3\)

Basically, OLA expands the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) bank receivership powers to cover a greater part of the financial institution.\(^4\)

This allows the FDIC to conduct a purchase and assumption transaction with regard to some non-bank parts of the institution, or transfer the institution to a newly created “bridge bank.”\(^5\) The latter allows the FDIC to split the good assets from the bad, in a process that is very much like that used in “363 sales” under chapter 11, widely publicized by the automotive bankruptcy cases.\(^6\)

The existence of OLA is crucial to the idea that the Dodd-Frank Act has actually ended “too big to fail.” Since financial institutions remain very big, it is up to OLA to provide a means for them to fail.

The real question is whether OLA will work and, as OLA was originally presented, there were good reasons for doubt.\(^7\)

Most importantly, OLA does not include foreign entities, while vital pieces of most global systematically important financial institutions (SIFIs) are resident in London.

The FDIC has figured out a clever way to avoid the problems with OLA. Under the new “single point of entry” approach, only the holding company would be placed in OLA, and the FDIC would then continue to prop up the operating subsidiaries, wherever located.

The new question is: Will single point of entry work?

This short essay explores this question and what remains to be done to create a workable bankruptcy system for global banks.

In short, I argue that while single point of entry is a great improvement, it still has its potential faults, and the excitement over it obscures many lingering questions. And
nothing has been done to improve the ability of chapter 11 to handle a large financial institution, despite the fact that OLA is only supposed to “backstop” the normal bankruptcy process.

**Single Point of Entry**

The FDIC’s new approach under OLA—the single point of entry plan—focuses entirely on ensuring the holding company can absorb the organization’s losses, including those sustained by its operating subsidiaries.

Single point of entry is rooted in the undeniable premise that holding company claimants are less “runnable” than operating company claimants. Shareholders and bondholders might sell their holdings, depressing the market price, but that does nothing to withdraw liquidity from the financial institution.

Thus the FDIC would save the enterprise by taking control of the holding company, eliminating existing claimants of that company, and selling new equity in the holding company to recapitalize it. While this process is pending, financing from the FDIC under the provisions of OLA would keep the holding company—and its worldwide operating subsidiaries—afloat.

In the case of Lehman Brothers, the filing of the holding company several weeks before the operating subsidiaries brought to the fore the reality that while most derivative transactions might be entered into by operating companies, by their terms the contracts provide that the failure of a “credit support provider” (i.e. the holding company) triggers an immediate right to terminate the trade.

The Dodd-Frank Act does provide the FDIC with the power “to enforce contracts of subsidiaries or affiliates of the covered financial company, the obligations under which are guaranteed or otherwise supported by or linked to the covered financial company.”

It is not clear what it means for the holding company to enforce a derivative that it is not directly a party to, but the FDIC has used this as the basis for rules that prohibit termination of a derivative because of the OLA filing of a parent company. At least superficially, this seems to address a key lesson learned during the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.

In short, single point of entry is a marked improvement over OLA as originally envisioned. It offers the prospect of saving a financial institution as a going concern, whereas the drafters of the Dodd-Frank Act seemed to see it as a method for liquidating the financial institution’s domestic parts, while leaving the foreign bits to their fate.
Unfortunately, if we push beyond the happy press releases trumpeting the wonder of single point of entry, we see that questions remain.

For example, it is not clear that the FDIC’s solution to the derivatives problem will hold up if challenged. How does the FDIC get the power to prevent the termination of a contract between two parties, neither of which is in OLA?

Congress might exercise such a power under the Commerce Clause, but when done by rule on the basis of a confused piece of statutory text, the risk of litigation looms large. Whatever the merits of that litigation, it has serious potential to gum up an OLA proceeding.

More broadly, while it is certainly theoretically true that the pain of financial distress falls first on bank shareholders, then on bank bondholders, then on uninsured depositors, and so forth, reality might be somewhat different. Recent events have made that quite clear.

First note that while terminating existing stakeholders might be preferable to the 2008 model—where stakeholders were, at worst, diluted in every case other than Lehman Brothers—it does nothing to address the distressed SIFI’s immediate problems. Indeed, returning the SIFI to solvency is of minor importance compared to refurbishing its liquidity.

Nevertheless, much of the discussion of single point of entry, and regulation in general, has focused on the question of solvency.

A SIFI might have ample capital, but face a liquidity shortfall. Indeed, the classic bank run of Jimmy Stewart fame does not depend on a rational assessment of the balance sheet, but rather comes from a panic that drains the institution’s liquidity, leaving it in breach of its obligations while still possessing more assets than liabilities.

Before the Dodd-Frank Act, the Federal Reserve’s section 13(3) powers provided an obvious solution here, but since the power is now limited to programs of “broad-based eligibility,” it may no longer be quite as useful in the case of a single institution facing a run. Indeed, the Federal Reserve now is expressly prohibited from lending under this section for the “purpose of assisting a single and specific company avoid bankruptcy, resolution under title II of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, or any other Federal or State insolvency proceeding.” This limitation may compromise the Federal Reserve’s ability to address such a liquidity crunch before it reaches the systemic level.

Recapitalization of the institution under OLA might solve the SIFI’s long-term liquidity needs, but successful recapitalization is going to depend on the value of the enterprise. That value will be largely a function of the value of the SIFI’s subsidiaries,
perhaps with a little premium that reflects the synergies of having all those subsidiaries working together under a single roof.

If that value is no longer sufficient to support the capital the financial institution needs, the FDIC will face a real problem. Either losses will have to be imposed at the subsidiary level to cut the SIFI down to size or the FDIC will simply have to inject value into the institution. The latter looks suspiciously like a bailout in all but name, while the former undermines the benefits of single point of entry, which is not supposed to touch the operating companies.

Recall that the Dodd-Frank Act still requires the liquidation of a failed financial institution. The FDIC has converted that requirement into the liquidation of the holding company, not quite the same thing. Preserving the institution as a going concern might be wise from both a regulatory and creditor recovery perspective, but one has to wonder if it is totally faithful to the congressional charge. Using liquidity provided to the parent company to stave off the failure of non-liquidated subsidiaries also pushes again the command that “[n]o taxpayer funds shall be used to prevent the liquidation of any financial company under this subchapter.”

This also highlights the degree to which single point of entry depends on the existence of a problem that is easily isolated. A general collapse of a SIFI, across multiple business units, is not what the FDIC is interested in discussing at the moment.

In short, inflicting pain on holding company stakeholders also does nothing to address the financial institution’s immediate liquidity needs. This is where the Dodd-Frank Act’s lending mechanism between the U.S. Treasury and the FDIC would come in, but it is easy to imagine such lending quickly could become a stealth bailout of subsidiary creditors.

The FDIC will note that any funding it provides will be secured by a priority lien on the debtor’s assets. But since the holding company’s only assets will be shares in the operating subsidiaries, this will create a kind of cyclical need for FDIC financing. To preserve the value of its collateral, the FDIC will need to meet any and all funding requirements of the subsidiaries if single point of entry is to work as advertised.

In the case of a global SIFI, it would be easy to imagine that this number could become quite large, quite quickly. In a systemic crisis, the FDIC might be making many such loans.

The FDIC argues that once it takes charge, “because the group remains solvent, retail or corporate depositors should not have an incentive to ‘run’ from the firm under resolution insofar as their banking arrangements, transacted at the operating company level, remain unaffected.”
Assuming rationality in a financial crisis is a doubtful solution to a difficult problem. Given the obvious fragility of the wholesale funding market, and the lack of any real change to that market since the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, assuming that counterparties will continue business as usual while the parent company is undergoing an untested OLA proceeding seems somewhat cavalier. The FDIC might as well assume it will never have to use OLA if we are going to rely on these sorts of *deus ex machina* solutions.

Regulators might require the holding company itself stand ready to provide liquidity to the subsidiaries in times of stress. Of course, not only would this be quite expensive from a cost of capital perspective—the holding company would be investing shareholder funds in something akin to a T-bill portfolio, if we want to be sure the liquidity will be available in times of stress—but any such source of liquidity would presumably be tapped before OLA was invoked, assuming that OLA is truly to be a mechanism of last resort.

To a similar effect are the proposals that call for some portion of the holding company’s debt to take the form of subordinated or contingent convertible debt. Converting debt to equity, or simply “vaporizing” it, provides a small liquidity boost equal to, at most, six months worth of interest payments.\(^{13}\) Unless this tranche of debt is quite large—which is not totally consistent with the broader regulatory agenda of reducing leverage—it seems unlikely that this newfound cash could make or break a teetering financial institution. Indeed, any benefit would also have to be offset against the negative signal that such a conversion would send to the market.

The FDIC does have the ability to recoup unpaid lending from other SIFIs, but even under the best-case scenario this means some risk to taxpayers during the gap between the rescue of a distressed SIFI and the assessment of the others. Since the gap could be as long as 10 years, the concern is not easily dismissed.

Even if the money is fully paid back, the access to such funding is itself a privilege that most businesses do not enjoy. For example, when Circuit City faced bankruptcy, it was forced to take the only loan that the market would offer. That loan, which provided a very short window for reorganization, was a key reason why the company ultimately liquidated.

Giving special privileges to banks might be inevitable, since SIFI failure is so disruptive, but if the risk of bailout remains, the justification for up front regulation that might avoid failure becomes even stronger.

It’s relatively easy to rail against “moral hazard” in the abstract, and say that large financial institutions should be left to face “market forces,” such as insolvency and liquidation. But the financial system exists so that those with money to lend can get
that money to those who need it, and there are real consequences of allowing that system to fall apart.

For example, *The New York Times* recently reported that Goldman Sachs controls about a quarter of the aluminum in the United States. Much of that metal belongs to other companies, but what would happen to countless U.S. manufacturers if that aluminum suddenly became entangled in a liquidation?

The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation reports on its own website that “[a]s of June 30, 2013, BNY Mellon had $26.2 trillion in assets under custody.” That is, it is holding more than $26 trillion of assets that belong to other people. There is no way to allow this firm to liquidate or face “market forces” that will not have serious effects on the owners of those assets.

On its website, Bank of America explains that:

> We serve approximately 51 million consumer and small business relationships with approximately 5,300 retail banking offices and approximately 16,350 ATMs … Bank of America is among the world’s leading wealth management companies and is a global leader in corporate and investment banking and trading across a broad range of asset classes, serving corporations, governments, institutions and individuals around the world.

If Bank of America faces “market reality” someday, all of these customers will feel the pain too.

In the face of those real consequences, it is probably best to acknowledge that large financial institutions will be bailed out in some circumstances. Probably the better goal is to make sure that those bailouts are paid for in advance, by the entities that are most likely to need them. Single point of entry itself does nothing to address that core goal. Much continues to rest on pre-failure prudential regulation and the ability of regulators to avoid the need to ever use OLA.

**The Chapter 11 Backstop**

The OLA option is meant to be used rarely and only in those unexpected circumstances where a financial institution’s failure and resolution under the Bankruptcy Code would have adverse ramifications for U.S. financial stability and only where a finding to that effect is made at the most senior levels of the Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve, and the FDIC.

That would seem to require a viable alternative, since the Bankruptcy Code was found lacking in cases like American International Group (AIG). Yet no efforts have been made to modify the Code.
To provide a workable alternative to OLA, what would the Code need?

The conversation must begin with equalizing the treatment of derivatives under the Bankruptcy Code with that under OLA.

That means at least a short stay on the closeout of positions, and also a prohibition on the enforcement of “walk away” clauses, which give an extra incentive to terminate. OLA provides that “walk away” clauses—which allow the non-debtor party to terminate without paying damages—are unenforceable. OLA also provides a one-business day stay on the termination of derivatives. The Bankruptcy Code should provide at least as much.

A stay on the termination of contracts guaranteed by the parent company, when the non-debtor subsidiary otherwise continues to perform, would also bring the two systems into alignment.

Speed is another advantage that OLA offers over chapter 11. The Lehman Brothers sale took place within a week of the chapter 11 filing. It seems safe to assume that this is the outer limit of how quickly a sale might happen under the Bankruptcy Code. Some judges might not be willing to move that fast, especially outside the context of a financial crisis.

The Code should make clear that sales conducted at high speed are not only permissible but desirable when they involve large financial institutions.

At the same time, debtor institutions must have the ability to stabilize their business during the chapter 11 process. In some instances, normal debtor-in-possession financing under section 364 of the Code will do the trick, but not if the financial institution is too big, or fails during a credit crunch.

In these sorts of cases, the SIFI in chapter 11 should at least have access to the same FDIC financing that would be available in an OLA proceeding, with similar controls and payback requirements.

There is also a need to expressly allow the SIFI’s regulators to participate in the proceedings. This begins with giving the regulators, or at least a primary regulator, the right to file an involuntary bankruptcy petition, but continues to provide the regulator with a voice in all other key aspects of the case.

Moreover, the bankruptcy court must have authority to consider the larger context when a financial institution enters chapter 11. For example, if a particular action would be beneficial to creditors, but systemically dangerous, it is not clear under current law that the court could deny the requested relief.
On the specific point of the bankruptcy judges, it is also vital that Congress address the uncertainty regarding those judges’ power and authority following the Supreme Court’s decision in *Stern v. Marshall.* This confusion, although damaging to all aspects of the bankruptcy system, is particularly troublesome in the context of a SIFI failure. Once the bankruptcy court begins the process of resolving a financial institution, its actions must not be subject to doubt and question.

**Endnotes**

13. Interest on corporate debt issued in North America is typically paid biannually.
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Financial reform has to cover a huge amount of public policy goals. However, one part of reform has the ability to boost the efficacy of the other, crucial parts of financial reform. That reform is the regulation of capital requirements, or the mix of equity and leverage that financial firms use to carry out their business. The proper regulation of capital requirements has the ability to hit six different financial reform birds, all with one stone.

These six birds are solvency, risk management, ending “too big to fail” through resolution, preventing liquidity crises in the shadow banking sector, right-sizing the scale and scope of our largest financial institutions, and designing financial regulations with an eye towards preventing bubbles.

Much has already been done, and more is forthcoming when it comes to this area. Indeed the very first part of The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Title I, gives regulators broad powers to determine capital requirements going forward. Indeed, the Dodd-Frank Act requires regulators to take risks to the system as a whole into account, with “large, interconnected financial institutions” subject to “prudential standards...more stringent than the standards and requirements applicable to nonbank financial companies and bank holding companies that do not present similar risks to the financial stability of the United States.”

However much of the work on capital requirements either waited for, or was developed alongside, the global regulatory standard Basel III. Created by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and still under revisions, Basel III is a major overhaul of capital regulators that is slowly being imported to the United States. There still is much work to be done, with large parts of capital requirements underdeveloped and not sufficient for the task of bringing stability to the global financial sector.

With the reform of capital requirements, what are the details of the six associated benefits to financial reform at large? Or, to continue the metaphor, what are the six birds?

1. Solvency: Making Firms Less Likely to Fail

As we saw in 2008, the amount of capital with which banks finance themselves proved too low to deal effectively with the financial crisis. Banks often had as little as 3 percent in equity, leaving little room to deal with a downturn. The crisis required extensive backstopping from the Federal Reserve and extensive, coordinated bailouts from Congress to prevent the total collapse of the system.
The United States never adopted the Basel II accords, which used a technique of “risk-weighting” to determine the asset level that was used to determine an appropriate capital ratio. If an instrument had a risk-weighting of 50 percent, half as much capital would have to be held than if the risk-weight was 100 percent.

This technique came under extensive criticism even before the financial crisis. Under the United States adoption of Basel III, two tests will determine the capital ratios. The first test will still use risk-weighted assets. There will be a requirement of 8 percent total capital. This is broken down with common equity tier 1 (CET1) requiring 4.5 percent, additional tier 1 requiring 1.5 percent and tier 2 requiring 2 percent.

In addition, there is a capital conservation buffer of 2.5 percent, a countercyclical buffer of up to 2.5 percent, and a potential surcharge for systemically risky large financial institutions yet to be determined. These will be discussed below.

These rules were finalized in July of 2013. If regulators or Congress decide to readdress this, relying more on CET1 and less on substandard forms of equity is crucial. As it stands, these levels remain very low when it comes to risk-weighted assets.

It’s worth noting that the economic costs of raising capital requirements is low and second-order, while the benefits are large and public. As Anat Admati argues persuasively in “The Bankers New Clothes,” equity requirements adjusts the funding but not the activities of our largest financial institutions. The return on equity is not fixed but instead a price that adjusts depending on the overall funding mix. As Admati and Hellwig note, to the extent it does increase, “the main reason that total funding costs of banks might increase as a result of higher equity requirements is that with more equity banks would be less able to benefit from guarantees and subsidies, which come at the expense of taxpayers.”

As former governor of the Bank of England Mervyn King said, “Those who argue that requiring higher levels of capital will necessarily restrict lending are wrong. The reverse is true. It is insufficient capital that restricts lending.” As Thomas Philippon has found, a simple, annual unit cost of finance has been relatively stable over periods of time with remarkably different background capital requirements over the 20th century, implying that capital requirements play a very small role in terms of industry-wide fundamentals.

2. Risk Management: Relying Less on Models and the Ratings Agencies

U.S. regulators have rightfully been skeptical about risk-weighting of assets. There is a second approach in Basel III that is meant to balance against the benefits and problems of risk-weighted assets. This approach involves expanding the role of leverage requirements, requirements that were already a part of U.S. banking regulations.
Leverage ratios are not-risk based, and as a result they are seen as a backstop against risk-weighted results. A leverage requirement is the ratio of tier-one capital against total leverage exposure, not including off-balance sheet exposures.

These two different ratios—risk-based and leverage—supplement each other, and play off each other’s strengths and weaknesses. A sole leverage requirement gives firms an incentive to take on more risks by having a smaller balance sheet loaded with riskier assets. However, a leverage ratio corrects for well-known errors in risk-based models. They each will bind in different circumstances, providing a check on each other and on the financial firm itself.

Note that a significant amount of research indicates that leverage requirements are associated with substantial stability and lack of bank financial distress. This is unique among other metrics. There is significant evidence that higher leverage requirements provide both bank level benefits in terms of micro-prudential regulations as well as macro-level benefits in terms of preventing contagion and systemic risk.\(^3\)

As of July 2013, the proposed rule is to have a 4 percent leverage requirement across all institutions. However, for global, systemically important banks, or roughly the eight largest U.S. bank holding companies, there will be a supplemental leverage requirements (discussed below). That buffer will function like the capital conservation buffer (also discussed below). As it is breached, a bank will be limited in how it can dispense bonuses and capital purchases.

This is problematic on both the numerator and the denominator. A 5 percent leverage requirement still puts the system at risk, as it is not substantially higher than what came before. The 2 percent buffer in the leverage requirements is smaller than the 2.5 percent risk-weighted buffer.

Meanwhile, and even more importantly, the denominator doesn’t include a sufficiently high enough level of assets as the Federal Reserve has currently written the rule. Even the Basel Committee understands this, and is currently moving to expand their definition of the denominator. In a recent paper\(^4\), they’ve moved to change the denominator to include derivatives and their collateral, repurchase/reverse repurchase agreements, and off-balance sheet treatment.

Under the current U.S. definitions, the denominator doesn’t include off-balance sheet exposures at a sufficient level. Indeed, according to one set of estimates, “the denominator of the Basel III supplementary leverage ratio is roughly 43 percent higher than the denominator of the U.S. leverage ratio.”\(^5\)

U.S. regulators have indicated that they’d revisit the issue of the denominator in their leverage ratios once the Bank for International Settlements has come to consensus on
the best practice. This paper strongly encourages regulators to follow through on this important piece.

3. Resolution: Making the End of “Too Big To Fail” More Credible

Implementing Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act, the “ordinary liquidation authority” (OLA), often referred to as resolution authority, is seen as crucial to both ending “too big to fail” as well as addressing the problems of the financial crisis.

However, the OLA doesn’t exist in a vacuum. Capital plays an essential role in any successful resolution. Higher levels of capital will help with resolution by making it less necessary, and also giving regulators more space to act when problems arise. Indeed, there are two very specific roles capital ratios play in determining a successful resolution.

The first is using capital requirements to force regulators to act. Regulators, in practice, and even in the last crisis, have often delayed putting financial institutions into receivership, in the hopes that problems will take care of themselves. This problem was addressed for commercial banks in the early 1990s through a process known as “prompt corrective action,” which forces changes by both regulators and firms if capital falls below a certain threshold.

This is also part of Basel III. There are two “conservation buffers” mentioned above, with one for risk-weighted assets (2.5 percent) and one for leverage (2 percent). If a firm breaks into these buffers, they receive limitations on both their ability to pay bonuses and make capital purchases. This is meant to force banks to seek recapitalization, as it incentivizes shareholders and internal managers with the needs of regulators seeking well-capitalized banks.

The second role capital ratios may play in resolution is a potential requirement to oblige the largest and riskiest financial firms to hold long-term, subordinated, unsecured debt that is convertible to capital once a bank has failed. This won’t necessarily help the bank stay in business once it is failing. It will, however, give the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) debt to work with once the bank has failed. Thus holding some substantial portion of debt in subordinated debt where the rules are signaled ahead of time, which falls under capital requirements, can make the job of the regulators much easier in times of crisis and stress.

This doesn’t replace the role of equity as it is described here, but it does make the job of resolution, which everyone agrees is an essential part of financial reform, more dependable. It is unclear whether or not the OLA will work, and even the terms under which “working” will mean something. A crucial element of a successful OLA process is regulators intervening early while a single-point-of-entry strategy is still workable. If losses are so severe that they have to be imposed at the subsidiary level, then single-
point-of-entry will have significant troubles. Giving regulators space through capital buffers, plus predetermined debt to use in a resolution, will help make FDIC’s job easier and keep taxpayer money from being at risk.

4. Liquidity Crisis: Helping Bring Order to Shadow Banking

We should distinguish between a crisis generated by a firm being insolvent versus a crisis triggered by concerns over the liquidity of a financial firm. The overreliance on short-term funding for large, systemically important financial firms generated panics and made the crisis in 2008 significantly worse. When creditors providing short-term funding started getting worried about the firm’s ability to meet their obligations, they raised their terms, which began something akin to a bank run. This will be a condition of any crisis, where it is hard to sell assets in order to make payments.6

Basel III introduced a “liquidity coverage ratio” (LCR) designed to make sure banks have enough high-quality assets that can be turned into cash in order to survive a 30-day period of funding stresses. By encouraging financial firms to capitalize for the long-run, they’ll lose a regulatory arbitrage they have over commercial banks that allows them to compete for the same business while using cheaper funding. This will also encourage financial firms to focus on long-run survivability by using funding that is less likely to disappear in a panic.

A liquidity rule will be necessary. The makeshift backstop for liquidity in the 2008 crisis was the Federal Reserve’s 13(3) powers. However, these have been significantly curtailed as a result of the Dodd-Frank Act, with only broad-based funding available.

In January 2013, the Basel Committee made certain changes significantly weakening the LCR’s requirements. First, it moved from two levels of assets, level 1 and level 2, to three. It also includes equity with a 50 percent haircut, as opposed to the 15 percent haircut assets in Level 2A will get. Equity is a poor choice for a liquidity buffer, as its value is directly correlated with a crisis. It is least likely to be there when needed, which is the purpose of a liquidity buffer. The other major change was reducing the “outflow rate” for liquidity facilities and corporate deposits, among other outflow sources.

Regulators recently proposed a LCR rule, with Federal Reserve Board Governor Daniel Tarullo arguing that the “proposed Liquidity Coverage Ratio we review today is ‘super-equivalent’ to the Basel Committee’s LCR standard.” This new rule makes two crucial distinctions.

It is graduated, which is important for dealing with the largest financial institutions (see below). Firms with more than $250 billion in total consolidated assets are subject to the entire rule, while firms with $50 billion in total assets are subject to a lighter version of the rule. Crucially, the rule goes beyond the final Basel III rule, importantly limiting the range of assets that will qualify as well as the assumed rate of outflows.
Due to their lack of liquidity, covered bonds, mortgage-backed private-label securities and municipals are excluded in the proposed rule.

As U.S. regulators consider how to implement the LCR, this stronger implementation should be the focus. Changes to it should be placed under strict scrutiny. Exposure to short-term funding exacerbated the financial crisis, bringing in more panic, contagion and risk than would have occurred otherwise. Particularly with the unstable nature of liquidity facilities, a quick draw down is something that can happen easily in times of crisis.

5. Size: Pricing Size and Complexity Among the Largest Financial Institutions

U.S. regulators have yet to propose Basel III rules for the capital surcharge for systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs). Regulators are expected to announce a SIFI surcharge around the end of this year.\(^8\) If it is in line with Basel III, it will be on the order of 2.5 percent of risk-weighted capital.

A strong implementation of a SIFI surcharge is important for four different reasons. The first is that it internalizes risks a firm poses to the financial system as a whole to the individual firms themselves. To the extent that the largest, most risky, firms pose risks to the system as a whole, they should be required to fund themselves with more equity and maintain a stronger balance sheet.

A related second reason is that it would combat the widespread notion that the largest banks receive a backstop from the federal government. For reasons both economic and political, a serious surcharge would send a signal to the market that the largest institutions will be under heightened scrutiny, as called for by the Dodd-Frank Act. There have been significant debates over whether or not the largest financial firms receive special funding treatment in the capital markets as a result of being seen as “too big to fail.”\(^9\) This will help combat both the appearance and the substance of said treatment.

A third reason is that it would help control the size and scale of our largest financial institutions. As a result of the financial deregulation of the past 30 years, there has been a massive consolidation at the top end of the financial industry. The top five banks went from 17 percent of total industry assets in 1970 to 52 percent in 2010.\(^10\)

Efforts to put size caps on large financial institutions, which received some votes in the Senate, as well as some support among commentators, have failed.\(^11\) These caps, usually in the form of non-deposit liabilities as a percentage of GDP, are unlikely to become law anytime soon. A surcharge would do some of the work a size cap would, making sure that increases in size and risk among megabanks would be a function of economic efficiency, instead of just a function of government backstops and hopes of future bailouts.
A fourth reason is that it would make the OLA more practical and much more likely to work. The chief FDIC regulator has stated that size alone can make a successful OLA procedure more difficult to pull off.\textsuperscript{12} The OLA is an untested solution to a major policy problem; efforts to boost its effectiveness at the margin are crucial. Even if successful, taxpayer funds are potentially used to provide backstop liquidity to the process, to be recouped later. Taxpayers are correct to demand a more extensive surcharge here.

There are two steps here: increasing the risk-based capital for the largest firms, and increasing the leverage ratio as well. The risk-based capital surcharge should go above what Basel III calls for, as the size, influence and risk of the largest firms are the issue that still remains most in doubt in the political economy of the United States after the financial crisis.

However, regulators have already taken some steps to incorporate a surcharge for size when it comes to leverage ratios. The largest firms, with assets over $700 billion in consolidated total assets, will be subject to a proposed “supplementary leverage ratio” (SLR), where insured depository subsidiaries of the holding company will have a 6 percent leverage ratio, and the consolidated holding company will be at a 5 percent ratio.

As mentioned above, while a promising step, this is still far too low of a leverage ratio, given the numerous benefits it would have for financial stability. But as Americans for Financial Reform (AFR) note, there is a dangerous precedence in introducing a potential regulatory arbitrage here.\textsuperscript{13} As AFR notes, “if the consolidated capital ratio is lower than the capital ratio at depository subsidiaries, then the depository subsidiaries will implicitly be serving as a source of strength to the rest of the holding company, which reverses the principles of U.S. banking law.”

In addition, note that even with the SLR, after the surcharge it is likely that the gap between the leverage ratio and the risk-weighted capital ratio will grow. This will introduce additional risks into the regulatory environment by downplaying the balance between the two. Regulators should keep this in mind when debating the final size of the SLR.

6. Macro-prudential Regulation: How the Federal Reserve Will Manage the Credit Cycle

There have been widespread worries, even before the crisis, that risk-weighted capital requirements are procyclical. That means that they tend to be lower when the economy is heating up and higher when the economy is weak, which is generally the opposite of what should be happening. By fundamentally being backward looking, they generate lower requirements when a market is in a bubble.
Meanwhile, central banks in general, and the Federal Reserve in particular, have been looking at the interplay between monetary policy, credit allocation and full employment. There is concern among some policymakers that a monetary policy aggressive enough to ensure full employment will necessarily endanger the stability of the financial sector.

The exact wrong lesson to draw from this relationship, if it exists, is that the economy as a whole should live with a lower level of production and GDP, and a higher level of idleness and unemployment, in order to protect the financial sector. The correct way would be to structure financial regulations to lean against this trend, and counter-cyclical capital ratios will be the front line of this effort.

The research into this field is still young. However, the biggest fear should be that regulations won’t push on this tool to ensure financial stability when the time comes. Stricter guidelines and public disclosures should complement the Federal Reserve’s actions here. It may be that the Federal Reserve, instead of just announcing a single interest rate, also announces several other metrics that it uses to ensure full employment and price stability—something like the ratio on bank capitalization. It’s important that regulators provide space and resources for additional studies here, while laying the groundwork for this transition.

**Conclusion**

Capital requirements are a clean, straightforward way of increasing the stability of the financial sector. Not only that, they also make other parts of financial reform easier to implement. It’s because of this realization that experts from the left and the right, as well as ex-regulators and current industry stakeholders, all agree: stronger and smarter capital requirements for large financial institutions can and should be implemented.

However, it should be noted that hitting, not killing, six birds is the extended metaphor of this piece, and the word choice is conscious. Higher capital requirements will not absolve regulators from having to design a system for the clearing and transparency of derivatives, or a legal regime to allow banks to fail without engendering systemic risk. But capital will, in fact, make these easier, putting less pressure on regulators by providing a secondary layer of protection and solvency for the system as a whole.

However, capital requirements are coming in too low. Large systemically-risky financial institutions should carry significantly more capital, with leverage ratios approaching 10 percent and a risk-weighted buffer above that. In addition, their capital ratios should be designed to facilitate the FDIC’s ability to resolve such institutions, they should hedge against liquidity risks, and they should help maintain the credit cycle against the broader economy. Also, the most expansive definition of assets should be used in the calculations of ratios. The public benefits of these goals are numerous and the costs are negligible.
The United States is a little more than halfway through the implementation of new, post-crisis capital requirements. There is still significant rule writing to be done, and old rules can be revisited. Understanding how important capital is, and how it both strengthens all the other parts of financial regulations while making it less vulnerable to any one failure, will be essential to having a financial sector that works for the real economy.
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A major trigger of the financial crisis was that millions of families were put into home loans that they could not repay unless house prices rose rapidly and borrowers were able to refinance the loans. The mortgage market, worth more than $10 trillion, is a crucial component of the financial system. When housing prices leveled off and then fell, this mortgage market collapsed, driving the housing market and the entire economy into free fall.

The Dodd-Frank Act responded with a comprehensive overhaul of the mortgage markets, setting out detailed statutory standards and requirements. It also revamped the supervision of the mortgage industry, creating for the first time an agency with unified authority over mortgage lending laws. Together, these dramatically improve the safety of the housing market for individual homebuyers and the overall economy.

Perhaps unique among parts of the Dodd-Frank Act, these reforms have been executed swiftly and well by the newly created Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). However, understanding what challenges remain, and where reform could be unwound, is essential to correcting the major failures that took place in the financial markets leading up to the crisis.

The Housing Market Collapse Triggers the Financial Crisis

The housing and mortgage markets have historically been cyclical markets. Home values have risen and fallen in real, inflation adjusted dollars, as mortgage rates, housing price expectations and other factors impacted prices. For example, in the early 1980s and again in the early 1990s, after national house prices had risen quickly, they then fell by 15 percent and 16 percent, respectively in real, inflation-adjusted dollars.1 Overall, during the past 50 years, house prices have increased by slightly more than inflation, with the exception of the housing boom of the late 1990s through 2006. During that period, housing prices rose by 80 percent in real terms, before they fell rapidly. Low interest rates, designed to spur the post-9/11 economy, encouraged this rise, but other factors helped push this boom to levels that had not been seen before.

Principal among these was the large increase in new mortgage products and subprime lending. These mortgages, designed to have artificially low initial monthly payments, were promoted and financed by Wall Street. Mortgage brokers and lenders received huge fees for steering borrowers into these loans, so not surprisingly, the volume of these products exploded, going from being a very small part of the market to becoming the dominant mortgages at the peak of the housing boom. For example, no documentation or stated income loans, where the loan file contains only an income figure with no documentation, went from being a rare loan type designed for business
owners with complicated finances to comprising nearly half of subprime loans and a third of other loans. Similarly, negative amortization loans, where the borrower pays less than the accruing interest each month, so that the principal amount owed actually increases over time, had been initially designed for borrowers who could afford the much larger monthly payments that would become due in a few years when fully amortizing payments were required. These loans, though, were then aggressively marketed to borrowers who could barely afford the initial, very reduced payments, much less the larger later ones. Subprime mortgages, with built-in large payment increases, grew twentyfold, from a small market in the 1990s to over $600 billion dollars of loans made in 2006.

What these subprime and exotic loans had in common was that mortgage brokers and lenders who sold the loans were paid double or more for putting a borrower into one of these loans as compared to providing a standard thirty-year prime loan. The firms that packaged these loans and sold them to investors likewise earned far more from these loans.

Those who received these loans were at great risk of losing their home, indeed, the rate of foreclosures from the housing boom has been heavily determined by the type of loan households received. African-American and Hispanic families were far more likely to receive these dangerous loans and end up in foreclosure, and these disparities persist even after controlling for borrowers’ credit record and income. The Center for Responsible Lending, in a groundbreaking study, combined and matched different data sources to follow borrowers and determine their credit standings, the type of loan they received and whether they ended up in foreclosure. The research found that the type of loan was the leading predictor of foreclosure and that families of color were steered to the riskiest loans. Risky loan types had foreclosure rates four to five times that of standard loans. African-American and Hispanic families were much more likely to receive risky loans even after accounting for other factors, and they were twice as likely to face foreclosure. For example, families of color with good credit were three times more likely than white families to receive subprime loans.

The flood of foreclosures from these unsustainable mortgages was delayed as long as borrowers could refinance when they fell behind on payments or could not afford impending payment increases. However, once housing prices leveled off and then fell, these loans failed in droves, accelerating the plunge in housing prices. The result was widespread hardship for homebuyers, collapsing housing prices for all homeowners and communities, losses for investors, and a deep and widespread general recession. For families of color, a generation of wealth building was lost. Wealth disparities between them and white households grew to record levels—white households now have more than 15 times the median wealth of African-American and Hispanic families.
A Dysfunctional Mortgage Market

In earlier decades, lenders and investors had favored loans that were fully underwritten and documented to established standards. This changed as Wall Street investment banks were attracted first to subprime loans, then to more exotic loans, and the high interest rates they both carried. Types of loans that were previously offered by small portfolio lenders now became part of an “originate to distribute” model, where most lenders quickly sold loans into the secondary market rather than holding them. Wall Street investment banks not only provided funding for all of the loans they could buy, they set up their own subprime lenders to acquire more loans. The demand for the resulting securities was so great that large amounts of so-called synthetic securities were produced. These synthetic securities were not used to fund actual loans, but instead paid yields based on the performance of loan portfolios. This greatly expanded the amount of investment tied to these loans, which in turn multiplied the losses produced when these loans ultimately failed.

Early on, there were warnings from community and consumer advocates about the dangers of subprime loans, including that they were driving many established homeowners into foreclosure.6 These concerns, however, were drowned out by the financial industry’s defense of the products and the flood of money produced by the high fees and interest of these loans. Federal regulators not only failed to oversee this new market, they actively blocked efforts by the states to establish protections. State legislatures had seen growing problems in mortgage lending practices, and in response they had passed laws regulating mortgage lending.7 The federal banking agencies, principally the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), which regulated national banks, and the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), which regulated national thrifts, both used their preemption rules to block the application of state laws to their members. In addition, the Federal Reserve had been given the authority and responsibility under the 1994 Home Owners Equity Protection Act to prevent abusive home lending practices by all mortgage lenders, but it refused to use that authority prior to the crisis.8

The resulting mortgage market was a classic “race to the bottom” where, in the absence of standards or oversight, lenders competed with each other to offer complex loan structures that few borrowers understood. The quality of loan originations plummeted, as the rising home prices temporarily hid the defects. Entities with the duty to provide quality control, such as loan underwriters, appraisers and credit rating agencies, acted as enablers, all earning huge fees for looking the other way as standards continued to erode.

The Dodd-Frank Act Established Basic Safeguards and Standards for the Mortgage Market

This dysfunctional system was flawed in myriad ways, and the Dodd-Frank Act addressed a broad range of issues to reform this key market. First, it required that
lenders make a determination of the borrower’s ability to repay the loan, and that lenders document the borrower’s income and debts as part of this process. This makes mortgages more transparent, and it reduces unsustainable lending—allowing the market to better judge, price and reserve for risks. Second, the Dodd-Frank Act updated and added key protections for high-cost and subprime loans. Third, it addressed the steering of borrowers to riskier loans. Fourth, it reduced the ability of federal banking regulators to use preemption to undercut state mortgage protections. Fifth, it also improved servicing standards, so that loans that fell behind would have a better chance of being modified and cured. Finally, it established a market wide regulator, the CFPB, with a broad mandate to supervise mortgage companies that had operated under weak and fragmented regulators.

Qualified Mortgage/Ability to Repay Requirement

The most significant and prominent of the Dodd-Frank Act mortgage provisions is its requirement that lenders do the common sense work of making a reasonable determination that the borrower has the ability to repay the loan, based on the circumstances at the time the loan is made. While this provision might seem unnecessary, as any rational lender would do this, this was not the case during the crisis, when unsustainable lending was widespread. Several features of the mortgage market encouraged the unaffordable lending that proliferated before the crisis. First, the party originating the loan often did not have or retain any of the economic risk if the loan failed. Mortgage brokers and others were, and still are, paid at closing, and are incented to get the borrower into a loan even if the loan is unsuitable. Lenders then and now sell most of their loans into the secondary market, and have limited recourse for loans that fail. Finally, other loans, including many subprime loans, were “asset based lending.” The lender was lending based on the borrower’s substantial home equity, and could reap high interest rates and do well even if the loan defaulted, as the home equity would protect against losses.

The Dodd-Frank Act established a new lender duty to determine the borrower’s ability to repay the loan. Lenders must also verify and document the borrower’s income and expenses that establish that ability. This new duty to determine ability to repay carries liabilities if it is violated, including penalties and damages, and it can be raised as a defense if the loan is foreclosed. The statute directs the CFPB to define a class of safe loans that, in exchange for meeting certain clear standards, will be assumed to meet ability to repay rules, and where lenders will be partially shielded from liability. These so-called “Qualified Mortgages” (QM) and the accompanying ability to repay provisions have become known as the QM rule. The goal of these rules is to return the market to much safer and more transparent loans. The exotic loans, which took over the market and led to the housing collapse, are either prohibited or limited to borrowers who can afford the large payment increases that are often imbedded in these loans.
Under the Dodd-Frank Act statute and implementing regulations, lenders must verify and calculate the borrower’s income for all loans. ‘No-doc’ loans, where income is not documented, are prohibited. These no-doc loans were major contributors to the crisis; they made up, for example, the largest portion of losses for Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, even though they were a small percentage of their loans. Negatively amortizing loans, and other exotic loans such as interest only loans, and loans with initial teaser payments that later increase are not prohibited, but they are sharply limited and discouraged. Borrowers must be qualified for these loans based on a monthly payment that includes the full interest rate of the loan and amortizes the principal. That is, they cannot be considered able to afford the loans if they cannot, at the time of origination, afford payments at the full interest rate—not an initial, temporary teaser rate—that are fully paying down the principal of the loan.

To qualify as a QM loan, loans have to meet additional standards. First, adjustable rate loans have to be underwritten to the maximum possible payment in the first five years. So, if the interest rate and payment on the loan can increase, the lender’s determination of the borrower’s ability to repay must be based on the highest possible interest rate and payment that the borrower could face in the first five years. For example, if an adjustable rate mortgage loan starts at 4 percent interest, but the interest rate could increase in the upcoming years if overall interest rates increase, the affordability determination must assume that the mortgage interest rate rises to its highest permitted level. Second, the borrower cannot have an excessive total debt to income ratio (calculated based on the borrowers’ gross, pretax income and recurring debts, the housing obligation, and debts like car payments and credit card loans). Debt to income ratios are a standard industry measure of affordability, reflecting how much of a borrower’s income is used to pay debts, and how much is left for other expenses. The CFPB set this debt ratio at 43 percent, which is the standard used by the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) and Federal Housing Administration (FHA). These agencies permit a borrower to exceed 43 percent only if there are compensating factors that show the borrower can afford a higher payment, for example higher credit scores, larger down payment, or borrower reserves. A lender can go over 43 percent and still meet QM only if the loan meets these additional Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA or other government loan programs standards. Finally, these loans can have no more than 3 percent in points and fees charged on the loans. Loan points and fees are earned immediately when the loan closes; they are not refundable if the borrower refinances or pays off the loan early. This encouraged brokers and lenders to focus on the money earned at closing rather than on the successful performance of the loan over time. Also, high points and fees strip borrower equity, as in refinancing transactions they are almost always taken out of the home equity, by being added to the amount being financed. Limiting the points and fees on QM loans aligns lender and borrower incentives, by having the lender earn more of its revenue from the performance of the loan, rather than just the fees it collects at loan closing. It also discourages equity stripping, a practice that was widespread during the housing boom.
These new lender duties are enforceable by borrowers, both against the original lender, and in the limited circumstance of defending against foreclosure, against subsequent holders of the loan, including trusts that hold mortgage securities. All lenders must establish they properly determined and documented the borrower's income. For loans that do not meet the QM standards, the lender must also show that based on the information it had when the loan was made, it reasonably concluded the borrower could afford the loan. The Dodd-Frank Act provided that loans that meet the additional QM standards were to be provided some legal protections against claims that the loan was unaffordable; they are presumed to meet the ability to repay requirement. For these loans, the lender must document borrower income and expenses. If the lender can further show that the loan meets all of the QM additional standards, it is presumed under the statute that the loan was reasonably affordable.

The specific legal protection that QM loans should receive was the subject of much debate. Consumer advocates argued that the presumption that loans that meet the QM standard are affordable should not be conclusive. That is, the borrower should be able to show that in the specific facts and circumstances of its loan, the loan was still unaffordable even though it met the QM standards. The standards for QM loans do make them safer. However, in order to make the standards flexible enough to not unduly limit access to credit, it was set at a place where there will be some borrowers who meet the standard but will still not be able to afford the loan. For example, a 43 percent debt ratio is a standard measure, but for a family on limited, fixed income, it may not leave enough money for their other essential expenses, such as food, utilities, health care and transportation. If the presumption is conclusive, these loans would be immune from a challenge that the lender should have known the loan was unaffordable. The financial industry, repeating arguments from before the crisis, claimed that if lenders and investors faced liability for unaffordable loans, they would respond by lending only to wealthier borrowers who were less likely to default.

The CFPB chooses to take a divided approach. Its final rule provides that for QM loans that have prime or near prime interest rates, the presumption of affordability is conclusive, and constitutes a “safe harbor.” For QM loans above this interest rate standard—more than 1.5 percent above the best mortgage rate—the presumption may still be rebutted by showing that, based on information provided to the lender before the loan closed, the borrower did not have sufficient money left after paying other expenses to be able to repay the loan. This distinction reflects that for prime loans there is more alignment of borrower and lender incentives, as the lender's profitability is tied to the loan performing. With a limited interest rate and limited points and fees, a prime interest rate QM lender, including anyone who buys the loan, primarily makes its revenue from the ongoing payments of a sustainable loan. For subprime loans, the higher interest rate enables lenders to make many more loans that the borrower may not have an ability to repay, since losses are covered by the higher interest payments.
QM standards incentivize loans that are safer, and more sustainable, as well as more consumer friendly. Among the open questions regarding these rules are whether the safe harbor for prime QM loans will permit abusive and unaffordable lending to continue in some numbers in this particular space. Ongoing oversight and supervision by the CFPB will be important to understanding the impact of this rule, and the CFPB may have to take further action if there are problems. In addition to the CFPB’s supervisory and enforcement authority, there is also a more public check on loan performance established by the Dodd-Frank Act in the form of the mandated foreclosure and default database. Another open question is how much non-QM lending there will be at all, given the greater potential legal liability, and the public designation as “less safe” of such loans. There is not doubt, in the meantime, that there will be continuing industry efforts to roll back pieces of the QM statute or rule, including through changing the definition of points and fees, slowing its implementation, or arguing that despite its flexibility the rule already excessively restricts access to credit.16

High-cost and subprime loan protections
The Dodd-Frank Act also specifically targeted high-cost and subprime loans, including enacting long overdue updates to the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA).17 The HOEPA was enacted by Congress in 1994 in response to predatory lending that had developed at that time with very high fees and interest rates. The law provided strong protections for loans defined as “high-cost.” However, the definition had huge loopholes that lenders easily learned to exploit. High-cost loans were defined as those with very high fees—8 percent or more—or very high interest rates—equivalent to 6.5 percent higher interest than prime loans. Very few loans exceeded the triggers, as lenders sought to avoid the high-cost loan rules. In practice, the triggers set the outer fee and interest rate boundaries for most lending and they were very high boundaries indeed. Lenders had learned to continue to charge high fees and interest rates, but avoid the law by charging just below the eight point standard, and to charge additional fees that were not included in the calculation of the trigger. In addition, the HOEPA protections only applied to refinance loans, not home purchase loans.

The Dodd-Frank Act revisions of the HOEPA lowered this fee threshold to five points, and more important, included key fees such as payments to mortgage brokers and prepayment penalties that had previously been excluded. They also expanded coverage of the law to include purchase loans.

The Dodd-Frank Act also added to the protections that apply to the broader set of subprime mortgages that do have fees or interest rates high enough to trigger the new revised HOEPA protections. It required that subprime loans have escrow for taxes and insurance, so that borrowers would not be hit with payment shocks when those bills come due. During the boom, 75 percent of subprime mortgages had no escrow, which made the monthly payments look lower when the loans were marketed to borrowers, but put them at risk of default when the lump sum annual bill for taxes and insurance was owed.
Anti-Steering provisions

The Dodd-Frank Act also sought to deal with mortgage abuses by preventing the financial incentives that encouraged brokers and lenders to steer borrowers to more expensive and riskier loans than they qualified for, which had ultimately harmed both individual consumers and the market as a whole.

Other things being equal, a loan that has a higher interest rate sells for a higher price in the secondary market. For example, if the prevailing market rate for a mortgage to a borrower was 5 percent, a loan at the rate would sell in the secondary market for the face amount of the loan, or par. For a $100,000 loan, it would be sold for close to $100,000. If the borrower could be persuaded to take out a loan with a higher interest rate, for example 6 percent, this produced higher monthly payments and a higher return to investors. The loan would then sell to the secondary market at a higher price, above par, at approximately $104,000. This extra money, which was paid by the borrower through the higher interest rate and higher monthly payments, was divided up among the mortgage broker or loan officer, the lender, and the secondary market participants who packaged and sold the loans. The bonus paid to mortgage brokers was called a “yield spread premium.” This name reflects that the loan was selling at a premium because it had a higher yield or interest rate.

In addition to this “up selling” of loans within the same loan type—that is, simply raising the interest rate on an otherwise similar loan—there was also frequent steering to particular loan products, with brokers and lenders directing borrowers to types of loans that generally had higher interest rates. The exotic loan types, including no documentation loans and interest only loans, had higher interest rates than traditional loans. Again, mortgage brokers, lenders, and others in the mortgage system made far more by steering borrowers to these exotic loans. As one lender explained: “The market is paying me to do a no-income-verification loan more than it is paying me to do the full documentation loans. What would you do?”

Steering borrowers to more expensive and riskier loans was facilitated by the complexity of these loans, which made it much harder for consumers to judge the true cost of the loans. Borrowers also expected mortgage brokers, whom they hired to help find a loan, to watch out for their interests. The brokers, on the other hand, disclaimed that they had this duty, and openly demanded the payment of premiums from lenders, shunning those lenders who did not pay them. The resulting steering inflicted disproportionate harm on communities of color, where nearly half of borrowers were put into expensive subprime loans, even though many qualified for cheaper prime loans.

The Dodd-Frank Act reined in these steering practices in several ways. First, it created a general prohibition against steering, and provided remedies for borrowers. Financial incentives for steering were also reduced. The Dodd-Frank Act prohibited mortgage broker and loan officer compensation from being tied to loan structures, such as negative amortizing or no interest loans, or to the interest rate of the loan. As
a result, the previous widespread practice of lenders paying mortgage brokers and loan officers additional fees for steering borrowers to more expensive or riskier loans is now prohibited.

Importantly, the Dodd-Frank Act also substantially restricted prepayment penalties, which were an important component of the steering incentives. If a lender or a loan purchaser was going to pay a substantial premium on a loan, it required that the borrower be locked into the loan with a prepayment penalty. Otherwise, there was the risk of paying the premium to the mortgage broker, but not collecting higher interest if the borrower was able to refinance into a better loan. Thus lenders and investors insisted on prepayment penalties as a condition of paying substantial yield spread premiums to brokers, and, of course, brokers preferred loans with yield spread premiums. From the borrower perspective, prepayment penalties locked borrowers into bad loans, especially in the subprime market, and they stripped equity if borrowers refinanced and paid the substantial penalty, as many did. The Dodd-Frank Act prohibited all prepayment penalties for subprime loans (loans with an interest rate more than one and half percent above the best mortgage rate), sharply limited the amount and duration of them for other loans, and further substantially discouraged them by counting them towards the three point fee limit for QM loans. Together, these provisions greatly reduce the risk of steering.24

Restriction of preemption by federal bank regulators
Another problem that contributed to abuses in the lead up to the crisis was the aggressive use of preemption by federal banking agencies to block state law mortgage protections. During the pre-crisis years, the bank regulators competed with each other to favor the banks that they supervised (which paid supervision fees to them and funded their budgets) with extensive preemption of state consumer protection laws. In the Dodd-Frank Act, consumer advocates sought a restoration of the space for state law making. The national banks fought back hard, and the resulting provisions were a compromise that rolled back some preemption claims, but not as much as consumer advocates believed necessary. The Dodd-Frank Act blocked the most aggressive regulator claims of preemption and established a more limited range of state laws that could be preempted. Also, stronger standards of review of preemption action were established, and banks were blocked from setting up subsidiaries and claiming preemption for them. Still, the law leaves opportunities for federal regulators to block common sense state consumer protections from being applied to national banks. This is offset in part by the applicability of the rules of the new CFPB, which will apply to all actors, including the national banks.

Mortgage servicing reforms
The Dodd-Frank Act addressed the widespread failure of the mortgage market to properly service loans. This failure resulted in millions of unnecessary foreclosures, which further aggravated the distressed housing market, as well as causing catastrophic
harm to families and their communities. Going into the crisis, the mortgage servicing industry was largely unregulated, and it depended on very low staffing levels and the imposition of abusive fees for it profitability. Consumers had no say in who serviced their loans. When record numbers of troubled loans occurred, servicers failed to take reasonable steps to modify loans when that would have increased the value for the loan investor as well as kept the homeowner in the house.

The Dodd-Frank Act added new servicing protections and empowered the CFPB to oversee and regulate the servicing industry. The CFPB in turn issued regulations that created new standards for servicers, including the correct credit of borrower payments, limitations on fees, and enhanced duties to modify loans. The rules require servicers to make any loan modification programs they offer for any servicer available to other borrowers they service, unless prohibited by their servicing agreement with the investors. Yet, the rules stopped short of mandating consideration of modifications for all borrowers. Going forward, the CFPB has made overseeing the servicing industry a major priority.

Additional protections
Other Dodd-Frank Act provisions enhance the safety and transparency of the mortgage market. These include new appraisal standards that were needed because in the lead up to the crisis, appraisals often far overvalued properties. Also included were simplified standard disclosure forms to help borrowers better understand loans and enriched Home Mortgage Disclosure Act Data, which will allow the public to better understand who is getting what kind of mortgages. It also mandated a new mortgage delinquency and foreclosure database that will track and provide regulators and the public with timely information about both local and national trends on mortgage performance.

The CFPB oversight of mortgage lending
The overall lax supervision of mortgage lending during the housing boom, along with inconsistent standards based on the legal charter of the lender, substantially contributed to the housing crisis. One of the most important Dodd-Frank Act mortgage reforms was the creation of the CFPB with the authority to establish rules for all mortgage lenders and servicers. Leading up to the crisis, oversight of mortgage lenders was patchy and weak. Responsibility for different rules was divided among different agencies, and consumer protection was usually a low priority for all of them. Lenders had different regulations and regulators depending on how they were organized, and they were able to “regulator shop” in pursuit of the laxest oversight. Nonbank lenders (including non bank lenders who were subsidiaries of banks) were often able to escape any effective federal supervision at all. The CFPB was created to consolidate, increase and standardize oversight of consumer financial services across markets. This is an enormous change for the mortgage market; it now has a single agency focused on the safety and interests of consumers, with the authority to deal with key players in this market and effectively address a wide range of mortgage practices.
Ongoing challenges

While substantial progress has been made in reforming the mortgage market, as with other areas of financial reform, opponents are not only fighting additional reform, they are attempting to roll back the reform measures that have been adopted to date.

The QM/ability to repay rule and the new mortgage servicing rules are effective January 2014. Some lenders and trade associations are pushing Congress for the creation of new loopholes in the standards. One leading bill would amend the QM standard to allow unlimited payments to mortgage brokers, leading to the resumption of steering of borrowers that was a core cause of the financial crisis. The bill would also exempt other loan fees, such as inflated charges for title insurance, allowing them to be piled on to loans with the lender still receiving the QM legal protections. Other efforts call for long delays in implementation of the rules, delaying reform and gaining more time for industry to attempt to gut the standards.

These attacks on the reforms are also directed at the CFPB. Industry representatives have far greater resources available to them than consumer and civil rights advocates. Consequently, the CFPB is under a continued and coordinated widespread attack on its rules and procedures. The CFPB—notwithstanding the long-delayed confirmation of its director, Richard Cordray—remains the target of legislative efforts to handcuff the agency. While these bills are unlikely to be passed in regular Congressional order, those who oppose the CFPB repeatedly attempt to add them to “must pass” bills, including continuing appropriations resolutions.

Conclusion

The enactment and implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act mortgage provisions, combined with the creation of the CFPB, has created a fundamentally reformed mortgage market. Basic standards have ended many past practices that so harmed consumers and the overall economy. Equally important, new attempted abusive practices face scrutiny and oversight by the CFPB. These protections make it safer for families who are engaged in their most important financial transaction, one that often determines their long-term financial trajectory. These reforms also protect mortgage investors and the overall economy, as mortgage risks are reduced, and the mortgage market now is safer, more transparent and less volatile. Yet, as with other areas of financial reform, substantial work remains in both finishing these reforms and rebuffing the efforts of those who want to return to the practices of the past.

Endnotes

10. A separate Dodd-Frank Act provision provides for lenders or securitizers who sell riskier loans to retain a portion of the risk- the Qualified Residential Mortgage rule, or QRM. Mortgage loans that do meet the standards for QRM, which include all of the QM requirements, and any additional requirements that the six implementing agencies may jointly require, are subject to the risk retention. The implementing agencies are in the process of finalizing this rule.
12. The rule provides flexibility to account for the income of self-employed borrowers and nontraditional employment.
14. This provision for loans with greater than 43 percent DTI will expire at the earliest of seven years, or for the GSE eligible mortgages, when the GSEs’ conservatorship ends.
15. Higher fee limits are provided for smaller loans of less than $100,000.
16. Non-QM loans, which do not receive any presumption of compliance, will also be available, though it is uncertain how much of the future mortgage market they will comprise.
17. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Sections 1431-33.
18. The actual price can vary to reflect whether the right to service the loan is being transferred with the loan and whether the lender collected origination fees from the borrower, or added them into the rate, so that they will collect them when they sell the loan.
19. The exact price would vary depending on prevailing interest rates at the time and other factors.
20. During the housing boom, these exotic loans paid high premiums because they carried higher interest rates, yet credit rating agencies wrongly predicted they would not have significantly higher default rates.
21. Of course, the lower initial payments were appealing to borrowers who often did not understand the future higher payments they would owe.
24. Specialty lenders and brokers, though, can still market only risky, high-cost products, and can even pay and receive high fees for selling these mortgages, so long as the fee does vary by mortgage type or interest rate.
25. All lenders are subject to the rules of the CFPB. The CFPB also supervises the mortgage operations of all depository lenders except for community banks and credit unions with assets of less than $10 billion, for whom the primary supervisors remain their primary prudential state and federal regulators.
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We want the sophisticated investor to protect himself, but we also want a system that identifies crooks and comes down like the wrath of God on them. We need both.

—Charles Munger, vice chairman of Berkshire Hathaway

And here I think what’s intriguing is we have a failure of both.

—Joseph Grundfest, Stanford Law School professor

The conditions that created the financial crisis of 2008 were enabled by decades of government deregulation justified by the premise that for transactions among sophisticated investors government interference was unnecessary, if not counterproductive. Instead of laws and rules to protect investors and markets, we were told we could rely on savvy counterparties to promote financial stability. Sophisticated investors purportedly had the expertise and incentives to properly assess risk, and to select and monitor complex investment options.

The concept of the sophisticated investor exception is embedded in the federal securities laws. It allows securities issuers to sometimes bypass legal requirements intended to protect ordinary retail investors. The securities laws were designed, initially, to protect such retail investors from confusing, worthless, or high-risk investments. However, many investment options can be offered to sophisticated or accredited investors and sold without many protections. These sophisticated or accredited investors (collectively “sophisticated investors”) include pension funds, mutual funds, hedge funds, endowments, broker-dealers, insurance firms, banks, and sovereign funds, among others. They also include individuals who earn as little as $200,000 per year.

In retrospect, reliance upon sophisticated investors was misguided. In the lead-up to the 2008 financial crisis, these institutions created instability both for their firms and for the system at large. As detailed in “The Sophisticated Investor and the Global Financial Crisis,” there are numerous examples of sophisticated investors’ failures involving matters central to the credit crunch and financial crisis.

Addressing Sophisticated Investor Shortcomings in the Dodd-Frank Act

There are several provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 that attempt to address the shortcomings of sophisticated investors. One example is that the Dodd-Frank Act seeks to push sophisticated investors to conduct more thorough independent assessments of credit risk, instead of what many perceived as sole reliance on ratings furnished by Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations (NRSROs or credit rating agencies). Another
example, the Dodd-Frank Act permits the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to enact a rule requiring sophisticated investor firms (and other issuers) to include candidates nominated by shareholders on the official proxy ballot. On their own, neither of these provisions are likely to improve the performance of sophisticated investors, due to the reasons set out below.

The Dodd-Frank Act tackles the problem of inflated credit ratings somewhat indirectly. It does not end the conflict of interest that lies at the heart of the problem, namely that the issuers of securities select and pay the credit rating agencies to provide the ratings. Instead, the law employs other tactics, including imposing new governance requirements on credit rating agencies, and attempting to create new liability if they give permission for their ratings to be included in public offering documents. In addition to seeking to improve the internal practices and accountability at credit rating agencies, the law also tries to improve the behavior of the sophisticated investors who use ratings when purchasing debt securities. This focus addresses the assumption that sophisticated investors unduly relied on triple-A ratings provided for complex mortgage-linked securities without sufficient independent investigation and analysis. The Dodd-Frank Act mandates that certain references to the credit rating agencies be eliminated where referenced in federal laws. Similarly, it requires federal agencies to remove from regulations references to or reliance on credit rating agencies and substitute instead other measures or standards for creditworthiness.

While this mandate may appear to be a way to alter sophisticated investor behavior, it overlooks two important observations. First, even before the crisis, certain institutional investors were not legally permitted to solely rely on NRSRO ratings. For example, under Rule 2a-7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940, money market mutual funds generally were required to limit their investments to holdings that received high ratings from NRSROs. In addition, however, Rule 2a-7 also required that the money market fund board determine that any security acquired presented “minimal credit risk.” Thus, it was an overstatement to suggest that all institutional investors were legally permitted to blindly rely on these ratings. Indeed, Reserve Primary Fund, the money market fund that “broke the buck” on September 16, 2008, and triggered a massive run on the money market fund industry that week, was subject to the minimal credit risk requirement. Nevertheless, it had $785 billion in short-term (including repo) exposure to Lehman Brothers.

The second observation is that the removal from statutes and regulations of NRSRO credit ratings will not necessarily change the reliance under contractual arrangements. Money managers enter into agreements with large investor clients under which they have used, and many continue to use, these credit ratings as guidelines. Considered together, it is worth exploring how much has or will change for those investors that previously were mandated (by law or by contract) to engage in a minimal credit risk analysis and those investors who continue to rely on NRSRO ratings.
The Dodd-Frank Act also seeks to empower the shareholders of sophisticated investors and other corporate issuers to hold their own executives and directors accountable. It is difficult for shareholders who are dissatisfied with the performance of a CEO to take meaningful action. Shareholders must rely upon the board of directors to discipline or fire a CEO. Correspondingly, if the shareholders seek to pressure their board of directors, there are limited options. Though state corporate law grants shareholders the right to vote for directors, this right is often illusory. The directorial election process involves the ratification of board-nominated candidates; if there are ten seats on the board up for re-election, ten board-nominated candidates will appear on the ballot. Though state law also often gives shareholders the right to nominate candidates, in practice, this is a difficult and costly endeavor. To conduct such a “proxy fight,” the insurgent shareholder would need to pay for a separate mailing to shareholders to present the slate of alternate candidates. Given these obstacles, to facilitate the nomination of directors by shareholders, over the years, the SEC considered allowing long-term, large shareholders to nominate some of their own candidates for election and have them included on the official corporate ballot in the proxy mailing that is sent to shareholders in advance of the annual meeting.  

Section 971 of the Dodd-Frank Act clarifies that the SEC has the statutory authority to issue a rule that provides shareholders access to the proxy to nominate directors for election. In response, the SEC issued Rule 14a-11 (the Proxy Access Rule) that permitted qualified shareholders (those with at least 3 percent of the voting power for 3 years) to request approval by shareholders of a corporate procedure allowing one or more shareholder nominees (for up to 25 percent of total seats) to be included on the official ballot. The Business Roundtable and U.S. Chamber of Commerce promptly sued the SEC. A year later the Federal Circuit Court for the D.C. Circuit struck down the Proxy Access Rule.

Supporters of proxy access contended that this new power to nominate individuals other than management’s “lapdogs” was critical to reining in management excess and ensuring the company performs well, thus, maximizing the long-term value of shares. Supporters have put forward research showing a correlation between firm performance and strong boards. In addition, supporters of proxy access viewed it as a remedy to poor board oversight at failed firms including Enron Corporation, Lehman Brothers and American International Group (AIG). Notably, certain board members of firms that failed miserably during the financial crisis maintain their board positions at those or other firms.

Opponents decried this nomination right, arguing that shareholders with special interest agendas, such as unions and public pension funds would hijack corporate boardrooms and deeply damage the capitalist system. Moreover, they contended that shareholders lacked the requisite skills to select qualified board members.
The Proxy Access Rule could have helped remove ineffective board members, and thereby perhaps encourage managers of sophisticated investor firms to be more diligent in their research and selection of complex investments. However, given the D.C. Circuit decision, unless the SEC is successful in a future attempt to issue a replacement, this important attempt to address sophisticated investor shortcomings will not be effective.

**Addressing Sophisticated Investor Shortcomings through Enforcement**

Government enforcement actions related to the financial crisis might be an avenue to address sophisticated investor shortcomings. However, most high-profile government enforcement efforts have targeted the sellers of toxic mortgage securities, not the buyers. For example, Goldman Sachs settled with the SEC for $550 million in connection with its sale of tranches of Abacus—a complex synthetic collateralized debt obligation structure. Though the purchasers were apparently sophisticated institutions, including a German and Dutch bank (that lost $1 billion on the deal), they were not as sophisticated as John Paulson, the hedge fund manager who had apparently worked with Goldman Sachs employees to structure the deal so that he could bet against a careful selection of mortgage-backed securities for which the underlying homeowners were very likely to default.19

The SEC prevailed in a civil fraud case against Fabrice Tourre,20 the Goldman Sachs banker involved in the Abacus deal, who perfected the art of sophisticated investor arbitrage. Tourre seems to have understood that there were two types of sophisticated investors: those with skills equal to the bankers they were doing business with, and those institutional investors and real people who qualified under the law as “sophisticated” but were quite easy to fool. This can be seen in the “fabulous Fab’s” testimony during hearings before a Senate subcommittee. In his prepared written remarks, from which he read, Tourre defended his role in selling the Abacus bonds. “I was an intermediary between highly sophisticated professional investors—all of which were institutions. None of my clients were individual, retail investors,” he explained. However, during the question-and-answer period of the hearings, Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine) challenged this assertion, reading from an e-mail that Tourre sent, in which he expressed disappointment with the list of target investors. He wrote: “This list might be a little skewed towards sophisticated hedge funds with which we should not expect to make too much money since (a) most of the time they will be on the same side of the trade as we will, and (b) they know exactly how things work and will not let us work for too much $$$, vs. buy-and-hold rating-based buyers who we should be focused on a lot more to make incremental $$$ next year.”

In the view of Sen. Collins, “This sounds like a deliberate attempt to sell your products to less sophisticated clients who would not understand the products as well so that you can make more money.”21
The government has had limited success, however, bringing cases against buy-side sophisticated investors, for example, arguing that they mislead their own investors or otherwise breached their fiduciary duties. There are notable examples where the government lost cases against the individual decision makers at buy-side firms. These includes the criminal prosecution of Ralph Cioffi and Matthew Tannin, the two Bear Stearns hedge fund managers, and the SEC’s civil suit against Bruce Bent and Bruce Bent II, the father and son who ran the investment advisory firm for the Reserve Primary Fund.

After receiving an internal report concerning trouble with triple-A tranches of subprime-backed collateralized debt obligations in the Bear Stearn-sponsored hedge funds’ portfolios, Tannin sent an email to Cioffi declaring that the “subprime market looks pretty damn ugly” and if the report were accurate, then they should shut down the hedge funds because the “entire subprime market is toast.” But a few days later, they assured investors during a conference call that all was well. Cioffi and Tannin were charged with crimes including conspiracy, wire fraud, and securities fraud. However, a jury acquitted them.²²

The SEC contended that the Bent duo and their management firm “engaged in a systematic campaign to deceive the investing public into believing that the Primary Fund—their flagship money market fund—was safe and secure despite its substantial Lehman holdings.” The complaint alleged the two knowingly disseminated “false information to the Primary Fund’s Board of Trustees, investors, and rating agencies.” A jury found the Bents not liable for fraud, but did find the son negligent. The investment advisory firm and broker-dealer, however were found liable for fraud.²³

**Ongoing Threats to Financial Stability**

Meanwhile, many of the conditions that helped cause the 2008 crisis persist. First, the top six U.S. banks are larger than they were before the crisis. Second, though a proposal to restrict leverage has been suggested, banks (and their holding companies) are legally permitted to borrow $97 for every $100 in assets they own, and private pools of capital, including hedge funds, face no leverage restrictions at all. Third, trillions of dollars are borrowed through the short-term, often overnight, repo market. Fourth, credit derivatives remain insufficiently regulated.²⁴

Many experts including policymakers, bankers and scholars recognize that the problem of “too big to fail” has not been resolved.²⁵ However, often overlooked in discussions about continued vulnerabilities are the markets in which sophisticated investors still operate without significant government controls. In particular, the continued dependency of large financial firms on overnight and other short-term repurchase (repo) funding to finance their balance sheets has received insufficient attention, despite the fact that it was a run on repo that triggered cascading collapses in 2008. Indeed, the near-demise of Bear Stearns in March 2008 was precipitated by a sudden withdrawal
of repo funding, and led to the unprecedented $30 billion in government support of a “private” rescue by JPMorgan Chase. Similarly, the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in September of 2008 came after a withdrawal of repo and other wholesale funding by sophisticated investors. Lehman Brothers had $200 billion outstanding in overnight repo loans before it collapsed. One mutual fund family that had been rolling over over $12 billion in overnight repo loans to Lehman Brothers, suddenly demanded its money, tapering down to just $2 billion a week later. Lehman Brother’s failure triggered a run on other aspects of the shadow banking system, including a $300 billion run on the institutional money market funds the week it failed.

These frailties in both the repo and money market funds have not been remedied. At the peak, in spring of 2008, about $2.8 trillion in collateral was posted through the tri-party repo market. Today, Treasury Secretary Jack Lew and others recognize that repos remain a fragile source of funding with roughly $1.8 trillion in collateral financed through the tri-party repo market in July 2013. The tri-party arrangements are only one part of the overall repo market.

Given both the failure of sophisticated investors to either guard their own firm’s financial stability or to prevent systemic risk, it is foolhardy to expect financial reforms that continue to depend upon sophisticated investors either to self-police, police the market, or to provide regulators with enough critical information. Even post-crisis—as demonstrated by the more than $6 billion London Whale trading loss at JPMorgan Chase and the money laundering behavior at HSBC—we have learned that sophisticated investors, can withhold or fail to provide information about their firms because their own employees make mistakes or commit fraud. Moreover, as the jitters regarding raising the U.S. debt ceiling showed, the vulnerabilities and interconnections between the repo markets, money market funds, and broader financial stability continue to be a tinderbox, awaiting another asset reversal or shock to ignite.
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Under the law there are two distinct forms of relationships: arms-length and fiduciary. A broker-dealer and its registered representatives are in an arms-length relationship when providing trade execution services. While providing trade execution services, the low suitability standard applies. The low suitability doctrine demands only that a broker/brokerage firm “will make specific recommendations of securities only if it has a reasonable basis for believing that they are suitable for the customer.”

In contrast, the fiduciary duties of due care, loyalty and utmost good faith have, for more than a century, been applied to the delivery of financial and investment advice. In recent decades, broker-dealers and their registered representatives have moved away from the world of fixed commissions for stock sales, and instead now recommend mutual fund and other investment managers and provide a wide variety of other financial and investment advice. Having transformed their businesses to incorporate the delivery of financial and investment advice, broker-dealers and their registered representatives should assume the duties and obligations of relationships of trust and confidence with clients; their relationship with customers has changed from arms-length to fiduciary.

The fiduciary obligations of broker-dealers and their registered representatives have been recognized by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Financial Industry National Regulatory Authority (FINRA) since the early 1940s, and by the courts, via application of state common law, throughout the 20th Century. The Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act empowers the SEC to formally apply, by rule, these fiduciary standards upon broker-dealers. In so doing, the SEC will merely codify securities regulation to reflect current state common law as applied to the expansion by broker-dealers of their activities into the delivery of personalized investment advice.

Should the SEC proceed to adopt rules under the Dodd-Frank Act to impose the fiduciary standard upon broker-dealers, the SEC would rebuff Wall Street’s attempt to create, out of thin air, a “new federal fiduciary standard,” which would only require casual and non-meaningful disclosures of conflicts of interest. Disclosure alone neither negates nor fulfills a fiduciary’s duties. In addition, while broker-dealers providing personalized investment advice are permitted to receive commission-based compensation, variable or differential compensation practices should be circumscribed. Broker-dealers’ sale of proprietary funds when providing personalized investment advice presents a fiduciary conundrum; yet, guidance in formulating appropriate regulation on the sale of proprietary products by fiduciaries to their clients can be gleaned from other regulators.
The Dodd-Frank Act’s section 913 represents an elegant return to the centuries-old fiduciary principle. The fiduciary standard is appropriate for the delivery of personalized investment advice to individual investors, who are too often faced with the daunting task of ensuring their retirement security while navigating the complexity of today’s modern capital markets.

Distinguishing Arms-Length and Fiduciary Relationships

There are two types of relationships between product and service providers and their customers or clients under the law. The first form of relationship is an “arms-length” relationship. This type applies to the vast majority of relationships between service providers and customers. In these relationships, the doctrine of “caveat emptor” (i.e., let the buyer beware) generally applies, although this doctrine is always subject to the requirement of commercial good faith. Additionally, this doctrine may be modified through the imposition of specific rules or doctrines by law, such as the low requirement of “suitability” imposed upon registered representatives of broker-dealer firms (i.e., brokers).

The second type of relationship is a fiduciary relationship. This in relationship involves trust, which includes vulnerability for the party who is placing trust in another. In such situations, one’s guard is down, one is trusting another to take actions on one’s behalf. Under such circumstances, to violate a trust is to infringe grossly upon the expectations of the person placing their trust. Because of this, the law creates a special status for fiduciaries, imposing duties of due care, loyalty, due care, and utmost good faith upon them. Under the law, the “fiduciary relationship” requires the fiduciary to carry on with their dealings with the client (a.k.a. “entrustor”) at a level far above ordinary, or even “high,” commercial standards of conduct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Sales Relationship</th>
<th>The Trusted Adviser Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product Manufacturers</td>
<td>Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salesperson</td>
<td>Fiduciary (Adviser)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Product Manufacturers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arms-Length Relationships: The Broker’s Low Suitability Standard

When providing only trade execution services the sales—or arms-length—relationship exists between the broker-dealer or their registered representative and the customer. The “suitability doctrine,” explicitly set forth as a rule by FINRA and recognized by the SEC as a “fundamental duty of brokers” enforceable by FINRA under the securities laws’ general antifraud rule (Rule 10b-5), applies to govern the conduct of broker-dealers and their registered representatives in such circumstances. However, the low
suitability doctrine demands only that a broker/brokerage firm “will make specific recommendations of securities only if it has a reasonable basis for believing that they are suitable for the customer.”

Suitability essentially imposes upon broker-dealers the responsibility to not permit their customers to “self-destruct.” Suitability does not generally impose upon broker-dealers any obligation to recommend a “good” product over a bad one, or a less expensive product, or a product that meets the client’s objective for a tax-efficient and prudent investment portfolio. In other words, the suitability standard permits the sale of highly expensive, tax-inefficient and risky investment products, leaving the broker-dealers customer with little or no redress.

In the context of advisory recommendations, suitability serves to confine the duties of broker-dealers and their registered representatives to their customers to below that of the broad common law duty of due care. With the early 20th Century rise of the concept of the duty of due care, and the commencement of actions for breach of one’s duty of due care (via the negligence doctrine that saw accelerated development during such time), broker-dealers sought a way to ensure they would not be held liable under the standard of negligence. After all, “[t]o the extent that investment transactions are about shifting risk to the investor, whether from the intermediary, an issuer, or a third party, the mere risk that a customer may lose all or part of its investment cannot, in and of itself, be sufficient justification for imposing liability on a financial intermediary.”

In essence, brokers continue to operate with a free hand today, unburdened by the duty of nearly every other person in the United States with respect to advisory activities, which, at a minimum, require adherence to the duty of due care of a reasonable person.

The sales of mutual funds and other pooled investment vehicles exploded a thousand-fold shortly following the SEC’s abolition of all fixed commission rates effective May 1, 1975. No longer were broker-dealers just performing trade execution services, but they were, in fact, recommending investment managers. Yet, inexplicably, the SEC and FINRA permitted the suitability doctrine to be extended, over the decades, to incorporate broker-dealers’ recommendations of investment managers. In essence, brokers continue to operate with a free hand today, unburdened by the duty of nearly every other person in the United States with respect to advisory activities, which, at a minimum, require adherence to the duty of due care of a reasonable person.

History

The fiduciary principle has its roots in antiquity. It is clearly reflected in the provisions of the Code of Hammurabi nearly four millennia ago, which set forth the rules governing the behavior of agents entrusted with property. Ethical norms arising from relationships of trust and confidence also existed in Judeo-Christian traditions, in Chinese law, and in Greek and Roman eras.
Through elaboration in English law and U.S. law, fiduciary law has evolved over the centuries to refer to a wide range of situations in which courts have imposed duties on persons acting in particular situations that exceed those required by the common law duties of ordinary care and fair dealing (as exist in arms-length relationships). Fiduciary duties find their origin in a mix of the laws of trust law, tort law, contract law, and agency law. Today fiduciary status attaches to many different situations. For instance, there has long been recognition that the mere provision of advice may result in a fiduciary relationship.\textsuperscript{10}

During the early part of the 20\textsuperscript{th} Century, stockbrokers were known to possess duties akin to those of trustees, including the duty of utmost good faith and the avoidance of receipt of hidden forms of compensation. By the early 1930s, the fiduciary duties of brokers acting as financial services intermediaries were widely known. To a degree this was simply an extension of the laws of agency. Meanwhile, early court cases confirmed the existence of broad fiduciary duties upon brokers in situations where brokers possessed relationships of trust and confidence with their clients. For example, in the 1934 case of \textit{Birch v. Arnold}\textsuperscript{11} involving a non-discretionary account, the relationship between a client and her stockbroker was found to be a fiduciary one, for it was a relationship based upon trust and confidence. In \textit{Birch}, the Massachusetts Supreme Court held that, in these circumstances, facts “conclusively show that the relationship was one of trust and confidence”\textsuperscript{12} and therefore the broker could not make a secret profit from the transactions for which the advice was provided.

The 1934 Securities and Exchange Act was an attempt to raise the conduct standards by which broker-dealers must adhere. As Matthew P. Allen observed, “Roosevelt and Congress used the 1934 Exchange Act to raise the standard of professional conduct in the securities industry from the standardless principle of caveat emptor to a ‘clearer understanding of the ancient truth’ that brokers managing ‘other people’s money’ should be subject to professional trustee duties.”\textsuperscript{13} The subsequently enacted Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (“Advisers Act”) was designed to apply to investment counsel, a relatively new type of professional who was paid directly by the customers for advice. The Advisers Act required investment advisers to register with the SEC and imposed a fiduciary duty upon investment advisers. Brokers were exempted from the registration requirements of the Advisers Act, provided that their investment advice remained “solely incidental” to the brokerage transactions and they received no “special compensation.”

Early statements by the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), now known as the Financial Industry National Regulatory Authority, confirmed the existence of high fiduciary standards of conduct for brokers in the very early days of its existence. In only the second newsletter for its members issued by the self-regulatory organization for broker-dealers, the NASD unequivocally pronounced that brokers were fiduciaries.
The SEC also chimed in, early in its history, to confirm that broker-dealers were nevertheless fiduciaries when they assumed a role of providing personalized investment advice to their customers, stating: “Notwithstanding the absence of an explicit fiduciary standard, broker-dealers are subject to substantially similar requirements when they act as more than mere order takers for their customers’ transactions.”

Recently the fact that broker-dealers may, when providing more than trade execution services to individual investors, possess broad fiduciary duties was confirmed by the SEC Staff Study on Investment Advisers and Broker-Dealers (As Required by Section 913 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act) (Jan. 2011). In modern times, the courts continue to find broker-dealers and their registered representatives to be fiduciaries when providing personalized investment advice.

Since the mid-1970s, broker-dealers have blurred the line between their arms-length trade execution services and the delivery of personalized investment advice. Today they customarily provide personalized investment advice, yet far too often seek to negate or deny the associated fiduciary obligations.

Additionally, in recent years registered representatives began to utilize titles that imply relationships based upon trust and confidence, to which fiduciary duties should apply, such as “financial adviser,” “financial consultant,” “wealth manager,” etc. Yet, under state common law, the utilization of such titles remains a significant factor in determining whether a fiduciary relationship exists. For example, in a 2007 case, a registered representative crossed the line in “holding out” as a financial adviser. The registered representative sold a variable annuity and stated that ongoing advice would be provided to his customers, as well as other representations. The court found him to have formed a relationship of trust and confidence with the customers to which fiduciary status attached. Moreover, over the past several decades a shift occurred to employ trust-based sales techniques, leading to fiduciary status for financial and investment advisers.

Public Policy Considerations Support the Application of Fiduciary Standards upon the Delivery of Personalized Investment Advice

There are numerous reasons for imposing fiduciary duties on the range of new specializations in the delivery of certain financial services. The major reasons involve a combination of the disparity in knowledge between fiduciaries and their entrustors (clients), the difficulties in monitoring fiduciary conduct, and the promotion of important public policy goals.

The Increased Knowledge Gap Between Financial Advisers and Consumers in Today’s Complex Financial World

Without question there exists a substantial knowledge gap between fiduciary investment advisers and the vast majority of their clients in today’s modern, complex
financial world. Indeed, the world is far more complex for individual investors today than it was just a generation ago. There exists a broader variety of investment products, including many types of pooled or hybrid products, which in turn employ a broad range of strategies.

This explosion of products has hampered the ability of individual investors to sort through the many thousands of investment products to find those few that best fit within the investor’s portfolios. Furthermore, as such investment vehicles have proliferated, individual investors are challenged to discern an investment product’s true total fees and costs, investment characteristics, tax consequences, and risks. As the sophistication of our capital markets had increased, so has the knowledge gap between individual consumers and financial advisers. In constructing an investment portfolio today, a financial adviser must take into account not only the individual investor’s risk tolerance and investment time horizon, but also the investor’s tax situation and risks to which the investor is exposed in other aspects of his or her life.

This complexity of the modern securities markets, combined with the need for investors to properly manage investment portfolios over decades as a means of ensuring their retirement security, makes reliance upon another for personalized investment advice essential. As observed by the Financial Planning Association of Australia Limited, “The average person will no more become an instant financial planner simply because of direct access to products and information than they will a doctor, lawyer or accountant.”

The Limited Ability of Consumers to Close the Knowledge Gap
Academic researchers have long known that emotional biases limit consumers’ ability to close the knowledge gap. Recent insights from behavioral science call into substantial doubt some cherished pro-regulatory strategies, including the view that if regulators force delivery of better disclosures and transparency to investors that this information can be used effectively.

Note as well that, as observed by Professors Stephen J. Choi and A.C. Pritchard, “instead of leading investors away from their behavioral biases, financial professionals may prey upon investors’ behavioral quirks … Having placed their trust in their brokers, investors may give them substantial leeway, opening the door to opportunistic behavior by brokers, who may steer investors toward poor or inappropriate investments.”

Moreover, Robert Prentice, who researches ethical decision making, writes, “not only can marketers who are familiar with behavioral research manipulate consumers by taking advantage of weaknesses in human cognition, but … competitive pressures almost guarantee that they will do so.” As a result, much of the training of registered representatives involves how to establish a relationship of trust and confidence with the client. Once a relationship of trust is formed, customers will generally accede to
the recommendations made by the registered representative, even when that recommendation is adverse to the customers' best interests.

**Financial Literacy Efforts, While Important, are Known to be Ineffective**

Financial literacy is important, for the more educated the individual American, the better he or she will undertake financial decisions, with or without the aid of an adviser. However, financial literacy efforts are insufficient to overcome the vast knowledge gap between registered representatives and their customers.

As recently stated by Lauren E. Willis, “high financial literacy can be necessary for good financial decisionmaking, but is not sufficient; heuristics, biases, and emotional coping mechanisms that interfere with welfare-enhancing personal finance behaviors are unlikely to be eradicated through education, particularly in a dynamic market. To the contrary, the advantage in resources with which to reach consumers that financial services firms enjoy puts firms in a better position to capitalize on decisionmaking biases than educators who seek to train consumers out of them.”

**Due to the Knowledge Gap, the Adviser Has the Ability to Abuse Trust and Power**

The expert services of the fiduciary personal financial adviser are socially desirable. As in medicine or law, it can take many years to acquire the requisite degree of knowledge, skill, and experience to be a competent and effective personal financial adviser. Yet, it is this very expertise renders clients of personal financial advisers vulnerable to abuse of trust and lack of care. Hence, the advisory services undertaken by investment advisers are subject to general prescriptions under fiduciary law, as investment advisers must be free to react to a changing market environment. For example, if the fiduciary does not utilize his or her greater knowledge to promote the client's best interests, the fiduciary could usurp the delegated power, authority, or trust in advice for the fiduciary’s own benefit. Accordingly, the duty of loyalty is imposed upon fiduciaries.

**Reduction of Transaction Costs, when Monitoring Costs are High**

In fiduciary relations, it is highly costly for the client to monitor, verify and ensure that the fiduciary will abide by the fiduciary’s promise and deal with the entrusted power only for the benefit of the client. Indeed, if a client could easily protect himself or herself from an abuse of the fiduciary adviser’s power, authority, or delegation of trust, then there would be no need for imposition of fiduciary duties.

**Difficulty in Tying Performance Results to One's Obedience to His or Her Fiduciary Duties**

The results of the services provided by a fiduciary adviser are not always related to the honesty of the fiduciary or the quality of the services. For example, an investment adviser may be both honest and diligent, but the value of the client’s portfolio may fall as the result of market events. Indeed, rare is the instance in which an investment adviser provides substantial positive returns for each period over long periods of time.
Difficulty in Identifying and Understanding Conflicts of Interest

Most individual consumers of financial services in America today are unable to identify and understand the many conflicts of interest that can exist in financial services. For example, a customer of a broker-dealer firm might be aware of the existence of a commission for the sale of a mutual fund, but possess no understanding that there are many mutual funds available without commissions (i.e., sales loads). Moreover, brokerage firms have evolved into successful disguisers of conflicts of interest arising from third-party payments, including payments through such mechanisms as contingent deferred sales charges, 12b-1 fees, payment for order flow, payment for shelf space, and soft dollar compensation.

Monitoring and Reputational Threats are Largely Ineffective

The ability of “the market” to monitor and enforce a fiduciary’s obligations, such as through the compulsion to preserve a firm’s reputation, is often ineffective in fiduciary relationships. This is because revelations about abuses of trust by fiduciaries can be hidden (such as through mandatory arbitration clauses and secrecy agreements regarding settlements), and also because marketing efforts by fiduciary firms are so strong that they overwhelm the reported instances of breaches of fiduciary duties.

Public Policy Encourages Specialization, Which Necessitates Fiduciary Duties

As Professor Tamar Frankel, long the leading scholar in the area of fiduciary law as applied to securities regulation, once noted: “[A] prosperous economy develops specialization. Specialization requires interdependence. And interdependence cannot exist without a measure of trusting. In an entirely non-trusting relationship interaction would be too expensive and too risky to maintain. Studies have shown a correlation between the level of trusting relationships on which members of a society operate and the level of that society’s trade and economic prosperity.”

Fiduciary duties are imposed by law when public policy encourages specialization in particular services, such as investment management or law, in recognition of the value such services provide to our society. For example, the provision of investment consulting services under fiduciary duties of loyalty and due care encourages participation by investors in our capital markets system. Hence, in order to promote public policy goals, the law requires the imposition of fiduciary status upon the party in the dominant position. Through the imposition of such fiduciary status the client is thereby afforded various protections. These protections serve to reduce the risks to the client that relate to the service, and encourage the client to utilize the service. Fiduciary status thereby furthers the public interest.

The Dodd-Frank Act: An Elegant Return to Fiduciary Principles

Through the enactment of the Dodd-Frank Act, the U.S. Congress has rightfully authorized SEC to apply fiduciary standards of conduct upon broker-dealer firms and their registered representatives who provide personalized investment advice to retail
consumers. In essence, the U.S. Congress has enabled the SEC to conform brokerage practices involving the delivery of personalized investment advice, which have evolved over the course of the last few decades, to fiduciary principles that have been applied by the SEC and the courts throughout the past century.

The fiduciary standard is based upon principles, so a large number of rules need not be adopted by regulatory agencies. Indeed, the application of the fiduciary standard fulfills Wall Street’s repeated call for more “principles-based regulation.”

Through the Dodd-Frank Act, the U.S. Congress empowered the SEC to place restraints on the conduct of Wall Street. Specifically, in section 913 Congress explicitly authorized the SEC to promote a fiduciary standard for broker-dealers and their registered representatives providing “personalized investment advice” to “retail customers” which is “not less stringent” than the fiduciary standard applicable to registered investment advisers under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

The Dodd-Frank Act’s application of the fiduciary standard is an elegant solution. It properly applies the standard of conduct for broker-dealer firms that have strayed into the provision of personalized investment advice.

Recommendation: Go Beyond Wall Street’s Unfortunate Attempt to Redefine the Fiduciary Standard as “Suitability + Casual Disclosure”

In situations in which a fiduciary possesses a conflict of interest with a client, disclosure of such conflict is only one of the many requirements of the fiduciary duty of loyalty under the Advisers Act. Disclosure of a conflict of interest and mere consent of the client thereto does not discharge the fiduciary’s obligations. Instead, disclosure must be affirmatively and timely delivered in a manner designed to ensure client understanding, so that clients can provide informed consent. Moreover, it is a fundamental truth that no client would provide informed consent to be harmed.

Wall Street’s lobbyists often suggest that court precedent exists for the proposition that disclosure alone is all that is required to meet the fiduciary standard when a conflict of interest is present. These lobbyists are either engaged in wishful thinking or mistaken. This argument often relies upon language found in the U.S. Supreme Court’s seminal case applying the Advisers Act, SEC vs. Capital Gains Research Bureau. However, a correct construction of this case reveals that investment advisers are required to do much more than merely disclose conflicts. This follows centuries of common law applying the fiduciary standard, including application of the time-honored phrase, “no man can serve two masters.”

Recommendation: Commission-Based Compensation Permitted, But Variable Compensation Restricted
Charging a retail customer on a commission basis, in and of itself, is not inconsistent with a strong and uniform fiduciary standard of conduct. The Dodd-Frank Act and
the SEC’s January 2011 Staff Study make it clear that a commission-based pricing model can be consistent with a fiduciary standard. However, to the extent a firm or investment professional chooses to use a commission-based pricing model, it must recognize that it creates inherent conflicts of interest that are not present in asset-based, fixed-fee or hourly-fee based pricing models.

Conflicts of interest occur when variable or differential compensation flows as a result of recommending one investment product over another. Such compensation arrangements—such as those arising from different levels of commissions, payment for order flow, sales contests, and soft dollar compensation—present insidious conflicts of interest and should be banned. In other words, consistent with the fiduciary principle, and regardless of the form of compensation of the broker and its registered representative, the broker’s customer should agree to a reasonable method and amount of compensation in advance of making a specific investment recommendation. Any additional compensation should be avoided or rebated back to the client.

The avoidance of variable compensation will require changes in the asset management industry. However, variable or differential compensation poses a substantial threat to the integrity of fiduciaries, as the higher compensation received for the sale of one product over a similar product with lower compensation to the adviser can rarely be justified.

If a firm offers both commission-based and asset-based pricing models, the firm and the investment professional possess the obligation to recommend to the retail customer the pricing model that is in the customer’s best interest, and to monitor regularly to assure that the customer remains in the account structure that is in the customer’s best interest. All fiduciaries likewise possess the obligation to inform their clients that other firms may provide the substantially same services for lower fees.

Recommendation: Use International Standards
The issue of sales of proprietary products is one of the most vexing issues in applying fiduciary law to the practices of broker-dealer firms. However, banks and their trust departments have a history of selling proprietary mutual funds, when in trustee-beneficiary relationships, under guidelines provided via Office of the Comptroller of the Currency regulations. Moreover, other countries, such as Australia, have recently adopted standards that must be followed by fiduciaries prior to recommending proprietary products to clients. These and other regulations can be referenced as sources for appropriate standards for fiduciaries engaged in the sale of products manufactured by their firms or by affiliates.

Recommendation: Creation of a Fiduciary Board of Standards
One of the problems of securities regulation today is its focus on disclosure. In part, this is because securities examiners can test adherence to disclosure obligations fairly easily. Yet, evaluation of a professional adviser’s proper adherence to the full extent of
the fiduciary’s duty of loyalty, and many aspects of a professional adviser’s adherence to
the fiduciary’s duty of due care, will often require the judgment of professionals with
substantial experience.

I suggest that the SEC, in conjunction with other agencies, form a “Fiduciary Board
of Standards,” composed only of those individual professionals fully committed to
a bona fide fiduciary standard of conduct, along with representatives of consumer
organizations. This Fiduciary Board of Standards would advise the SEC, the
Department of Labor, the Office of Comptroller of the Currency, and state securities
regulators on the development and application of professional rules of conduct.31 Both
practitioners and regulators should be permitted to seek advisory opinions from this
Fiduciary Board of Standards, as a means of understanding how the fiduciary duties
are applied to real-life situations. Through the board’s issuance of advisory opinions
and commentary on any adopted rules of conduct, the jurisprudence of the fiduciary
standard can properly develop over time.

In making this recommendation, I would emphasize that the members of such a panel
should be chosen for their commitment to a bona fide fiduciary standard of conduct
and the interests of consumers. Otherwise, commercial self-interests could easily result
in an evisceration of the true fiduciary standard of conduct.

Conclusion

The SEC should act swiftly to restore the confidence of capital markets participants
by applying the fiduciary standard of conduct to the investment advisory activities
of broker-dealers. It has long been known that brokers in relationships of trust and
confidence with their clients are fiduciaries, despite the broker-dealers’ current business
models, which were permitted to occur through ineffective SEC and FINRA oversight.
Disruption of these business models will necessarily occur as the SEC proceeds with
rulemaking in this area.

Wall Street’s call to decree a “new federal fiduciary standard” that ignores centuries of
fiduciary law should be disregarded as an ill-advised attempt to lower a standard of
conduct that has stood for centuries as a protector of consumer interests.

A period of adjustment should be provided for broker-dealer firms to adapt practices
to meet their fiduciary obligations. However, the SEC should not delay substantially
in this important rule-making effort. Only upon full implementation of the fiduciary
standard for the delivery of all personal investment advice will investor confidence
in our financial services system be restored, and a new era of capital formation and
economic growth fostered.
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Introduction

The financial crisis of 2008 occurred in part because of excessive risk taking by financial institutions.\(^1\) Compensation formulas at some of these institutions contributed to the collapse by encouraging the maximization of short-term revenues.\(^2\) As one report noted, compensation systems in the financial services industry were inadequately designed and “provided incentives to take imprudent risks.”\(^3\)

Excessive risk, however, was not the only problem associated with compensation that surfaced during the crisis. Payments often seemed unrelated to actual performance. Compensation formulas could result in amounts disproportionate to the services provided and could include lavish perks.\(^4\) The practices raised broad concerns about the role of the board of directors in the corporate governance process.

The source of the problem was—and remains—surprisingly clear. Compensation has traditionally been a matter left to the discretion of the board of directors. Directors in turn have a fiduciary obligation to act in the best interests of shareholders. In the abstract, the duties would seem sufficient to require boards to develop formulas that avoided excessive risk and linked incentives to the long-term performance of the company.

In fact, fiduciary obligations impose no meaningful restraints on the type or amount of executive compensation authorized by boards. Instead, executive compensation is left to the “market” to regulate. Yet as the recent downturn shows, the market has not proved up to the task.

Congress in the new millennium has expressed dissatisfaction with the compensation process and has intervened on several occasions. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act required top officers to reimburse improperly paid compensation in certain circumstances.\(^5\) The legislation also sought to prevent abuses in the compensation process by prohibiting loans to directors and executive officers.

During the financial crisis, temporary restraints were imposed on the compensation practices of financial institutions receiving funds under the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) of 2008.\(^6\) Permanent reforms, however, had to wait until the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act in 2010.\(^7\) It authorized financial regulators to prohibit compensation practices that encouraged inappropriate risk taking. In addition, Congress sought to force corporate boards to adopt more rigorous processes for determining compensation and to give shareholders a permanent role in compensation determinations.
These efforts, although productive, represented a patchwork of changes that left the underlying problems in place. Even under proposed rules by bank regulators, boards largely remained free of meaningful limits in determining compensation. As a result, for years after the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Act, the dynamics that contributed to the financial crisis remained mostly unchanged.

Compensation without Limits: The Dearth of Regulation under State Law

The problem of executive compensation has foremost been a failure of state law. The board of directors determines executive compensation. Traditionally, decisions on CEO compensation were subjected to an exacting standard of review. Under the duty of loyalty, directors had an obligation to establish that the form and amount of compensation was “fair” to shareholders. Directors could be held personally liable to the extent that compensation might be “unfair.” The standard meant that boards had to engage in rigorous review of the type and amount of compensation and the impact of compensation practices on the company.

By the 1990s, however, the standard had changed. Executive compensation for the most part ceased to be subject to an obligation of fairness. Instead, decisions were reviewed under the duty of care, a process oriented standard. The shift occurred with little analysis but with profound consequences. As long as companies used “proper” process, the amount and form of compensation ceased to be part of the analysis. The approach resulted in compensation without limits.

The problem was exacerbated by a judicial refusal to make the process meaningful. Compensation had to be approved by a board with a majority of “independent” directors. Director independence was, however, interpreted in a porous fashion. Directors who had obvious ties to the CEO or significant business relations with the company were accepted as independent by courts. They drew arbitrary lines and used excessive pleading standards to prevent shareholders from adequately exploring the issue.

Similarly, efforts in Delaware to heighten the involvement of directors in the oversight of risk taking at financial institutions proved unsuccessful. Shareholders brought an action alleging that the board of Citigroup failed to adequately oversee the bank’s involvement in the subprime mortgage market. The court viewed the claim as little more than an attempt by shareholders to recover from a business decision that “turned out poorly” and dismissed the case.

Compensation with Some Limits: Federal Intervention into the Compensation Process

The result of the state law approach was a system that did not impose substantive limits on the amount and type of compensation or adequately require boards to weigh the impact of compensation on risk taking. The lack of oversight fueled abuses and
eventually provoked federal intervention. In the aftermath of Enron and Worldcom, Congress addressed the failure of state law to require the repayment of improperly paid compensation. Section 304 of Sarbanes Oxley mandated that the CEO or CFO reimburse the company for “any bonus or other incentive-based or equity-based compensation” that depended upon financial statements later restated due to “material noncompliance” arising from “misconduct.”

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act also addressed the lack of board oversight with respect to loans to top officials. The absence of standards under state law meant that boards could award loans to executive officers on commercially unreasonable terms (uncollateralized and below market rates) and could forego repayment. Rather than elevate the standards applicable to the approval of loans, Congress opted for a more blunt approach. Congress added Section 13(k) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) to simply bar personal loans to executive officers and directors of public companies.

Sarbanes-Oxley, therefore, addressed some compensation issues but in a limited fashion. The obligation to “clawback” incentive based compensation following restatements fell to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rather than boards of directors. With little incentive to intervene in the internal compensation process of public companies, the SEC rarely applied the provision and mostly used it as an ancillary charge in conjunction with other securities law violations. As a result, the broad underlying problem arising from an absence of meaningful oversight by the board of directors remained in place.

The problems associated with compensation resurfaced in the financial crisis. Compensation formulas at financial institutions often encouraged excessive risk taking through the maximization of short-term earnings. In the bailout that followed, Congress imposed restrictions on compensation practices as a condition of receiving TARP funds. For those receiving “exceptional assistance,” including Citigroup and Bank of America, the Department of Treasury to some degree acted as a second board of directors, reviewing and altering compensation decisions.

Permanent reforms, however, had to await the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Act in 2010. The legislation toughened the procedures used by boards in approving compensation, provided an expanded role for shareholders in the compensation process, and, perhaps most importantly, gave regulators the authority to prohibit compensation practices that resulted in excessive risk taking at large financial institutions.

Section 952 of the Dodd-Frank Act mandated that listed companies employ compensation committees consisting entirely of independent directors. The committee was given the authority to determine its own funding and to hire independent compensation consultants. Most importantly, the SEC received, for the first time, the explicit
authority to set out standards defining director independence in connection with the compensation committee.24

The duty to recover improperly paid compensation was enhanced. Listed companies were required to adopt an explicit policy mandating clawbacks following certain restatements. Specifically, the policy had to provide for the clawback of incentive based compensation from current and former “executive officers” after any “accounting restatement” arising from a “material non-compliance” with “any financial reporting requirement under the securities laws” during the prior three years.25

Congress also authorized a direct role for shareholders in the compensation process through the introduction of “say on pay.” Section 951 of the Dodd-Frank Act gave shareholders an advisory vote on the compensation paid to top executives.26 The authority was augmented by increased transparency, particularly the obligation by companies to disclose the ratio of the median of the total compensation of all employees to the annual total compensation of the CEO.27

The most substantive changes, however, occurred in connection with the adoption of Section 956. The provision gave financial regulators authority over “incentive-based compensation arrangements” at “covered financial institutions,” a term that included broker-dealers.28 Regulators were instructed to prescribe regulations that prohibited any compensation practice that encouraged “inappropriate risks.”29

The Path Forward

The Dodd-Frank Act took a number of important steps. Nonetheless, many of the underlying dynamics that induced congressional intervention into the compensation process remained in place. State law retained the inherent ability to address many of these concerns through the imposition of a stricter standard of review and more meaningful process.

This, however, is not likely to occur. Indeed, since the adoption of the Dodd-Frank Act, the lack of adequate regulation under state law has grown increasingly apparent. Efforts to challenge the compensation scheme of a financial institution that based payments on the percentage of net revenues failed.30 Concerns over a $40 million severance package to a CEO was summarily dismissed in part because the “amount alone” was insufficient to sustain a legal challenge.31

Reform of compensation practices will, therefore, require increased federal intervention. In some cases, regulators already have the authority to alter compensation process but have yet to act. Financial regulators have proposed mandatory vesting periods for incentive compensation at some large financial institutions, but they have not yet completed the rulemaking process. By late 2013, the SEC had not proposed rules
implementing the clawback provisions included in the Dodd-Frank Act. In other cases, however, additional reform will require additional action from Congress.

**Strong Corporate Governance**

Section 956 of the Dodd-Frank Act gave regulators broad authority to prohibit incentive compensation practices that encouraged “inappropriate” risk taking. In the rules proposed to address this provision, the financial regulators recognized that “[s]trong and effective corporate governance is critical to the establishment and maintenance of sound compensation practices.” The proposal, however, contained only cosmetic recommendations with respect to the role of boards.

Regulators should be required to develop standards designed to ensure a more meaningful role for boards in the compensation process. This should entail consideration of a requirement that boards retain the burden of establishing the fairness of the compensation formula. Doing so would impose on boards the obligation to show a relationship between the type and amount of compensation and the performance of executive management. The standard would also require an affirmative demonstration by directors that the compensation scheme did not encourage excessive risk taking.

**The Problem of “Excessive Compensation”**

Section 956 of the Dodd-Frank Act authorized financial regulators to adopt rules prohibiting compensation practices that could “lead to material financial loss.” The proposed rules address this in part through substantive regulation. Certain financial institutions would be required to defer a significant portion of incentive based compensation paid to executive officers.

The provision, however, also instructed bank regulators to prohibit practices that could result in the payment of “excessive compensation.” The proposed rule contains no substantive requirements implementing this provision. Instead, the proposal merely provides that compensation should not be “unreasonable or disproportionate to the service performed” and includes a list of factors to be considered in making the determination.

Regulators should consider the need for substantive guidance on the meaning of “excessive.” Moreover, while providing factors for consideration, the proposal says nothing about the standard of review for directors in making the determination. Nor does the proposal impose any obligation on boards to seek repayment of amounts ultimately deemed excessive.

**Improving the Process Used by Boards**

The Dodd-Frank Act sent a mixed message on the process used by boards in making compensation decisions. The addition of Section 10C of the Exchange Act imposed
additional requirements on compensation committees used by exchange traded companies. At the same time, however, bank regulators interpreted Section 956 of the Dodd-Frank Act to require no meaningful changes to the system of governance in connection with compensation decisions by large financial institutions.

In particular, the existing system of oversight does not adequately ensure that directors involved in compensation decisions are truly independent. Regulators have the authority to address this issue. The SEC could develop a more complete set of factors for boards to consider when assessing independence. Financial regulators could, as part of their supervision of risk, provide guidance on the types of relationships that will disqualify directors from participating in compensation decisions.

A potentially more effective reform, however, would be the implementation of shareholder access. Access allows long-term shareholders to include their board nominees in the company’s proxy statement. Although the number of contests would likely be modest, the mere possibility would provide boards with additional incentive to act in the best interests of shareholders.

Congress encouraged the adoption of shareholder access in the Dodd-Frank Act. The legislation clarified that the SEC had the authority to impose the requirement. The SEC adopted a rule that sought to permit long-term shareholders to include a short slate of nominees in the company’s proxy statement. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, however, struck down the provision. The SEC, therefore, can and should revisit the issue.

Enforcement and the Role of Shareholders

For the most part, the Dodd-Frank Act left enforcement to regulators. Regulators, however, have limited resources. Likewise, they have minimal incentive to intervene into the corporate governance of public companies. Finally, as matters such as the London Whale scandal illustrate, regulators may be unaware of violations. One solution would be to provide an increased role in the governance process for shareholders.

The Dodd-Frank Act recognized the importance of shareholder involvement in the compensation process through the institution of “say on pay.” It only provided an advisory vote, however, that could be disregarded by management. Second generation “say on pay” statutes have emerged in other countries. They have been designed to make the role of shareholders more meaningful. In Britain, shareholders are expected to receive the right to a binding vote on compensation policies. In Australia, sufficient opposition to pay packages can trigger a recall vote for the board of directors.

Shareholders could also be given increased authority to enforce existing provisions. Currently, only financial regulators can police the requirements of Section 956. Likewise, the enforcement of the clawback provisions in Section 304 of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act is limited to the SEC. Allowing shareholders to seek enforcement of the requirements would likely ensure greater compliance.

Conclusion

Executive compensation is not adequately bounded by legal standards under state law. Efforts to address these concerns by Congress have been useful but remain incomplete. The system as it currently exists does not ensure that compensation will be based upon actual performance or that the approach will not encourage excessive risk taking. Only with additional reforms can these issues be addressed.
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Financial reform legislation has given new powers and directives to regulatory agencies, but reforms are undercut by a nagging concern that before the financial crisis these same agencies failed to use the powers they already had. Enacting new laws or adopting new regulations that are not enforced is an exercise in futility.

Can reformers ensure that new laws and regulations are enforced, rather than ignored?

**The Current Situation**

Regulatory agencies and the U.S. Department of Justice often did not—or were unable to—enforce existing laws before, during and after the 2008 financial crisis. Yet, Wall Street executives bristled at public criticism of the lack of criminal convictions, or even prosecutions, after the crisis. To them, public disapproval just showed ingratitude.

Robert Benmosche, CEO of American International Group (AIG), spoke for many Wall Street executives when he said the criticism of AIG bonuses in the midst of the financial crisis “was intended to stir public anger, to get everyone out there with their pitchforks and their hangman nooses, and all that—sort of like what we did in the Deep South. And I think it was just as bad and just as wrong.”

Andrew Ross Sorkin, financial reporter for *The New York Times*, does not compare criticism of Wall Street to lynching, but argued, “while things happened that were upsetting and frustrating and unethical and immoral, sadly, it may not have been criminal.”

The former head of the U.S. Department of Justice’s Criminal Division, Lanny Breuer, explained that even when the circumstances appear to show obvious criminal conduct, a criminal case may still be impossible to prove. “With respect to Wall Street cases,” Breuer told PBS’s show *Frontline* last year, “we looked at those as hard as we looked at any others, and when a case could be brought, we did. But when we cannot prove beyond a reasonable doubt that there was criminal intent, then we have a constitutional duty not to bring those cases.”

Shortly after that interview, however, Breuer acknowledged that in a system of equal justice under law, sometimes some are more equal than others. Last December, the U.S. Department of Justice announced with great fanfare a “record” $1.92 billion settlement with HSBC Holdings (HSBC), a British bank with extensive U.S. operations, for laundering billions of dollars for governments under international sanctions, including state sponsors of terrorism, nuclear proliferators and the genocidal Sudanese regime. HSBC also laundered money for other organizations suspected of terrorist ties as well as the Colombian and Mexican drug cartels. “HSBC is being held accountable
for stunning failures of oversight,” Breuer said. But despite indisputable evidence of serious crimes, Breuer said, the U.S. Department of Justice decided against indicting HSBC or HSBC officials “over concerns that criminal charges could jeopardize one of the world’s largest banks and ultimately destabilize the global financial system,” an argument available to few criminal defendants. The fine was about five weeks of HSBC profits, taken from shareholder funds.

When Attorney General Eric Holder told the Senate Judiciary Committee about the decision not to prosecute HSBC, he said, “I am concerned that the size of some of these institutions becomes so large that it does become difficult for us to prosecute them when we are hit with indications that if you do prosecute, if you do bring a criminal charge, it will have a negative impact on the national economy, perhaps even the world economy. And I think that is a function of the fact that some of these institutions have become too large.”

Are some financial institutions so big and important that they—and their executives—should not be held criminally accountable? The American public doesn’t think so. A recent CBS/New York Times poll found that 79 percent of Americans—77 percent of Republicans, 79 percent of Democrats, and 81 percent of independents—think more bankers and other financial executives should have been criminally prosecuted for their role in the financial crisis. It is not just the public that objects to the lack of prosecution. A New York Times editorial called the HSBC settlement “a dark day for the rule of law.” “When prosecutors choose not to prosecute to the full extent of the law in a case as egregious as this,” the editorial reads, “the law itself is diminished. The deterrence that comes from the threat of criminal prosecution is weakened, if not lost.”

The question of political influence in investigations and prosecutions is not new in American politics. In fact, it is a recurring theme in our history. More than 80 years ago, the Teapot Dome scandal was in part about the Justice Department’s failure to expose and prosecute the Secretary of the Interior, among others, for defrauding the federal government.

In 1989, the Keating Five scandal involved five U.S. Senators who interfered with a regulatory investigation of the Lincoln Savings and Loan Association. The regulators backed off the investigation, and the savings and loan later collapsed. The collapse cost the federal government more than $3 billion, and cost many of the savings and loan's bondholders and shareholders their life savings. The chairman of the savings and loan, Charles Keating, had made very significant campaign contributions to the five senators. Keating ultimately served five years in prison for role in the collapse.

The decisions not to investigate possible violations or take enforcement action is often not intentionally corrupt, however. In fact, regulators rarely consciously betray the public interest, but their view of the public interest may be greatly influenced by the
industries subject to their regulation. Willem Buiter, a prominent economist, explained that the response of policymakers to the financial crisis as “cognitive regulatory capture,” in which “those in charge of the relevant state entity internali[zed], as if by osmosis, the objectives, interests and perceptions of reality of the vested interest they are meant to regulate.”

Others note a tendency of regulators to treat violation of existing rules as requiring “problem solving” with the regulated institution rather than enforcement. James Kwak, a faculty member at the University of Connecticut law school and a prominent economics blogger, argues that the acceptance of the virtue of financial deregulation was largely the result of “cultural capture,” “an idea that people adopt in part because of the prestige it confers.”

Reformers must push hard for the appointment of regulators and Justice Department officials committed to enforcement. Reformers are not entirely stymied, however, if regulators and prosecutors lack that commitment. The task of ensuring enforcement presents reformers with two circumstances that require different strategies: when regulators and prosecutors want to enforce laws and regulators, and when regulators and prosecutors, for whatever reason, do not.

Let’s consider first the case of regulators and prosecutors who do in fact want to enforce the law, or only need modest encouragement.

**Fight for Funding: Enforcement Is Not Free, or Even Cheap**

Reformers fought to guarantee that the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has an independent source of funding through the Federal Reserve, rather than depend on annual appropriations from Congress. Independent funding is critical to the new agency’s effectiveness. There are many opportunities for the “regulated community” of an agency to influence openly, or in private, an agency’s funding to hobble enforcement or even to cow or capture an agency. Unfortunately, the fight for independent funding is not over. Consumer lenders and their allies in Congress continue to push to require annual appropriations from Congress to fund the CFPB.

Two agencies with critical enforcement roles, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Future Trading Commission (CFTC), depend on annual funding from a captured Congress. The industries regulated by each agency have taken full advantage of the opportunity to influence the agencies’ funding. As a result, both agencies often settle enforcement actions quickly and cheaply for publicity value, often agreeing to penalties that are less than the profits the defendants realized from the forbidden practices. According to Columbia law professor John C. Coffee Jr., “from a deterrence perspective, it is similar to issuing modest parking tickets for major frauds. As long as the expected gain is not canceled, the incentive to commit fraud persists.”
Obviously, reformers must make a priority of enforcement funding, but the funding will likely never be available for either agency to match the resources of the financial industry’s defense firms in large, complex, high stakes cases. The largest banks have spent tens of billions of dollars in legal defense costs since the financial crisis, and have waged lawsuits and enforcement actions as wars of attrition, wearing down private litigants and government agencies alike.

Coffee suggests that the SEC retain private counsel on a contingency-fee basis for “megacases,” and award attorney fees as a percentage of recovery. With millions or even of billions of dollars at stake in enforcement actions, contingency fee arrangements would provide the economic motive for private law firms representing the SEC to match the efforts of defense firms and free the SEC to “focus on what they are best at: insider trading, Ponzi schemes and smaller frauds not involving a complex institutional structure and multiple actors.”

All of Coffee’s arguments are equally applicable to enforcement actions by the CFTC.

A 2007 executive order signed by President George W. Bush prohibits federal agencies from entering into contingency fee agreements with private law firms. It is not clear whether the executive order applies to the SEC or the CFTC, but President Obama can reverse the order with a stoke of a pen, and he should.

The financial industry’s political allies will strenuously oppose contingency fee arrangements. The National Credit Union Administration (NCUA), as conservator of failed credit unions, entered contingency fee agreements with two prominent law firms to pursue legal claims for mortgage-backed securities the credit unions purchased from investment banks. Representative Rep. Darrell Issa (R-CA), chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, wrote the NCUA’s Inspector General on October 16, 2012, to complain that the arrangement violated the executive order and that the fee arrangements “impose exorbitant or unnecessary costs on taxpayers who have a right to expect the government to operate transparently and efficiently.” Tort reform organizations, all closely allied with business interests, suggested that the fee arrangements were a political pay off for the firms.

The Inspector General replied that the Bush executive order did not apply to the NCUA as conservator of failed credit unions, and that the representation was for “protracted, complex litigation with considerable risk that there would be little or no recoveries” that “occurred at a time when the National Credit Union Share Insurance Fund (NCUSIF) was under enormous pressure due to the then five failed [credit unions].” In other words, without a contingency fee arrangement, NCUA would be unable to pursue effectively, or perhaps at all, the estimated $16 billion in losses on mortgage-backed securities, which was of course what Rep. Issa and industry-funded “tort reform” organizations intended.
There are many other circumstances in which agencies are less willing to bring enforcement actions, or need encouragement. There are strategies available to reformers in those circumstances as well.

**Who Shall Watch the Watchers? Congress Shall**

At hearings, members of the House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate have asked regulators questions about decisions on enforcement actions and criminal prosecutions. But government powers don’t end there, several committees and subcommittees, some chaired by reformers, have oversight jurisdiction to conduct investigations and hearings specifically on those decisions. There is ample precedent for such congressional investigations.

The Senate Judiciary Committee investigated the Teapot Dome scandal, which resulted in the leading Supreme Court decision on Congress’ subpoena and contempt power. The Senate regarded political influence in criminal prosecutions as “grave and requiring legislation attention and action,” the court said. During the Nixon Administration, the Senate held hearings into the Watergate burglary and the obstruction of the criminal investigation.

More recently, the House Judiciary Committee conducted an investigation into the firing of U.S. attorneys during the Administration of George W. Bush. Sworn testimony and documents obtained by the committee supported the conclusion that the U.S. attorneys were fired for the proper exercise of prosecutorial discretion to bring criminal prosecutions that hurt Republicans and not to bring criminal prosecutions that would hurt Democrats.

Effective oversight is not limited to investigations of the great scandals in American history. Routine hearings can have a salutary effect on regulation. Few regulators want to explain at a congressional hearing the failure to investigate or take enforcement action in the face of obvious evidence of violation.

A handful of reformers in Congress, even without the chairmanship of a committee or subcommittee, can precipitate an investigation by the inspector general of an agency. It now appears likely that the most effective effort at accountability for the misrepresentation of mortgage-backed securities will be the private litigation brought by the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), as conservator of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. These two government sponsored enterprises bought tens of billions of dollars in mortgage-backed securities issued by private investment banks. FHFA recently agreed to settle claims against JPMorgan Chase for $4 billion for mortgage-backed securities purchased by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac from Chase, Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual. According to published reports, FHFA is demanding more to settle claims against Bank of America for mortgage-backed securities that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac purchased from Bank of America, Countrywide and Merrill Lynch.
FHFA and its acting director, Ed Demarco, deserve credit for the lawsuits and the recovery of taxpayer losses on the mortgage-backed securities. There were rumors, at least, of industry machinations to prevent FHFA from bringing the lawsuits, or to force FHFA to settle quickly and cheaply. Reformers, including members of Congress, gave FHFA strong encouragement to take a tough stance, and effectively created pressure on FHFA to countervail pressure from financial industry.

At the end of 2010, FHFA approved a settlement with Bank of America for $1.35 billion for mortgages sold by Bank of America to Freddie Mac. The contract between Bank of America and Freddie Mac gave Freddie Mac the right to require Bank of America to repurchase mortgages that did not satisfy Bank of America’s representations and warranties. On January 17, 2011, four Democratic members of the House Financial Services Committee (including the author) wrote the inspector general of FHFA to question the adequacy of the settlement, and to ask for more details. The Office of the Inspector General questioned employees of FHFA and Freddie Mac involved in the settlement. Two employees independently expressed concerns about the settlement and provided the Office of the Inspector General information that supported their concerns. The Office of the Inspector General expanded the inquiry.

On September 2, 2011, FHFA filed lawsuits against 17 banks and other financial institutions for mortgage-backed securities that Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae purchased that did not satisfy the representations and warranties that the banks made about the securities. Industry spokesmen were scathingly critical, called the lawsuits “meritless” and said that the lawsuits were an attempt to shift blame from the two government sponsored enterprises’ own failings.

On September 27, 2011, the FHFA Office of the Inspector General issued a critical evaluation of Freddie Mac’s settlement with Bank of America, an evaluation conducted as FHFA made final decisions about the lawsuits based on mortgage-backed securities. The Office of the Inspector General determined that Freddie Mac performed an inadequate review of foreclosed mortgages, which could cause Freddie Mac to lose “billions of dollars” in claims that would mitigate taxpayer losses from the conservatorship. Moreover, Freddie Mac’s senior managers feared that a “more aggressive approach to repurchase claims would adversely affect Freddie’s business relationship with Bank of America and other large lenders,” especially “capital markets” business such as issuing Freddie Mac’s mortgage-backed securities and corporate debt.

There is no way to know what influence the FHFA Office of the Inspector General and reformers in Congress had on the relative vigor of FHFA’s pursuit of the lawsuits. FHFA’s leaders knew, however, that a cheap settlement would undoubtedly result in another inquiry from members of Congress to the Office of the Inspector General, the agency would have to explain the settlement, and a settlement that FHFA could not credibly defend would result in even harsher public criticism.
A Few Bright-line Rules Can Help

There is a tension in legislation and regulation between clarity and flexibility. A law or regulation that is very clear invites evasion. Many financial industry “innovations” are just ways around existing rules. There is value, however, in some automatic, bright-line rules that do not vary with the circumstances, require proof of intent, a balance of competing considerations, or depend upon cost-benefit analysis.

A rule to require the separation of commercial and investment banking now seems hopelessly simplistic, especially compared to the complexity of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act’s Volcker Rule and the its various exceptions, such as hedging and market-making. The requirement of just such a separation in the Glass-Steagall Act was effective for half a century, despite—or perhaps because of—the relative brevity of the act. There are various proposals now for a modern version of the Glass-Steagall Act or other separation of functions, such as between commercial banks and broker-dealers. There are also proposals to set a cap on the size of bank holding companies, or to require that some functions be compartmentalized in separately capitalized and managed subsidiaries.

Some rules necessarily require a complicated analysis of many considerations, and agencies need flexibility to address new abusive practices. Other rules, however, should set outer limits on conduct, and those rules should be simple and enforcement should be binary: the conduct either complies with the rule or violates it.

Sometimes the planets align to allow reformers a say in the remedies created by statute and regulation. Reformers should push for private remedies that do not depend upon a willing or well-funded regulator because private remedies are the most effective form of enforcement of all.

Cry “Havoc” and Let Loose the Lawyers

Business interests have spent billions to demonize “trial lawyers” and to limit statutory remedies for good reason. Private remedies are perhaps the most effective measure to assure enforcement of financial reform legislation and regulation. The most committed, well-funded regulator will not enforce laws as effectively as private litigants acting to vindicate their own rights, or with an incentive to vindicate the rights of the public. Many successful statutes have allowed “private attorneys general”—usually any citizen—to bring a lawsuit to enforce the law.

For example, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 guaranteed the right to “full and equal enjoyment” of public accommodations without regard to race. It would have taken decades for the Department of Justice to bring enforcement actions against every movie theatre in every small town in the South that required African-Americans to sit in the balcony. Instead, the act allowed any “person aggrieved” by discrimination to bring a lawsuit for injunctive relief—a court order requiring that the public
accommodation end any discrimination or segregation. The Civil Rights Act allowed the court to appoint a lawyer to represent the plaintiff in the lawsuit, and to allow an award of attorney fees to the prevailing party.

The Clean Water Act also allows “any citizen” to bring a lawsuit against a polluter to benefit the general public, not just the plaintiff.

Other statutes create incentives for whistleblowers to report violations or to bring lawsuits on behalf of the government and the public. The False Claims Act allows whistleblowers a share of the recovery that results from bringing an action on behalf of the government against anyone who defrauds the government. Whistleblower lawsuits under the act have resulted in billions in recovery for taxpayers and have been a powerful deterrent to dishonest federal contractors.

**Conclusion: Reformers Must Be Fine Old Oaks**

“I can’t tell just how many of these [reform] movements I’ve seen in New York during my forty years in politics, but I can tell you how many have lasted more than a few years—none…” Tammany Hall boss George Washington Plunkett said more than a century ago. “They were mornin’ glories—looked lovely in the mornin’ and withered up in a short time, while the regular machines went on flourishin’ forever, like fine old oaks.” Reformers, Plunkett said, did the “talkin’ and posin’,” but “go down and out in the first or second round,” while machine politicians “answer[ed] the gong every time.”

Reformers won some rounds following the financial crisis, but the industry has answered the gong every time. The hard-won reforms will be meaningless if not enforced, and the industry will continue to fight to limit enforcement. Reformers cannot wither up now. They must remain vigilant to advocate for the appointment of regulators and Justice Department officials committed to enforcement. They need to protect funding for enforcement or push agencies to retain private law firms in complex, high stakes cases. Reformers need to assure through congressional oversight and public criticism that decisions not to enforce laws and regulations do not go unnoticed. They also need to create a few clear, automatic rules to set an outer limit on industry conduct and to create private remedies that do not require willing regulators.
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Some Examples of Shadow Banking Transactions

An independent mortgage broker takes an application for a prospective homebuyer and submits it for approval to a finance company, which finances the loan and sells it on to an industrial loan company that gathers and warehouses loans and sells them in bulk onto the financial markets. A broker-dealer subsidiary of a major bank places the loans into a bankruptcy-remote special purpose vehicle where they are structured into a mortgage-backed security underwritten by the broker-dealer. While the special purpose vehicle is a separate entity and bankruptcy remote, it is often enhanced by guarantees offered by the underwriting bank. Thanks to subordination, the senior tranches of these securities are seen as low risk and are attractive to institutional investors.

More junior tranches of mortgage-backed securities are less attractive to outside investors and accumulate in the inventory of a broker-dealer. The broker-dealer structures the tranches into a new securitization with its own subordination structure and adds credit guarantees from outside insurers. The newly structured collateralized debt obligation (CDO) is held by a special purpose vehicle, which funds the purchase using commercial paper backed by the CDO cash flows. The commercial paper is sold to entities such as money market funds or local government excess cash pools, which need a short-term investment that provides a return on their extra cash. The revenue from the CDO sale and the excess spread helps the broker-dealer purchase more loans from warehouse lenders, making loan financing more available to retail borrowers.

A bank makes a billion dollars of risky loans to shipping companies. Concerned at the amount of capital regulators require it to hold against this exposure, it sets up a trust which writes a credit default swap guaranteeing the first $100 million in losses from the loans, in exchange for periodic premium payments by the bank. Investors in the trust receive the right to the premium payments in exchange for purchasing shares of securities issued by the trust. The transfer of default risks from the loans to outside investors not subject to regulatory capital requirements allows the bank to reduce the capital backing the loans.

An insurance company invests its premiums in stocks and bonds. To earn additional returns, it loans these securities to hedge funds and asset management companies seeking to sell short and hedge their long exposures. In exchange for the loan, it receives cash collateral plus a small fee (while continuing to earn the returns on the loaned securities). This cash collateral is reinvested in short-term commercial paper backed by credit card receivables. This reinvestment is usually low risk, but if the commercial paper defaults the insurance company must sell off securities, possibly at a loss due to the forced and rapid nature of the sale, in order to return the cash collateral.
**What Is Shadow Banking?**

All of the examples above represent so-called “shadow banking” transactions in modern financial markets. They demonstrate several of the key characteristics of shadow banking and the way it contrasts with the canonical model of commercial or relationship banking:

- Credit intermediation chains—the series of steps that transfer cash from a saver/investor to a final consumer or borrower—are much longer, more complex, and less transparent than under the commercial banking model.

- Credit intermediation chains include both regulated banks and unregulated non-banks.

- In shadow banking, credit is market mediated—exchanged and priced in markets for traded securities—rather than held on the books for a long period at the originating institution.

- Shadow banking is collateral intensive. The extensive use of private collateral to backstop liabilities provides some of the assurance that might otherwise come from an explicit government backstop such as insurance of deposits in commercial banks.

- The shadow banking system performs extensive credit, liquidity, and maturity transformation outside of the banking system. That is, shadow bank intermediation converts illiquid, risky, long-term assets into “safe” and liquid short-term securities. This made it possible to offer wholesale investors a combination of attractive securities returns along with seemingly low-risk “deposit-like” access to liquid funds. Such transformation is enabled by the use of collateral, and also by diversification, subordination, and guarantees provided by private parties.

The market-mediated nature of shadow banking is a key contrast to relationship banking under a Glass-Steagall Act type division between commercial banking and the financial markets. In its strongest form, relationship banking eliminates market trading altogether by requiring intermediaries to hold credit to maturity on their balance sheet. In contrast, the vast global markets central to shadow banking—such as the derivatives market, the securitization market, and the securities lending market—permit the continuous disaggregation and trading of risk through exchange markets.

Shadow banking is central and significant to the modern financial system. By 2007, over 60 percent of financial sector liabilities were funding shadow banking and less than 40 percent funded “traditional” regulated liabilities such as bank deposits, checking accounts, interbank loans, and declared reserves of insurance companies.
This compares to 1970, when some 80 percent of financial sector liabilities funded traditional forms of financial intermediation.\(^1\) Another way of looking at the growth of shadow banking is through the proportion of end user, or real economy, liabilities funded through bank deposits. In 1980, 40 percent of end user liabilities were funded through bank deposits, while by 2007 the fraction had dropped to 23.6 percent.\(^2\) Post-crisis the size of the “traditional” sector has rebounded somewhat but still accounts for only about half of total financial sector funding.\(^3\)

However, the new centrality of market mediation should not be taken to indicate that banking entities themselves are no longer central to the system. The markets that are vital to shadow banking are heavily dependent on banks as market makers, dealers, and guarantors. These dealer banks play a central role in the system and have been, in a sense, its private regulators and sources of liquidity. Recent research has documented that banks and their subsidiaries supported and continue to support over 75 percent of major securitizations through the use of guarantees.\(^4\) The U.S. derivatives market is dominated by the four largest commercial banks. A few major banks dominate the market for repurchase agreements (repo) as well.\(^5\) Thus, bank holding companies are still essential to the system, but traditional relationship banking activities appear to be growing less and less significant compared to broker-dealer activities.\(^6\)

The financial crisis of 2008 was to a large degree a crisis of shadow banking. Supposedly separate non-bank “shadow” entities (e.g. securitization conduits, structured investment vehicles, and, in some cases, hedge funds) failed first, challenging the solvency of undercapitalized parent banks, which had to execute on guarantees to these entities. Stressed banks sold off the asset-backed securitizations used as collateral for their borrowing, driving down valuations of these securities. This triggered margin calls across the repo and credit default swap markets that continued to drive down collateral values and stress bank balance sheets. The spiraling decline in collateral values and questionable solvency or failure of key dealer institutions created a massive run on interbank lending markets and on institutions such as money market funds dependent on bank-issued liabilities such as commercial paper. As many observers have pointed out, the crisis resembled a traditional run on the banking system, mediated not through deposits but through the interrelationships created by shadow banking.\(^7\)

**Some Benefits and Costs of Shadow Banking**

Shadow banking may be beneficial because it allows borrowers to access funds from a wider variety of investors with a wider variety of risk preferences. The ability to transform cash flows from relatively illiquid assets such as long-term individual loans into liquid, tradable, diversified securities benefits investors interested in holding securities that provide a return and can be converted into cash relatively easily. The ability to customize securities also allows the creation of risk-return tradeoffs that are maximally attractive to all types of investors. Demand deposit products offered through commercial banking traditionally never offered the range and scope of risk-
return combinations available through market-mediated credit. Consistent with this argument, the expansion of shadow banking prior to the financial crisis coincided with and helped fuel a large increase in the sheer volume of available credit.

Another benefit of shadow banking is that it opens up possibilities for gains from specialization by credit providers, including both superior knowledge due to specialization in a single area of the market and economies of scale made possible by specializing in particular credit intermediation functions. Non-bank finance companies and credit guarantors can specialize in niche areas of the market that were not well served by banks. For example, some researchers have argued that non-bank finance companies have traditionally been superior to banks at servicing specialized consumer credit markets such as subprime auto lending and credit cards, as well as low quality corporate credits including airlines.\(^8\)

Finally, it is important to remember that market mediated credit is not new. Traded credit instruments such as corporate bonds and forms of short-term commercial paper are at least as old as the depository banking system. More recently, some of the more sophisticated techniques used in the modern shadow banking system were pioneered in the (implicitly) government-backed housing markets, which was also designed to increase credit availability through the conversion of illiquid long-term, fixed-rate mortgages into liquid tradable securities. Entities such as the Federal Home Loan Banks, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have played roles similar to private sector warehouse lenders, securitization underwriters, and credit guarantors in shadow banking.

However, the growth in the size and complexity of private shadow banking over the past two decades has indisputably represented a major shift away from the commercial banking model dominant under the New Deal banking regulation. The clear relationship between the growth of shadow banking and the destructive 2008 financial crisis has highlighted the potential costs of under-regulated market mediated credit.\(^9\) There are two broad categories of such costs. The first is the opportunity for deception and exploitation created by the long, complex credit intermediation chains characteristic of shadow banking. The second—and related—cost is a major increase in financial fragility.

The long credit intermediation chains in shadow banking made monitoring of counterparties very difficult, and eliminated incentives for any one actor in the chain to ensure quality underwriting. In each step of the chain, there were potential agency problems, or incentives for sellers to deceive buyers.\(^10\) Under the relationship banking model, the originator of credit must hold it for an extended period, and has a strong incentive to underwrite properly. When securities are originated for sale in a market mediated system, the incentive may only be to create a product that will appear attractive to a buyer over the short term. Securities produced by the shadow banking process were misrepresented in numerous ways by multiple actors, ranging
from originators who lied about the income of borrowers to underwriters and credit rating agencies that cooperated to mislead investors concerning the risks of structured securities. The “free lunch” combination of attractive returns and high short term liquidity seemingly offered to investors by shadow banking may simply have rested on concealing risks. When those risks became fully evident, liquidity vanished. Shadow banking may have channeled risk not to those best able to bear it, but to those least able to understand it.

Second, shadow banking increased financial fragility. While it was once believed that securitization and shadow banking could improve financial stability by better distributing credit risks across a range of investors, since the financial crisis economists have developed a better understanding of how much credit risk remained within financial intermediaries due to guarantees and similar off-balance-sheet relationships. Shadow banking enabled massive increases in financial sector leverage that were concealed from regulators and counterparties through the complexity of the system. The ability of banks to arbitrage capital requirements through the apparent transfer of risk to outside investors has been well documented. These commitments, along with the full scope of funding flows through the shadow banking system, were not visible on the bank balance sheet scrutinized by regulators.

Securitization also created vast increases in effective leverage that were embedded in structured securities. For example, by 2006, $1 of equity investment in a mezzanine CDO supported over $111 of subprime mortgages. Thus, even small losses had a drastic impact on credit availability. The apparent effectiveness of shadow banking in leveraging investor capital to create high volumes of lending was catastrophically reversed when losses began to occur.

In addition to high leverage levels, the dependence of shadow banking on market intermediation and collateralized lending linked liquidity very tightly to volatile market prices. This mark-to-market (or fair value accounting) character of finance made the entire system extremely pro-cyclical—in other words, it was vulnerable to booms and busts. In periods of rising asset prices, balance sheet capacity expands drastically due to increases in the value of collateral. The heavy dependence on collateralized short-term lending in shadow banking markets means that increases in market valuations of collateral enable much higher levels of borrowing, lending, and liquidity. But when market prices come under question, the process reverses and a negative price spiral ensues. Such negative price spirals are analogous to bank runs, except mediated through margin calls and market “fire sales” of securities rather than through depositor withdrawals of funds. Just as rises in collateral pricing support rapid expansion of leverage, declines in the market valuation of collateral translated almost instantly into pressures on bank liquidity and solvency.

Perhaps the clearest example is in the market for repurchase agreements, which were a key source of liquidity for broker-dealers and many buy-side investors. The funds
available through these agreements were directly linked to the current market valuation of securities collateral. When the value of this collateral dropped, the funding stream of dealer banks was immediately threatened. The heavy dependence on overnight repo meant that problems in rolling over debt occurred with 24 hours, and margin calls resulted for longer-term repo commitments. The need for additional funding forced asset sales, which further depressed the value of repo collateral, causing more funding shortfalls and additional “fire sales” of securities. There was no effective government backstop to halt this process.

The financial fragility created by shadow banking can be contrasted to the situation of commercial banking. Commercial banking can be highly unstable due to depositor runs if there is no government insurance for deposits. When there is such insurance, commercial banking stability is still vulnerable to weak regulatory oversight, since access to government deposit insurance creates incentives for banks to take excessive risks. But the assumption that banks will hold credit to maturity (or at least for a long period) rather than trading it means that accounting valuations are generally based on historical cost, not current market prices. This can be problematic if regulators refuse to force banks to recognize losses on assets that are genuinely and permanently impaired. However, it also means that losses can be managed over a much longer time period, allowing much more time for planning and resolution than if bank stability was immediately threatened by volatility in market prices. Furthermore, in a commercial or a relationship banking system, the full nature of bank liabilities and assets should be much more visible to a supervisor, as there are fewer off balance sheet risk transfers and less dependence on long credit intermediation chains.

**Regulating Shadow Banking**

Shadow banking poses fundamental challenges to regulatory oversight of the financial system. These challenges involve the measurement and oversight of risk, the ease of regulatory arbitrage when risk and activities move easily between the regulated and unregulated entities, and the difficulty in defining the perimeter of the public safety net.

Such challenges are made even more difficult by the fragmentation of the U.S. financial regulatory system. Regulation is still shaped around a distinction between financial markets and banking entities that the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act and the growth of shadow banking has rendered obsolete. For example, market regulators such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) are separate from prudential regulators of individual banking entities such as the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). The authority of the Federal Reserve to oversee bank holding companies is also essentially a prudential authority over individual banking entities. The separation between jurisdiction over markets and jurisdiction over entities divides regulation in a way that makes it difficult to
oversee the relationships created by shadow banking. The Dodd-Frank Act has taken some steps toward addressing this regulatory fragmentation by creating a council of regulators—the Financial Stability Oversight Committee—to oversee systemic risk, and expanding the systemic authority of the Federal Reserve in various ways. Yet the essential division in jurisdiction remains, and it continues to pose a challenge for regulatory integration.\[15\]

The Dodd-Frank Act did not specifically target key elements of shadow banking. For example, the legislation contains no explicit consideration of key shadow banking markets such as securities lending and repo, or wholesale investors in the shadow banking system such as money market funds. However, many elements of the Dodd-Frank Act have profound implications for shadow banking. In addition, regulatory actions by the Federal Reserve, both independently and as part of the Basel III process, have explicitly targeted shadow banking issues.

Below, I discuss the relationship between shadow banking and three essential regulatory toolkits for addressing systemic risk: rationalizing the safety net, instituting restrictions on bank activities, and improving prudential regulation and supervision. The rise of shadow banking creates challenges for each form of regulation that have not yet been fully addressed.

Rationalizing the Safety Net

The scope of government guarantees and liquidity support—the perimeter of the safety net—is crucial to properly disciplining the financial sector and making financial regulation effective. Access to the safety net permits financial actors to behave irresponsibly by expanding in ways that increase profits but threaten financial stability. Counterparties permit this since they understand that government guarantees will be available in case of failure. When the perimeter of the safety net is aligned with the effective scope of government oversight, then regulators can at least theoretically limit this harmful behavior. When it is not, profit-motivated financial entities that are guaranteed but unregulated can increase their activities in ways that benefit them but create major negative externalities for the economy as a whole.

Yet properly aligning the scope of the safety net with the boundaries of regulation is not as simple as making a pre-commitment to support only regulated entities. Once financial stability is threatened, regulators face a powerful incentive to assist entities whose failure would seriously damage the broader economy, regardless of whether those entities are within the scope of the pre-crisis safety net. If such institutions truly are central to the economy, the failure to support continuation of their activities can greatly multiply the human suffering and economic harm created by a financial crisis. On the other hand, the ad hoc expansion of the safety net in ways that protect financial actors from the consequences of their own behavior can create moral hazard that prevents needed adjustment and plants the seeds for the next crisis.
Navigating this dilemma is not easy. The experience of the 1929 crash, driven by the “liquidationist” philosophy of Andrew Mellon and the contractionary policies of the Federal Reserve, shows the dangers of an insufficiently aggressive response to crisis. But the experience prior to and during the 2008 crisis demonstrates some dangers of an overly permissive expansion of the safety net in response to financial stress.

Prior to the crisis, the expansion of the shadow banking sector was indirectly supported by implicit or assumed expansions of the government safety net beyond commercial banking. As mentioned above, shadow banking activities were heavily dependent on private guarantees from entities such as investment banks and insurance companies. In cases where these guarantors had access to the government safety net, their private guarantees implicitly passed on the benefits of government safety net support to non-bank counterparties. Many factors contributed to uncertainty about the boundaries of the effective government backstop, including the increasing size and centrality of dealer banks important in the shadow banking system, and the intermingling of dealer and commercial bank activity. As well, there is a recent history of informal government support for the financial market as seen in the ‘Greenspan put’ and brokered assistance for hedge fund management firms such as Long-Term Capital Management. To highlight an example, Lehman Brothers Holdings, an investment bank, assured counterparties of its stability by claiming access to the Federal Reserve discount window through its relatively small commercial banking subsidiaries.

Finally, over the decade prior to the crisis, there was an increasing subsidy to derivatives and repo markets central to shadow banking through the expansion of exemption from bankruptcy laws. Bankruptcy exemptions give users of derivatives and repo a significant advantage over all other creditors, in that derivatives and repo obligations are given first priority in distributing the assets of a failing company. The bankruptcy stay is crucial to the operation of these markets and constitutes implicit public support.

During the financial crisis, government stepped in to replace private guarantors in backing a broad range of shadow banking activities. The ability of private banks to act as guarantors of the shadow banking system came under question in the early phases of the crisis. The Federal Reserve responded by using its previously dormant 13(3) authority for emergency lending to create credit facilities that acted as the “dealer of last resort,” supporting the value of shadow banking collateral and shadow maturity transformation performed through the commercial paper market. Later in the crisis, when these interventions appeared inadequate and Lehman Brothers demonstrated the consequences of the failure of a major investment bank, the federal government stepped in with a massive ad hoc expansion of the pre-crisis safety net. The government rescued American International Group (AIG), a major private guarantor of shadow banking collateral, guaranteed the value of money market funds previously outside the safety net, guaranteed the debt of the entire banking sector, rapidly committed to support investment banks nominally outside the pre-crisis safety net, and, of course, made Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) capital infusions to save failing banks...
from resolution. As researchers have documented, in aggregate the terms and duration of intervention went far beyond any traditional principles of “lender of last resort” support.¹⁹

The Dodd-Frank Act was passed while these unprecedented interventions were still ongoing. It was shaped by two conflicting imperatives. First, widespread public outrage at a seemingly indiscriminate government bailout of the entire financial sector created pressure to cut back the safety net. But at the same time, many regulators felt the experience of the financial crisis demonstrated the inadequacy of a safety net limited to commercial banking and deposits alone, and sought statutory authority for future interventions that better matched the new shape of the financial sector.

These conflicting pressures led to a complex set of changes that expand the scope of the safety net in many ways while contracting it in others. In cases where the safety net is expanded, the legislation seeks to blunt the moral hazard effect by placing additional legal limitations on public support and increasing the “cost sharing” of the financial sector in safety net interventions.

When compared to the ad hoc crisis interventions, the Dodd-Frank Act places new legal restrictions on government assistance. However, when compared to the explicit pre-crisis safety net, the legislation expands the formal safety net in several important ways:

- Title II resolution authority creates an avenue for public (Treasury) liquidity funding to systemically important failing financial institutions. The potential scope of this public support goes well beyond commercial banking and includes broker-dealer subsidiaries of investment banks, as well as non-banks designated as systemically significant.

- The Dodd-Frank Act permits derivatives clearinghouses to directly access liquidity support from the Federal Reserve discount window. At the same time, however, other sections of the Dodd-Frank Act grant regulators greater oversight over these clearinghouses.

- Section 1101 creates a new framework for Federal Reserve use of its 13(3) lending authority. Before 2007, this authority had never been used at any scale. While Title XI places new limitations on 13(3) authority—limiting its use to the creation of generally available lending facilities serving solvent institutions—these restrictions are at least nominally compatible with the “dealer of last resort” interventions used in the financial crisis. This section thus ratifies future use of this authority to support the value of collateral in shadow banking markets.

- Section 1105 authorizes an emergency guarantee of all bank debt similar to the FDIC debt guarantee programs created during the financial crisis. Unlike
Federal Reserve use of emergency lending authority under Section 1101, the Section 1105 guarantee authority requires explicit Congressional approval.

At the same time, the Dodd-Frank Act also limits the safety net in several ways, especially when compared to the ad hoc and arguably extra-legal bailout programs put in place during the crisis.

- The new resolution authority in Title II also gives regulators authority to impose losses on executives, stockholders, and creditors of a failing financial institution through a resolution and liquidation process. The broader financial sector must also eventually pay back any public losses experienced through the resolution authority.

- As discussed above, while Title XI gives explicit authority for several major crisis interventions, it also places certain new restrictions on them.

- The “swaps push out” provision in Section 716 of the Dodd Frank Act separates customized credit default swaps and other types of dealing in exotic derivatives from the depository institution, eliminating deposit insurance support for these activities.

- The Dodd-Frank Act bans the use the Exchange Stabilization Fund to insure money market funds, as was done during the crisis.

The full impact of these changes will be difficult to understand until the new safety net is tested in a crisis. Two vital questions are the use of Title II resolution authority and 13(3) authority, both of which are powerful tools that do not require Congressional approval. In both cases, the Dodd-Frank Act leaves regulators significant discretion to balance the potential need for broad assistance in order to maintain financial stability during a crisis, with the need to ensure accountability, minimize moral hazard, and properly delimit the scope of the public safety net. Even given this regulatory discretion, the statutory language clearly mandates an emphasis on accountability and strong limitations on indiscriminate assistance.20

Unfortunately, early signs are that regulators may be leaning toward a greater emphasis on the ability to provide liquidity assistance during a crisis than on fulfilling the accountability mandate of the Dodd-Frank Act. It is concerning that the “single point of entry” approach to resolution has at times been portrayed as involving indiscriminate support of the full range of bank subsidiaries in order to maintain the value of the institution.21 The provisions for executive accountability under resolution authority proposals are also weak.22 The failure of the Federal Reserve to promote the required regulations to limit emergency lending also raises serious concerns.23
When combined with the extremely broad exercise of safety net support during the 2008 crisis, the failure of regulators to make a strong commitment to limit indiscriminate intervention during future financial stress causes reasonable concern that extensive public support could again flow to shadow banking and related dealing activities. This undermines incentives for private market oversight and emphasizes the need to properly oversee shadow banking and align regulatory controls with the potential for public subsidy.

**Activity Limitation**

Shadow banking involves the expansion of bank involvement in financial market activities previously banned under Glass-Steagall Act limitations. As argued above, the fusion of financial market and banking activities is central to the increase in complexity, financial fragility, and interconnectedness created by shadow banking. The limitation of banking activities to restore a more effective separation between commercial banking and financial markets is thus an appealing response. There are an almost infinite variety of schemes for such limitation, but in this section I will focus on activity limitations under the Dodd-Frank Act, especially the Volcker Rule.

The Dodd-Frank Act does not rely heavily on activity limitations. In most cases, the legislation takes the approach of continuing to permit the full range of financial market activities that existed prior to the crisis, but instructing regulators to improve risk management, transparency, and prudential governance of those activities. For example, the Dodd-Frank Act continues to permit trading in over-the-counter or customized derivatives, but requires that those with sufficient liquidity be executed through a clearinghouse, and all must be reported.

The great exception to this approach is the Volcker Rule. The Volcker Rule bans proprietary trading in banking institutions, and also requires that major banks eliminate material conflicts of interest and limit connections to off-balance sheet entities such as hedge funds and securitization vehicles. If properly implemented, these changes would significantly shift the banking business model and fundamentally change the relationship between regulated dealer banks and the shadow banking system of market-mediated credit.

Unlike the Glass-Steagall Act, however, the Volcker Rule explicitly permits financial market involvement by banks. In fact, it specifies that banks may engage in market making and underwriting to the extent that such financial market activities do not generate systemic or prudential risk or result in material conflicts of interest. Thus, the Volcker Rule challenges regulators to craft a new definition of the dealer or market maker role that is more stable and reliable due to the removal of proprietary trading incentives, but is still able to support market-mediated credit. In other words, regulators are being asked to define a reliable utility role for dealer banks in the financial markets.
This mandate makes sense. Contrary to some criticisms of the Volcker Rule, the proprietary trading incentives of dealer banks did contribute to the 2008 financial crisis.²⁵ For example, major dealer banks significantly overextended their capital and liquidity in chasing profits from the real estate bubble through underwriting, securitization, and other activities, and were unable to act as a stabilizing force in the market during the crisis.²⁶ The conflicts of interest involved in their simultaneous role as market intermediaries, proprietary traders, securitization managers, and underwriters also helped to drive exploitative and fraudulent behavior during the crisis.

Unfortunately, so far regulators appear to be somewhat paralyzed by the challenge of restructuring the dealer role of banks. More than three years after passage of the Dodd-Frank Act, and two years after publication of a Proposed Rule, the five agencies charged with agreeing on the details of the Volcker Rule have been unable to finalize a rule. Furthermore, the details of the Proposed Rule, which contains fairly conceptual and principles-based definitions of permitted activities and no actual penalties for violations, imply that, even after the rule is implemented, there will be an extended period of data gathering and calibration before forceful restrictions on bank activities emerge. Regulatory responses to the London Whale incident in 2012, as well as more recent press reports, also indicate disagreement regarding even what should be fairly straightforward Volcker Rule issues, such as the definition of permissible hedging.²⁷

A major substantive criticism of the Volcker Rule has been that modern market making cannot be effectively distinguished from proprietary trading, because contemporary market making is supported by proprietary profits and not by bid-ask spreads or fee income.²⁸ The Volcker Rule does grant regulatory discretion to negotiate this issue. It allows banks to accommodate reasonable fluctuations in client market making demands, while imposing extra capital and liquidity requirements that address risks emerging from proprietary trading related to the market making function. Restrictions on trader compensation are also important and mandated under the Volcker Rule to limit negative effects of proprietary trading incentives.

Nevertheless, to the degree that client demands for immediate accommodation by market makers do involve extensive proprietary trading, the Volcker Rule may lead to the migration of some market making functions outside the regulated banking sector, to hedge funds or asset managers. The migration of relatively small-scale boutique market making in illiquid and customized instruments—which will be particularly difficult if not impossible to police under the Volcker Rule—may not be problematic. Indeed, to the degree such boutique market makers are subject to proper market discipline, such migration may be beneficial, and improve the diversity of dealer choices for customers.

But the 2008 financial crisis experience showed that thanks to the expanded role of market-mediated credit, large scale market making can easily become central to the economy and be pulled within the implicit public safety net. The issues regarding the
scope of public support after the Dodd-Frank Act discussed in the previous section add to these concerns. Without more dramatic shifts in the structure of financial markets to displace the central role of dealers, it is important for large-scale dealing to remain regulated.

The Dodd-Frank Act does give scope to do this through designation of non-bank systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs). This authority should be used if the Volcker Rule results in migration of large-scale dealer activities out of banks. Section 13(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act, added under the Volcker Rule, mandates the regulation and control of the risks of proprietary trading at non-bank SIFIs through additional capital and liquidity requirements and quantitative activity limitations. This section grants very extensive discretion, but it still requires that regulators limit the risks of proprietary trading at systemically important non-bank dealers in order to realize the benefits of the Volcker Rule.

**Prudential and Capital Regulation**

Prudential risk regulation is the systemic approach favored under the Dodd-Frank Act. In marked contrast to the lack of activity restrictions in the legislation outside of the Volcker Rule, Titles I, VI, and VII contain extensive directives to regulators to limit systemic risk through supervision, risk management, capital, collateral mandates, and diversification requirements such as credit exposure limits. Capital and liquidity regulation is dealt with in detail elsewhere in this volume, so this section will focus on the specific challenges to prudential supervision created by the rise of the shadow banking system.

One major such challenge is the ease of transferring financial commitments between the regulated and unregulated sector under shadow banking. As shown in the example of a “capital relief trade” in the introduction to this essay, the rise of derivatives and securitization markets have made it theoretically simple for a bank to transfer risk to an outside investor not subject to capital or prudential requirements. The same financial commitment will be capitalized and regulated differently depending where in the system it is held.29

There are several possible avenues to address this. First, regulators could take more steps to limit the range of entities to which credit risk can be transferred and expand the regulatory perimeter to better oversee such entities. The steps in the Basel III rules to define a category of “eligible guarantor” and “eligible risk guarantor” that could be subject to regulatory oversight are one step in this direction.30 Notably, such eligible guarantors would not include monoline insurers (insurance companies that provide guarantees to issuers) or in general entities subject to wrong-way risk (i.e. entities with institutional default risk highly correlated with the default risk of the instruments they guarantee). But the requirements for eligible guarantors remain broad and are dependent on institutional credit ratings that have not been reliable in the past. Furthermore, the Basel III rules still contain numerous avenues for the reduction of credit
risk through credit default swaps traded on the markets generally. These limits on risk transfer would have to be tightened significantly to fully address the problem.

Another challenge is the general migration of credit intermediation to shadow banking networks in response to increased regulation of the banking system. An important potential barrier to such migration is the dependence of the shadow banking system on private guarantees from large organizations seen as within the implicit public safety net. As discussed above, prior to the crisis many such guarantees were provided by banks. If this dependence continues, it may be possible to effectively regulate shadow banking through control of dealer banks.

A major issue in properly addressing shadow banking risk through bank regulation prior to the crisis was that linkages between regulated banks and the shadow banking system were not immediately visible on bank balance sheets. For example, most guarantees were permitted to remain off balance sheet, the lack of information on derivatives exposures concealed interconnections in the system, and, in general, regulators did not understand the length and complexity of intermediation chains. Post-crisis some real progress has been made on this problem. Changes in accounting rules have required guarantees and previously off-balance-sheet securitization vehicles to be made visible on the balance sheet. The increased reliance on explicit stress testing, rather than simply examining balance sheet commitments, has increased regulators’ understanding of bank exposures. New data on derivatives should bring much greater transparency to this market. Work by the Office of Financial Research should also help to illuminate the relationship between the banking sector and less regulated non-banks.

Nevertheless, it would be unwise to rely on the assumption that guarantees provided by large banking organizations will remain central to the shadow banking system once capital and other prudential requirements on banks are increased. Many banking entities that provided guarantees prior to the crisis were less regulated investment banks that were not within the explicit public safety net. Non-bank guarantors such as monoline insurers were also very important. There are many large insurance companies, asset managers, and even hedge and private equity funds that could grow to become important non-bank guarantors of financial intermediation. Thoughtful scholars have concluded that the main barrier to imposing the substantially heightened bank capital requirements that most observers believe are necessary is not the supposed economic cost of capital, but the possibility of extensive risk migration to the shadow banking system.31

One possible way to address this issue is by designating entire intermediation markets for prudential oversight, rather than focusing oversight on single institutions. This could capture migration of risk away from regulated banks through traded markets. For example, the Financial Stability Board has recommended “haircuts” in securities lending markets generally, at the level of individual securities. Such regulation would,
in effect, limit the leverage available through collateralized lending generally, no
matter which entity is involved. The effort to address run risk in money market funds
generally also falls in this category. As well, protections in credit default swap markets
have been improved through Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act.

Conclusion: Moving Beyond the Dodd Frank Act to Better Address Shadow
Banking
There are grounds for doubt that current regulatory efforts alone will properly address
shadow banking risks. Below are two broad recommendations designed to contend
with these risks. These are only some of the needed regulatory interventions.

End Complexity Bias and Introduce a Regulatory Preference for Simplicity and
Standardization
The ideology that financial markets are efficient leads to a situation where regulators
tend to permit any form of voluntary contracting between market participants. The
obvious risks of arbitrage are generally addressed through ever more complex prudential
requirements rather than steps to limit complex risk transfers. This tendency creates
an effective bias toward complexity. Multiplied over numerous decisions, it creates
extremely long and involved financial intermediation chains that conceal risks from
market participants and regulators alike, and also adds to financial fragility. Regulators
should address this bias and increase their willingness to actively simplify financial
intermediation through limitations on risk transfer and affirmative steps to standardize
and simplify the terms of financial contracts. For example, it is highly questionable
whether the customization and complexity of private securitization has created more
value in financial efficiency than it has subtracted in opportunities for regulatory
arbitrage and outright fraud.

Take Steps to Expand the Role of Relationship Banking
While relationship banking certainly presents issues of its own, it creates significant
benefits that are not present in the market-mediated and transactional relationships that
characterize shadow banking. In addition, greater diversity of financial intermediation
models could reduce systemic risk. This essay has already touched on some of the
transparency and financial fragility issues related to the distinction between commercial
banking and market-mediated credit. There is also clear evidence that relationship
banking is beneficial to mid-market and smaller real economy businesses.32 There are
a range of ways to expand the role of relationship banking, from the full restoration of
an updated version of the Glass-Steagall Act as proposed in “The 21st Century Glass-
(R-Ariz.), to steps that regulators can easily take without statutory change, such as
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The use of derivatives has mushroomed in the past 20 years. Businesses and governments routinely enter into derivatives contracts in connection with price exposures that they experience in their ongoing operations. They “hedge” price risk. How should businesses and governments—who already use derivatives so much—evaluate the use of derivatives in their enterprises? This article provides a set of principles for this evaluation.

The core function of derivatives is to synthetically alter price consequences to a business or government. Most often, a business elects to contract for the currently expected market price consequence on a future date in lieu of experiencing the consequence of the actual price on that date. The hedger decides that the certainty of today’s forward price is better than the uncertainty of future prices that may move in the hedger’s favor, may move against the hedger or may simply stay the same.

Businesses and governments that employ derivatives to hedge price risk in their enterprises are exempted from many of the requirements of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act as “end users.” For example, they are not required to transact over exchanges or swap execution facilities and can execute transactions using direct negotiations with a bank or other financial institutions. In addition, end users are exempt from the requirement that their derivatives be submitted to regulated clearinghouses so that credit risk can be managed. The evaluation principles discussed herein assume that the derivatives are executed directly and are not cleared.

I argue that the use of derivatives by businesses and governments is far more widespread than is objectively explainable based on obvious criteria. This article will also describe factors apart from objective criteria that encourage the use of derivatives.

The conclusion drawn is that the use of derivatives for reasons that run counter to sound objective financial criteria generates costly inefficiencies in the economy.

**Key Characteristics of Derivatives**

The value to a counterparty of a derivative on any given day during its life involves two central properties of the contract. The first is the expected financial value of the performance in the future by the other party to the contract. The second is the likelihood that the required performance by the other party will not occur and that the expected financial value will not be realized (giving rise to credit exposures between the counterparties, as described below).
The values of these properties can be, and typically are, measured independently, but they must be evaluated in concert. Measurement of these values and how they interact, even for a simply structured derivative, is a complex task.

Time is a critical factor in the valuation of a derivative. One party to a derivative contract is obligated to make a payment based on a reference price that is determined on a set date in the future. For example, the contractual obligation might be to pay the price on a set quantity of crude oil (e.g., 100 barrels) delivered at a particular place (e.g., Cushing, OK) at a set time (e.g., the next succeeding June 1). This is the floating price leg of the derivative. The other party typically is required to make a fixed payment, based on the current expected (or “forward”) price at inception of the contract.

Since derivatives are executory contracts, their realized value is totally dependent on performance by the counterparty. Similarly, their accrued value can evaporate if the expected performance by the counterparty vanishes as the result of a bankruptcy or similar event. It is as if the party that has accrued value had loaned the amount of that accrual to its counterparty and the counterparty then went bust. For all reasonable purposes, credit has been extended to the counterparty.¹

**Margining and Demands on Cash Liquidity**

As described above, the changing accrued value of a derivative generates credit exposures during the term of its existence. These credit exposures are not capped. An exposure’s size is measured by the movement of the referenced forward price during the life of the derivative. This price movement has no limit.

To protect against losses, banks generally require that credit exposures be fully or partially collateralized by their counterparties. This is referred to as “margining.” If a derivative’s credit exposures are fully collateralized, the bank will require that the full amount of credit exposure as of the prior day’s close of business be on deposit in an account that secures the bank. If the forward price moves in the bank’s favor, the amount of margin required to be on deposit the next day increases. If the forward price moves in favor of the counterparty, margin collateral can be withdrawn.

Since the amount of credit extended under a derivative is uncapped and unpredictable, margin can pose severe cash liquidity risk to the counterparty. In a volatile price environment, the challenge can be greater as prices move by relatively large amounts over short periods of time. In the real world, the threat posed by the need to access cash immediately is the most dangerous aspect of derivatives.

Generally, banks allow counterparties to accumulate credit exposure up to a cap before they must make a deposit of margin collateral. These are typically referred to as “margin thresholds.” Banks treat margin thresholds like revolving loans, decrementing credit capacity to lend to the derivative counterparty on an unsecured basis.
Banks also require “credit triggers,” provisions that require full margin collateralization, regardless of thresholds, if the credit of the derivative counterparty deteriorates. The most common trigger is a downgrade by a credit rating agency. The implementation of a credit trigger is the extreme form of the dreaded “margin call.” One need only recall the credit default derivative margin call made on American International Group (AIG) in 2008 that precipitated its bailout in the amount of $185 billion. A margin call can be catastrophic.

A credit rating downgrade trigger means that the business or government must come up with cash at precisely the time that cash is most difficult to secure. This amplifies the cash liquidity risk posed by margining generally. The company might be pushed into a default for lack of cash, which triggers cross defaults to other financing arrangements, even though default caused by its underlying business is remote. Historically, this is the way derivatives have bankrupted businesses and governments.

An inescapable feature of derivatives—even if they are perfectly designed to offset some price risk that is absolutely going to be realized in the future—is that if the business or government cannot meet a call for margin, either because a credit threshold has been exceeded or a credit trigger has been tripped, it will likely go bankrupt. The derivatives terms will be breached and all other financial arrangements that have cross default provisions will be breached as well.

These risks are poorly understood and almost never valued when businesses and governments decide between derivative hedging and the use of simpler alternatives. Moreover, these risks are not considered in the academic literature that analyzes the use of derivatives. If a call for margin is unfunded, it is often the case that other contracts of the business or government will default because of cross-default provisions. This potential for cataclysmic insolvency of a company or government, even though its underlying financial condition may be relatively stable has not been modeled and perhaps may be impossible to model.

The un-margined derivatives credit exposures that are widespread in the economy are a form of “Ponzi” financing described by economist Hyman Minsky. He states that “Ponzi” financing can not be currently repaid or even repaid from identifiable future revenues, which creates high levels of instability in the economy. Of course, not every un-margined exposure is impossible to fund with identifiable revenue. They are not precisely what Minsky described—though Minsky may have addressed them if he had the opportunity to think about them.

The problem is that many un-funded margin obligations have the potential to become “Ponzi” financing. One reason is that exposure under derivatives have no actual cap, as prices are generally uncapped. Also, a derivative is a demand obligation. The counterparty is incented to make a demand before insolvency because, once cash is deposited, the counterparty enjoys super priority over other creditors in respect to the
collateral under bankruptcy law. In cases such as AIG, a margin calls cannot be funded by current cash flow. The only way to avoid default is to find financing that replaces the financing under the derivatives that has suddenly become unavailable. This is reminiscent of subprime mortgage loans that were at the center of the financial crisis. As for AIG, the replacement financing came from the U.S. taxpayers.

Finally, credit exposures in derivatives run both ways. Banks protect themselves with margins, thresholds and credit triggers. However, if a business or government transacts a derivative with a bank, the credit exposure is equally likely to involve an extension of credit to the bank. This extension of credit is almost never priced into the transaction by the business or government and they rarely benefit from margining, threshold and trigger provisions. The vast majority of derivatives are held by only four banks, so the ability of businesses and governments to negotiate favorable terms is negligible, even if they understand the risks involved. It is as if the market has concluded that no risk of bank default need be considered. The derivative counterparties of Lehman Brothers Holdings might find that conclusion particularly unpersuasive.

The Decision to Hedge with a Derivative

Financial market participants can put money into stocks bonds or derivatives seeking to profit from price moves by having superior information than other market participants. This is speculation. In contrast, businesses and governments use derivatives to offset a market price exposure that it experiences in its operations or in its capital structure. Unlike speculation, the value of hedging is not derived from market price moves. The value is in the offset between the actual price exposure and the synthetic price exposure under the derivative.

Derivatives do not eliminate risk. They are contracts that exchange one set of future consequences from a price change for another, assuming the other party performs. Picture a business whose profit and loss during a period in the future depends on price movements of a commodity or security. In order to avoid the consequences of an adverse price move, the business could establish a reserve from borrowings or earnings. Alternatively, it could enter into a derivative that (assuming performance by the counterparty) fixes the consequence of this price exposure at the current price level.

The distinctions between these alternatives—cash reserves and derivatives—should drive the decision between these two methods of managing the risk of price movement. The use of derivatives is often characterized as a “risk reduction” device. Instead, it is a contract that is one of a number of devices to alter the consequences to an enterprise of an exposure to price changes. Price volatility is eliminated (assuming performance by the counterparty) as both the risk and reward of price change are passed to the counterparty. The possible cost of using a cash reserve is the capital to fund it, net of the earnings on the reserve deposits. The possible cost of a derivative is
the company pays the value of a beneficial price move if it occurs. That value, plus a fee, is transferred to a bank that is its counterparty. If a reserve is used, the risk is that an adverse price move has consequences beyond the reserve. If a derivative is used, the basic embedded risk is that the counterparty fails to perform, but derivatives include many other risks as well.

The enterprise price risk that is hedged by a derivative occurs sometime in the future, presumably when the payments are required under the contract. However, the other basic property, two-way credit risk extension, comes into play from the inception of the derivative contract. A company either funds margin collateral during the term of the derivative contract or it receives an extension of credit from the counterparty, which is almost always a bank. In turn, the company also extends credit to the bank.

The company or business could set aside funds as reserves. It could save the amount it would have been putting up in margin or in the embedded extension of credit under the derivative contract if no ongoing margining is required. At the time the enterprise price risk is experienced, the company or government would be equally protected from a price shock, assuming that the derivative counterparty performs its obligations and the reserve is prudently sized and maintained. However, if it uses a reserve fund it would benefit from a favorable price movement. If it uses a derivative it would not experience a negative price shift.

Superficially, the cost of borrowing money to fund a reserve and the cost of credit extended under a derivative should be the same. As discussed above, a derivative involves an extension of credit, with many of the characteristics of a loan to fund a reserve. A bank has finite capacity to extend credit to any company or government. When it makes a loan, the bank decrements available credit capacity to keep track of how much exposure to the borrower has been taken on. Similarly, when the bank enters into a derivative, the embedded credit exposure is decremented from credit capacity. Both consume finite credit capacity, limiting what the business or government can borrow for other purposes. As well, the bank that deploys the credit under the derivative will charge an amount at least equal to the profit it would receive by issuing a loan.

The question is whether the costs and benefits are accurately reflected in the pricing of the derivative contract and the consequences to the two parties.

Since the alternative approach to managing a price exposure is to establish a reserve, derivatives can be described as a substitute for funding a reserve. The cost of funding a reserve is the cost of capital to the business or the government (net of earnings on the reserve). In this sense, a hedging derivative is a substitute for capital. In practice, the use of derivatives by businesses and governments is closely related to capital funding.
Derivatives use is closely related to capital funding in several other ways. Indeed, derivatives are often used directly in conjunction with capital raising. For instance, interest rate derivatives can allow a business or government that wants to borrow at a fixed rate fund its capital requirements by accessing floating interest rate markets. More broadly, derivatives are used to hedge in order to lower the cost of capital. Credit rating agencies, in particular, encourage the use of price hedges. After all, credit ratings are based on probability of default rather than prospects for profit. This may be at least a part of the reason that some studies have observed a positive correlation between the share prices of companies and the propensity to use derivatives to hedge.4

If the underlying social purpose of the financial markets is the efficient intermediation between capital sources and capital uses, the best way to evaluate the use of derivatives is to observe their efficiency in that task. To the extent the use of derivatives rather than capital reserves increases that efficiency, derivatives provide a social value. To the extent their use decreases it, they impose a social cost.

There is an important difference between the use of derivatives and capital reserves, however. The cost of borrowing under a loan is straightforward. Lenders charge interest over time. Contractually, principal and interest are distinguished from one another so that the basic costs, at least, are transparent.

The compensation charged by a counterparty, typically a bank, for entering into a derivative is very different. The first problem is that there is no certainty that the bank will incur a direct cost of entering into the transaction. As discussed above, at inception market-priced derivatives have no intrinsic financial value to either party. Value—and its mirror image, credit exposure—accrues over time as forward price expectations change. Banks must evaluate the credit exposures either using statistical probabilities based on prior price movements or adjust calculated exposures over time. The pricing of derivatives is so complex that customers almost never understand how much a bank charges them. The profit margin for the bank is baked into the pricing of a derivative.

This constitutes a massive distortion of the credit markets. In an efficient market, the same credit is priced similarly regardless of how it is deployed. Derivatives are commonly used to reconcile differences between the needs of the sources and uses of capital investment. This is an alternative to the commercial bank intermediation model in which banks loan from deposit funds and other sources and their capital absorbs the differences between sources and uses of capital. In both cases, the users of capital “rent” the balance sheets of the banks to access sources of capital investment. Large differences between the rent charged for derivatives and the rent charged in the commercial banking intermediation model for the “use” of the bank balance sheet constitute an extraction of value from the capital intermediation process in excess of the value provided.
Only the banks that overcharge are aware that the overcharging occurs. In order to examine pricing, one must compare the original pricing with the market at inception of the transaction, and data is difficult to find. However, there are rare glimpses into the practice. One was a package of London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) derivatives entered into by the Denver Public Schools as part of a complex financing of its unfunded pension fund liability. LIBOR derivatives are extremely liquid, and are near commodities. Andrew Kalotay, the founder of Andrew Kalotay Associates that provides quantitative analysis of fixed income products, was asked to look into that financing after it collapsed in the wake of the financial crisis. Kalotay testified concerning his investigation before the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in a general inquiry on municipal finance practices.5

Kalotay determined that the school district was overcharged by more than $13.5 million, an immense amount for such a commonplace derivative. Troubled by his finding, Kalotay estimated that state and local governments throughout the country had been overcharged by $20 billion by the financial sector between 2005 and 2010.

Overcharging of private companies is even more shadowy and is more likely to involve derivatives that are less liquid, having prices that are less transparent. However, practitioners believe that the evidence of general overpricing is compelling.

**Why Do Businesses and Governments Overuse Derivatives**

Derivatives involve costs—including risk—that often outweigh their benefits in the real world. What are the other factors that must be influencing businesses and governments to use derivatives so much?

Tax and accounting results can affect the decision. Holding cash can be inefficient from a tax perspective depending on the funding source. In addition, the accounting for debt transacted under a derivative by a company or a government that is hedging a risk is obscure.6

Another important factor is that the end users simply do not understand the costs and risks. They may not even have the tools to make an informed decision. This is particularly a concern with municipal users of derivatives.

However, this is not a sufficient answer since the use of a derivative requires an affirmative act so that concerns about lack of knowledge must be overcome.

One factor is that the embedded credit extension in derivatives allows an end user to synthetically borrow without having to report debt as such. The most extreme example may be the Government of Greece that entered into a currency derivative with Goldman Sachs that was out-of-the-money, meaning that the pricing was off-market at inception. From day one, there was credit extended to the Government of Greece. The credit extension under the derivative allowed Greece to transact debt
without having to consume its borrowing capacity under EU rules. This form of “shadow borrowing” occurs frequently.

Another factor is the extreme emphasis that credit rating agencies place on hedging price risk with derivatives. Credit ratings are not an evaluation of how profitable a business may be. Instead, they are an evaluation of how likely default on debt is. Here is how Standard & Poor’s describes ratings:

Credit ratings are opinions about credit risk. Standard & Poor’s ratings express the agency’s opinion about the ability and willingness of an issuer, such as a corporation or state or city government, to meet its financial obligations in full and on time.7

If a price consequence is hedged with a derivative, the end user avoids adverse price consequences and foregoes positive price consequences. Thus, the risk of default is reduced in exchange for foregoing potential profit. From a credit rating standpoint, this is a sensible exchange, even though it may be sub-optimal in terms of the value of the enterprise to shareholders or, in the case of a government, to taxpayers.

Additionally, in large part because derivatives business is so profitable, banks market derivatives aggressively to end users. Often, derivative business can be tied to other bank business that the end user finds advantageous so that derivative prices are not rigorously negotiated. Also, a bank can strongly advise a treasurer or chief financial officer to enter into a derivative transaction as a hedge. If the treasurer or financial officer decides to reserve against the risk instead and if the adverse price movement occurs, he or she can be criticized for not heeding the advice of the banker. The safer course for the individual, though not for the end user, may be to use the derivative.

Conclusions

Powerful innovations over the last 35 years, especially since 2000, have changed trading markets dramatically. By far the largest and most dangerous innovation is the derivatives market. Derivatives were created and marketed aggressively by the large financial institutions that dominate trading. These sophisticated market participants are very well situated to understand the distortions and inefficiencies that are embedded in derivatives.

Armed with superior technological and analytical capabilities as well as intimate knowledge of distortions and inefficiencies, these large financial institutions are able to exploit them. They understand the pricing and valuation of derivatives much better than their customers. This knowledge advantage is immensely profitable for them.

The value that they extract is large. For the most part, it exceeds the value provided by the derivatives themselves. For example, most studies indicate that the value of using derivatives to manage risk is roughly the same as the value of using a reserve
for the same purpose. Yet the cost of a derivative is much higher. Unfortunately, the complexity of even the simplest derivative goes largely unaccounted for in the academic literature and in the marketplace. Complexity obscures the evaluation of efficient results. Studies that find that the use of derivatives to hedge provides little if any advantage over alternatives omit many costs that would tip the scales against derivatives.

The marketplace is biased toward complexity because it favors market participants with asymmetric information advantages and oligopolistic market power. Under these circumstances there is an inherent bias toward risk taking by large financial institutions: the larger the risk, the larger the reward. If the rewards are structurally higher, immediate profits—which translate into shareholder value and executive compensation—can be seized. The periodic catastrophic failure is worth it for traders and executives who keep their prior earnings.

Meanwhile, however, American businesses, governments and the general public suffer. Inefficiencies that transfer earnings to the financial sector are like a tax that redistributes wealth upward. This system cannot persist. Constraints on innovation, especially innovation in derivatives, based on much greater evaluation of costs and benefits, are desperately needed.

The capital intermediation system, and as a result the economy as a whole, would benefit greatly from a reduction of the derivatives markets. A number of regulatory measures have been suggested that would move in this direction.

The end user exemption from clearing and price transparency provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act could be eliminated or interpreted very narrowly. This exemption was included for political expediency in the debate over the Dodd-Frank Act. Businesses and governments with direct access to members of Congress continue to support the exemption, but the value that they perceive from it is misguided and springs from illegitimate incentives, such as obfuscation of debt in disclosure and tax technicalities.

Pricing of derivatives, especially for state and local governments, must be made more transparent and fair. Two measures would improve this situation. Generally, state and local governments employ independent advisers to evaluate derivatives. Many of these advisers are ill equipped to evaluate the transactions. Even worse, they are highly susceptible to influence by banks in direct and indirect ways. Registration and a strong set of standards would be beneficial. Further, a bureau like the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau for state and local governments—or a department within that bureau to serve these governments—is completely justified. The mispricing of financial products, particularly derivatives, to these entities imposes a heavy burden on the economy.

The problem of proper evaluation of the use of derivatives by businesses and governments is daunting. Derivatives impose dangerous and costly risks that ultimately are
material to investors in the businesses and governments that use them. Comprehensive disclosure of these risks and costs would require the businesses and governments to actually examine them. The SEC should develop a template for rigorous evaluation of these risks and costs and require disclosure under its terms. Investor disclosure would improve, but even more importantly businesses and governments would be provided the tools to understand the consequences of their transactions.
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This essay explains the legal basis for, and examines public policy implications of, recent expansion of large U.S. financial holding companies’ non-financial business activities. Despite its potentially significant impact on economic growth and systemic stability, this phenomenon of financial conglomeration beyond finance remains poorly understood. Yet, any truly comprehensive and effective reform of financial services regulation must address public policy issues that arise when “too-big-to-fail” banks grow even bigger and more systemically significant by combining finance with commerce.

I. The Legal Wall Between Banking Commerce

One of the foundational principles underlying the entire system of U.S. bank regulation is the principle of separating banking from general commerce. Since at least 1863, federally chartered banks have been allowed to engage only in the “business of banking,” and therefore prohibited from participating in purely commercial activities. Congress extended the same principle to banks’ parent companies and affiliates, when it adopted the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956. The key policy reasons for separating banking from commerce have traditionally included the needs to preserve the safety and soundness of insured depository institutions, to ensure a fair and efficient flow of credit to productive economic enterprise (by, among other things, preventing unfair competition and conflicts of interest), and to prevent excessive concentration of financial and economic power in the financial sector.

In line with these objectives, the Bank Holding Company Act was originally conceived as an anti-monopoly statute, aimed at preventing excessive concentration of economic power in large money center banks. Under the Bank Holding Company Act regime, all companies that own or control U.S. banks—bank holding companies (BHCs)—are generally restricted in their ability to engage, directly or indirectly, in any business activities other than banking, managing banks, and certain financial activities “closely related” to banking.

In the 1980s, under pressure from the banking industry trying to regain competitive ground vis-à-vis securities firms, federal bank regulators began gradually relaxing legal constraints on banks’ and BHCs’ non-banking activities. Both the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Reserve engaged in aggressively expansive interpretations of the statutory language, to allow commercial banks and BHCs, respectively, to grow their businesses beyond traditional banking. Between the mid-1980s and early 2000s, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency issued a series of interpretations allowing commercial banks to trade in a wide range of derivative instruments. In a parallel effort, the Federal Reserve’s orders allowed BHCs to...
underwrite and deal in corporate securities, subject to revenue limitations. Moving beyond pure finance, the Federal Reserve amended its regulations, for example, to permit BHCs to conduct general data processing, storage, and transmission activities, including providing related hardware and other facilities.6

II. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999: Three Doors in the Wall7

This era of expanding BHC-permissible activities through administrative action culminated in the passage of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999, which partially repealed the Glass-Steagall Act and allowed affiliation between commercial and investment banks under the new financial holding company (“FHC”) structure. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act amended the Bank Holding Company Act to allow certain qualifying BHCs that elect an FHC status to conduct (through their non-bank subsidiaries) a much wider range of “financial in nature” activities, including unlimited securities dealing and underwriting as well as general insurance business. FHCs were envisioned as “financial supermarkets” serving as a “one-stop-shop” for their customers’ financial needs. This structural reform profoundly altered the key dynamics in the U.S. financial sector, unleashing a wave of consolidations and the emergence of large, diversified financial conglomerates such as Citigroup, JPMorgan Chase, and Bank of America.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act also significantly expanded the range of non-financial activities permissible for this new breed of bank-centered financial services conglomerates. By allowing FHCs to enter purely commercial business lines, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act quietly dealt a potentially deadly blow to the concept of separating banking from commerce. Even now, more than a decade later, it is difficult to assess fully the implications of this shift in the legal and regulatory regime governing banking institutions. Yet, its importance for understanding the sources and patterns of systemic risk in today’s financial sector is becoming increasingly clear.

Three principal provisions of the Bank Holding Company Act, as amended by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, enable FHCs to engage in commercial activities on a much broader scale than before 1999. First, an FHC may make passive private equity investments of any size in any commercial company under the “merchant banking” authority.8 Second, an FHC may directly engage in any non-financial activities, if the Federal Reserve determines such activities are “complementary” to a financial activity.9 Finally, the statute contains a grandfather clause to allow entities that become subject to the Bank Holding Company Act after the Gramm-Leach-Bliley enactment to run physical commodity businesses.10 An FHC may use any one of these statutory authorizations to conduct a particular commercial activity.

Each of these three statutory exemptions from the general ban on banking organizations’ non-financial operations—or three “doors” into previously inaccessible sphere of pure commerce—is subject to various conditions and limitations. However, a closer
A. Door No. 1: Merchant Banking

Prior to 1999, a BHC was generally permitted to make passive private equity investments in any commercial company only if such investments did not exceed 5 percent of such company’s voting securities. In the 1990s, banks viewed this as a major competitive disadvantage that kept them from making potentially lucrative private equity investments in start-up Internet and high-tech companies. Section 4(k)(4)(H) of the Bank Holding Company Act, added by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, sought to remedy that situation by permitting FHCs to acquire or control, directly or indirectly, up to 100 percent of ownership interest in any commercial entity under the “merchant banking” authority.

The statute does not define the term “merchant banking.” In 2001, the Federal Reserve and the Department of Treasury jointly issued the Merchant Banking Rule, which defines merchant banking as a catch-all authorization for FHCs to invest in commercial enterprises, as long as any such investment meets several requirements. Thus, the investment cannot be held through an FHC’s bank-subsidiary and must be sold within 10 to 15 years after the acquisition (barring any special circumstances). The investment must be made “as part of a bona fide underwriting or merchant or investment banking activity” (i.e. it must be a financial investment for the purpose of appreciation and ultimate resale). Furthermore, an FHC cannot “routinely manage or operate” any portfolio company in which it made the investment, except as may be necessary in order to obtain a reasonable return on investment upon resale.

These requirements were designed to ensure that FHCs use the merchant banking powers to facilitate their financial intermediation activities, as opposed to getting involved in the commercial businesses of companies in which they invest. Although an FHC is permitted to acquire full ownership of a commercial firm, the principal purpose of its investment must remain purely financial: making a profit upon subsequent resale or disposition of its ownership stake.

The real question is whether, in practice, FHCs comply with the rule’s formal requirements while circumventing its intended purpose—that is, to what extent they are able to use merchant banking authority as a means of engaging in impermissible commercial activities. For instance, in general discussions of FHCs’ merchant banking activities, the statutory prohibition on “routinely managing” portfolio companies is often understood as a requirement—and an effective assurance—of a purely passive “arm’s length” relationship between an FHC and commercial entities it controls under that authority. Yet, this is not necessarily the case. The regulators interpreted the term “routinely managing” narrowly, leaving ample opportunities for FHCs to exercise decisive managerial control over their portfolio companies. Under the Merchant Banking Rule, the indicia of impermissible “routine management” of a portfolio company
include certain kinds of management interlocking and explicit contractual restrictions on the portfolio company’s ability to make routine business decisions (e.g., hiring non-executive personnel or entering into transactions in the ordinary course of business). Examples of permissible arrangements that do not constitute “routine management” include contractual agreements restricting the portfolio company’s ability to take actions not in the ordinary course of business; providing financial, investment, and management consulting advice to, and underwriting securities of, the portfolio company; and meeting with the company’s employees to monitor or advise them in connection with the portfolio company’s performance or activities. FHCs can also elect any or all of the directors of any portfolio company, as long as the board does not directly run the company’s day-to-day operations.

Thus, unwrapping regulatory interpretation of the statutory language reveals that FHCs enjoy considerable flexibility in directing business affairs of portfolio companies in which they invest pursuant to merchant banking authority. In practice, it is not difficult to structure an FHC’s relationship with any particular commercial entity in a way that avoids formal indicia of “routine management” but gives it effective control over important substantive aspects of that entity’s business.

B. Door No. 2: Complementary to Finance
The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act also authorizes FHCs to conduct commercial activities determined by the Federal Reserve to be “complementary” to a financial activity. The Federal Reserve must also determine that any such complementary activity does not “pose a substantial risk to the safety or soundness of depository institutions or the financial system generally.” Once again, however, the statute does not define what complementary means.

Procedurally, the Federal Reserve makes these determinations on a case-by-case basis. Any FHC seeking to engage in any commercial activity it believes to be complementary to a financial activity must apply for the Federal Reserve’s prior approval and provide detailed information about the proposed activity. In making its determination, the Federal Reserve is required to make a specific finding that the proposed activity would produce public benefits that outweigh its potential adverse effects. The statutory list of such public benefits includes “greater convenience, increased competition, or gains in efficiency.” The Federal Reserve must balance these benefits against such dangers as “undue concentration of resources, decreased or unfair competition, conflicts of interests, unsound banking practices, or risk to the stability of the United States banking or financial system.” This list of potential dangers directly channels the policy concerns underlying the principle of separation of banking from commerce, which indicates Congress’s intention to limit FHCs’ potential expansion into the commercial sphere. Yet, the statutory language leaves too many opportunities for interpreting public benefits too broadly and potential risks too narrowly.
The legislative history of this provision shows that the industry deliberately sought the inclusion of the complementary clause as an open-ended source of legal authority for banking organizations to engage in any commercial activities that may become feasible or profitable in the future. Again, banks’ real goal was to be able to invest in Internet and high-tech companies. Yet, the industry framed the congressional debate on complementary activities as a debate primarily about low-risk, low-profile activities, such as publishing travel magazines and using back-office over-capacity to offer telephone help lines.  

After 1999, the banking industry found other, less innocuous uses for this complementary power, such as physical commodity and energy trading. Beginning in 2003, the Federal Reserve issued several orders allowing Citigroup, JPMorgan, Bank of America, and other FHCs to trade in a wide range of physical commodities as an activity complementary to their commodity derivatives businesses. In making its determinations, the Federal Reserve routinely equated the public benefits of proposed activities with the primarily private benefits to individual FHCs—their enhanced competitiveness and profitability. With respect to potential adverse effects, the orders typically briefly noted the absence of any substantial risks to the safety and soundness of the FHC or the U.S. financial system.

The main safety and soundness limitation the Federal Reserve imposed on these activities was the prohibition on FHC ownership or operation of facilities for the extraction, storage, processing, or transportation of physical commodities. In response, FHCs developed ways to obtain effective operational control of power plants and oil refineries through contractual arrangements. In the wake of the recent crisis, when three large FHCs – Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, and JPMorgan – emerged as major commodity merchants and owners of oil pipelines and metals warehouses, the Federal Reserve’s original line drawing began to seem even less relevant in practice.

More generally, this selective expansion of large FHCs into commodities and energy—vitaly important and volatile sectors of the economy that are inherently vulnerable to market manipulation and speculative bubbles—raises fundamental questions as to whether the vague regulatory concept of complementarity imposes meaningful limits on banking organizations’ commercial activities.

C. Door No. 3: “Grandfathered” Commodity Activities

The third source of authority for FHCs to enter commerce is section 4(o) of the Bank Holding Company Act, which authorizes any company that becomes an FHC after November 12, 1999, to continue “activities related to the trading, sale, or investment in commodities and underlying physical properties,” if that company “lawfully was engaged, directly or indirectly, in any of such activities as of September 30, 1997, in the United States.”
Thus, section 4(o) seems to allow a qualifying FHC to conduct virtually any kind of commodity trading and any related commercial activities (for example, owning and operating oil terminals and metals warehouses), if it happened to conduct any commodities business—even if on a very limited basis and/or involving different kinds of commodities—prior to the 1997 cut-off date. Potentially, so broadly stated an exemption may open the door for large financial institutions to conduct sizeable commercial activities of a kind typically not allowed for banking organizations.26

Grandfathering of pre-existing commodities operations was originally proposed in 1995 by Congressman Jim Leach as part of a broader set of provisions establishing a new charter for “wholesale financial institutions” (“WFIs”) that could conduct a wide range of banking activities but could not take federally-insured retail deposits.27 The proposal sought to create a “two-way street” for investment banks, enabling them to acquire commercial banks and offer wholesale banking services to institutional clients, without becoming subject to the full range of activity restrictions under the Bank Holding Company Act.28 Because WFIs and their parent-companies—“woofies”—would not have access to federal deposit insurance and, therefore, were not likely to pose any significant potential threat to the deposit insurance fund, the proposal authorized them to engage in a broader set of non-financial activities than regular FHCs backed by FDIC insurance. One of these explicit trade-offs involved the grandfathering of woofies’ pre-existing commodities trading.

Initially, several big banks and securities firms strongly pushed for the passage of the woofie charter.29 Unlike the House bill, the Senate version of the reform legislation did not contain woofie provisions. In April 1999, Senator Phil Gramm introduced an amendment replicating the commodity grandfathering provision for woofies in the House bill, but without any reference to woofies.30 Ultimately, the entire subtitle of the House bill dealing with the new woofie charter was eliminated from the legislation. The Senate’s broader version of the commodity grandfathering clause, however, became the current section 4(o) of the Bank Holding Company Act. Thus, an initially limited concession to financial institutions that were explicitly denied access to federal deposit insurance became an open-ended exemption available to all newly-registered FHCs fully backed by the federal government guarantees.

This commodity grandfathering provision remained largely unnoticed until Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs, which became BHCs in September 2008, claimed it as the legal basis for keeping and expanding their vast operations in physical commodities and energy markets. The controversy over this issue brought section 4(o) to the forefront of the public debate on the proper limits of banking institutions’ non-financial activities and the dangers of failing to police these limits in practice.
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III. From Financial Conglomerates to Financial-Industrial Conglomerates? Potential Public Policy Implications

As the preceding discussion shows, the post-Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act regime governing FHCs’ commercial activities does not provide effective constraints on such activities. It is not surprising that, since the early 2000s, large U.S. bank-centered financial conglomerates—such as JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan Stanley—have been gradually morphing into financial-industrial conglomerates. This trend is especially visible in physical commodity and energy markets, in which these FHCs conduct significant operations producing, processing, transporting, storing, and marketing oil, gas, electricity, coal, uranium, aluminum, etc. But large U.S. FHCs may also be acquiring stakes in airports, railroads, telecommunications, or defense companies, we simply don’t know.

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, the centerpiece of the U.S. financial regulation reform, does not directly address the question of whether, or to what extent, financial institutions should engage in commercial activities. While the Dodd-Frank Act generally endorses the continuing significance of the foundational principle of separation of banking and commerce, its main focus remains on financial activities and markets. Establishing effective regulatory boundaries for financial firms’ non-financial activities and eliminating the current disconnect between legal principles and reality is a task for future reforms.

In the absence of full and reliable information on FHCs’ commercial activities and their impact on financial and commercial markets, it is difficult to offer specific policy prescriptions for such reforms. However, as an initial matter, it is helpful to define the range of potential public policy implications of large, systemically important FHCs’ large-scale involvement in commercial enterprise and to articulate key policy objectives that should guide our search for solutions.

There are several policy reasons to revisit the existing legal framework for allowing banking entities to conduct non-financial activities. Some of these reasons reflect the heightened relevance of the traditional policies behind the principle of separating banking from commerce in the complex and interconnected world of modern finance. These are concerns about safety and soundness of financial institutions and systemic risk associated with their commercial activities, potential leakage of the public subsidy beyond the banking sector, market integrity and consumer protection, and excessive concentration of economic and political power in the hands of financial conglomerates. In addition, there are serious reasons to doubt the actual capacity of financial institutions and their regulators to monitor and effectively control potential risks posed by such institutions’ ever-expanding activities.

These theoretical concerns may be more or less pronounced in the context of a particular commercial activity. It is also worth noting that banks’ involvement in certain
non-financial activities may—and often does—produce tangible financial benefits to their clients and, indirectly and perhaps less tangibly, to society as a whole. Yet, after decades of unquestioning acceptance of private firms’ self-interested depiction of such benefits, it is critical that policy makers fully address potential social costs of mixing banking and commerce.

A. Safety and Soundness of Financial Institutions and Systemic Risk
It is often asserted that separating banking from commerce undermines banking institutions’ safety and soundness by preventing them from diversifying their sources of income. This argument, however, is meaningless if stated in the abstract, as a generally applicable principle. Some forms of diversification may, in fact, produce desired economic benefits for an FHC, while others may have the opposite effects by exposing it to too much risk, often in unfamiliar ways. The task, therefore, is to determine which types of commercial investments and activities are likely to generate significant diversification benefits without, at the same time, undermining the safety and soundness of the individual FHC or the entire financial system.

Large FHCs’ involvement in physical commodities and energy markets provides a useful example of how certain commercial activities may raise potentially significant safety and soundness concerns and exacerbate systemic risk. Let us assume that owning or operating oil pipelines and metals warehouses generates profits for an FHC that are both independent from, and significant enough to offset serious downturns in, its core financial-market business. This diversification effort also exposes the FHC to a broader range of risks, many of which are qualitatively different from risks posed by its traditional financial activities. It’s easy to imagine, for example, that an accident or explosion on board an oil tanker owned or operated by one of JPMorgan’s subsidiaries causes a large oil spill in an environmentally fragile area of the ocean. The news of the disaster may lead JPMorgan’s counterparties in the financial markets to worry about the firm’s financial strength and creditworthiness. The full extent of JPMorgan’s clean up costs and legal liabilities would be difficult to estimate upfront, so it would be reasonable for the firm’s counterparties to worry about its financial strength and creditworthiness. This could trigger a run on the firm’s assets and bring JPMorgan to the verge of a major liquidity crisis. Without some form of a bailout, its failure is nearly certain to cause a major systemic disturbance in the financial markets.

This hypothetical illustrates how FHC’s expansion into physical commodity and energy businesses creates new sources of, and transmission channels for, systemic risk in the financial sector. Systemic vulnerability is likely to increase whenever FHCs enter, on a sufficiently large scale, any commercial business and, as a result, become exposed to financial, operational, and market risks specific to such business. Therefore, any potential benefit from diversifying an FHC’s portfolio beyond finance must be weighted against potential costs of increasing the overall level of institutional and systemic risk.
B. Leakage of Public Subsidy

By taking deposits and serving as the main channel for the flow of payments and credit throughout the economy, banks perform a “special” public service. For this reason, the federal government subsidizes banking institutions by guaranteeing their deposit liabilities and providing them with liquidity support through dedicated Federal Reserve facilities. Big, systemically important banks and their affiliates also enjoy implicit subsidy, based on the market expectation that the government would bail out any such entity in order to avoid financial meltdown. As a result of this public support, explicit or implicit, banking organizations have lower cost of funding than ordinary commercial companies, which potentially gives FHCs a crucial advantage over their non-bank competitors in any non-financial market.

Commodities markets, again, provide a classic example. The financial industry often asserts that banks’ entry into commercial sectors provides public benefits by increasing competition and by enabling them to provide better, more efficient services to their clients. What these claims leave out, however, is the potential competitive advantage that the federal subsidy of banking institutions gives them when they act in commodity markets. An oil refinery may very well benefit from a lower cost of its crude inventory supplied entirely by Morgan Stanley, but is Morgan Stanley able to offer the lower price because its own cost of funding is partly subsidized by the taxpayer? If it is so, the taxpaying public is indirectly subsidizing the refinery’s costs of doing its business—something Congress has never endorsed or even contemplated.

To protect the taxpayers from unknowingly supporting private firms’ profit-generating activities, it is critical to impose strict limitations on the ability of banking institutions to leverage their access to federal subsidy. Despite the existence of laws attempting to do just that, in practice, it remains a difficult task. Once banks venture beyond finance, the market-distorting effects of the subsidy leakage become even harder to detect and control.

C. Conflicts of Interest, Market Manipulation and Consumer Protection

One of the key policy reasons for separating banking from commerce is the fear of banks unfairly restricting their commercial-market competitors’ access to credit, the lifeblood of the economy. Banks can also use their financial power to influence prices in commercial markets in which their affiliates operate. The relatively recent growth of global derivatives markets, in which large U.S. FHCs are key participants, raises these concerns with potential conflicts of interest and market manipulation to a qualitatively new level. If the same FHC trades derivatives linked to the price of some underlying asset and, at the same time, through its commercial operations, can influence the supply of, or demand for, that asset, that FHC can intentionally move the underlying asset’s price to maximize gains from its derivatives positions.

This structural market power from combining derivatives trading with direct participation in related commercial activities creates both incentives and opportunities for
new, more subtle, and harder to detect forms of manipulative conduct across different markets. Furthermore, FHC affiliates acting in various commercial markets in pursuit of their parents’ complex trading strategies may fundamentally alter the dynamics within those markets, creating sudden price changes not explained by the traditional supply-and-demand factors. These destabilizing effects of “financialization” of commercial markets often translate into higher consumer prices. Recent revelations about Goldman Sachs’ role in artificially inflating aluminum prices, through its metals warehousing operations, provide one example of this troubling trend.

D. Political Economy
Writing almost a century ago, Justice Brandeis famously warned against the dangers of allowing financial institutions to accumulate direct control over industrial enterprises.33 The recent financial crisis underscored the continuing salience of Brandeis’s political-economy concerns. One of the central themes in post-crisis regulatory reform is the prevention of future bailouts of “too big to fail” financial institutions. Yet, if large U.S. financial institutions successfully transform themselves into financial–industrial conglomerates, it would make the reformers’ task even less enviable. Not only will these giant firms become even bigger and more complex, they will acquire additional sources of leverage over the economy—and, consequently, the polity—in their new role as providers of vital commercial products and services.

E. Firm Governability and Regulatory Capacity
Significant expansion of FHCs’ commercial businesses presents serious challenges for these firms’ internal governance and risk management. Large U.S. financial conglomerates are already complex in terms of their corporate structure, risk management, and the breadth and depth of financial services and products they offer. Allowing these firms to run extensive commercial operations that require specialized technical and managerial expertise adds to their internal complexity. Firm-wide coordination and monitoring of operations, finances, risks, and legal and regulatory compliance become all the more difficult in that context.

Furthermore, mixing banking with commerce creates potentially insurmountable challenges from the perspective of regulatory efficiency and capacity. The U.S. system of financial services regulation is already fragmented and ill suited to detect and reduce systemic risk across different financial markets and products. The expansion of FHCs’ activities into new areas subject to extensive regulation under very different regulatory schemes—environmental regulation, workplace safety regulation, consumer safety regulation, etc.—lays the foundation for jurisdictional conflicts on an unprecedented scale. In addition to the several federal financial regulators, banking organizations may become subject to direct regulation by the Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Transportation, and numerous other federal and state agencies. Yet, none of these many overseers will see the whole picture, leaving potentially dangerous gaps in the regulation and supervision of these companies.
Non-financial regulatory schemes are not designed to address the unique risks—enterprise-wide and systemic—posed by the activities of systemically important financial institutions. Financial regulators, in turn, lack the necessary expertise and legal authority to exercise meaningful oversight of FHCs’ commercial businesses and the risks they generate. This natural limit on regulatory capacity is a critical factor in the discussion of financial institutions’ entry into non-financial lines of business.

IV. What Should Be Done? Potential Avenues for Reform

At present, there is surprisingly little public information on the nature and scope of banking organizations’ commercial assets and activities. FHCs’ public filings do not provide a sufficiently detailed picture, and it is not clear whether the Federal Reserve collects enough data to give it a comprehensive view of their merchant banking and complementary activities. Thus, the first step toward developing a coherent regulatory approach to commercial activities of banking organizations is to demand more specific and targeted public disclosure of all relevant information. Once we have a better idea of how involved our banking institutions are in non-financial businesses, we can decide whether such involvement warrants any particular policy intervention.

As a general matter, intervention could proceed along three lines: (1) strengthening the existing regime by imposing additional regulatory controls on FHC’s ability to enter commerce; (2) eliminating specific authorizations of FHCs’ commercial activities; and (3) folding this issue into a broader structural reform of financial services regulation.

A. “Policing the Doors”

The least radical policy response would seek to improve practical efficacy of the existing regime by imposing stricter and more meaningful regulatory controls on FHCs’ commercial activities.

Size and concentration limits

One possible step in this direction would be to impose additional size and concentration limits on FHCs’ permissible merchant banking and complementary activities. The relevant measures and thresholds may vary, and the Federal Reserve should have flexibility to determine whether the size, scope, or relative significance of any individual FHCs’ commercial holdings and/or activities—as represented by any single or multiple metrics—reach potentially worrisome levels. In order to be meaningful, these limitations would have to target all of the substantive policy concerns outlined above.

Given the breadth of what constitutes commerce, it may be desirable to identify specific sectors or areas of activity, which are critically important to economic growth and/or potentially vulnerable to speculation-induced instability, and to craft additional limitations and conditions on FHCs’ expansion into such areas. For example, additional safeguards could be imposed on FHCs’ activities in physical commodities,
real estate, telecommunications, as well as infrastructure and transportation. The list of such “special concern” activities, and activity-specific limitations, may be adjusted by policy makers, if necessary.

Redefining supervisory objectives
The Federal Reserve should be required to (1) collect more granular quantitative and qualitative data on each FHC’s merchant banking investments and complementary activities, and (2) monitor compliance with the statutory and regulatory requirements much more closely. The agency’s principal supervisory goal should be to understand and evaluate not only each FHC’s full commercial-activity profile but also the overall pattern and potential effects (internal and external) of combining its commercial and financial activities.

In evaluating compliance, Federal Reserve examiners must not rely on review of FHCs’ corporate documents and formal “policies and procedures.” For instance, with respect to merchant banking, examiners should scrutinize the actual relationships between each FHC and its portfolio companies, in order to ensure that the FHC’s merchant banking portfolio contains only financial-in-nature investments. The examiners’ task would be to monitor the relationship between an FHC and each of its merchant banking portfolio companies for the indicia of de facto operational influence that potentially cross the line between financing commerce and engaging in commerce.

Portfolio-level reporting
To this end, the Federal Reserve could require that each commercial company controlled by an FHC pursuant to merchant banking authority regularly provide quantitative and qualitative information detailing all of its business dealings with the FHC or its clients (e.g., percentage of the company’s revenues generated from such dealings, lists of business contracts with the FHC or its clients, specific information on FHC’s participation in the management and business decisions of the company). To ease the administrative burden, this portfolio-level reporting requirement may be applied selectively to portfolio companies engaged either in any “special concern” activity (as outlined above) or an activity in which the FHC’s investment exceed certain concentration thresholds.

The same type of reporting may be mandated with respect to FHCs’ commercial subsidiaries engaged in complementary activities. While the specific purpose of supervisory scrutiny in this context is somewhat different than in the case of FHCs’ merchant banking portfolio, the overall goal is fundamentally similar: to ascertain the extent to which an FHC’s commercial activities indicate any potentially troubling micro- or macro-trends.

Procedural safeguards
The existing scheme for complementary activities can be further strengthened by imposing additional procedural requirements on the Federal Reserve’s decision making.
For example, the Bank Holding Company Act can be amended to require the Federal Reserve to provide a more detailed substantive justification of its determination that the public benefits—which are not to be equated with profitability and competitive gains of FHCs—of allowing a particular FHC to engage in a specific complementary activity outweigh all of the potential adverse effects specified in the statute (and not only those directly related to individual institutions’ safety and soundness). Putting these implicit requirements directly into the words of the statute would make it more likely that the Federal Reserve fulfills its responsibilities as the guardian of the public interest.

It is also desirable to mandate periodic regulatory reviews and re-authorizations of each order granting individual FHCs’ requests to conduct commercial activities complementary to finance. In effect, this requirement would create an automatic “sunset” period (e.g., every five years) for complementary power grants, which would force the Federal Reserve to reconsider its decisions in light of new information. Again, in issuing re-authorization orders, the Federal Reserve should be required to lay out in full the substantive reasoning behind its decision.

B. “Closing the Doors”
A more radical policy response would be to repeal specific statutory authorizations of FHCs’ commercial activities created by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. In contrast to the option outlined above, this option is less complicated and does not create significant compliance and administrative costs.

The easiest case for such outright repeal is section 4(o) of the Bank Holding Company Act. This commodity grandfathering provision has outlived its original purpose and does not serve any real function today.

There is also a potentially strong argument for repealing the statutory authorization of FHCs’ merchant banking activities. As discussed above, the banking industry sought the inclusion of this authority in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act to enable it to invest in Silicon Valley start-ups. Today, long after the dotcom boom ended, FHCs can use this provision to conduct commercial activities that go far beyond the vague statutory concept of “bona fide merchant banking.” Given the practical difficulty of ensuring compliance with the spirit and purpose of this provision, it would make sense to reassess whether the real public benefits of allowing banking organizations to act as private equity funds outweigh potential risks such activities pose from the public policy perspective.

C. “The Wall is the Problem!”
Finally, the most radical approach to resolving the existing tension between the legal principle of separation of banking from commerce, on the one hand, and its inconsistent implementation, on the other, would be to reconsider the principle itself.
This approach could support abandoning the legal fiction of separating banking from commerce and legalizing financial-industrial conglomeration under the rubric of “universal banking.” Alternatively, it could support a call for broader structural reforms seeking more effective separation of finance from commerce. The former version of this paradigm shift, while potentially restoring doctrinal consistency, is not likely to address policy concerns discussed above. The latter version, however, might ultimately hold the key to resolving many a regulatory dilemma in modern finance. Developing a coherent system of new regulatory categories that reflect today’s market realities better than old-style “walls” and “silos” could enable new solutions tailored more precisely to specific policy problems.

One of the fundamental questions in this respect concerns the social functions and boundaries of financial intermediation. Financial institutions’ growing involvement in commercial activities blurs these boundaries, so that it is not clear any more where financial intermediation ends and trade intermediation begins—and what regulatory implications should follow. The recent growth of derivatives markets intensified this conceptual ambiguity by enabling the rise of new, hybrid intermediaries that seamlessly combine financial risk management services with large-scale commercial enterprise, often without being subject to full-blown regulation as financial intermediaries.

Resolving this fundamental ambiguity, however, is a difficult task. Much work needs to be done before we can outline a realistic path toward a new structural paradigm in financial regulation. Understanding where we are today and how we got here is the necessary first step on that path.
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